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ABSTRACT

According to my literature review and my reflection of its meaning, few studies
have been conducted that explore the adjustment and acculturation experiences of female
international students in US colleges and universities specifically on Saudi female
students. Therefore, this study explored the academic and socio-cultural experiences of
Saudi female students before and after arriving in the US. Furthermore, this study
identified the sources of acculturative stress and Saudi female students’ successful
strategies for coping with these stressors. Eight Saudi female students participated in
one-on-one semi-structured interviews and Moustakas’ (1994) transcendental
phenomenology was utilized in analyzing students’ voices. During the data analysis
process, there were five themes that emerged from the data, including sociocultural
expectations and issues, motivation for studying abroad, challenges, coping strategies,
and adaptation. The results of this study provided recommendations for American and
Saudi higher education administrators and faculty concerning how to help Saudi female
students adjust to American culture and campus life and provide appropriate academic
environments for this growing population.
Keywords: Acculturation, coping strategies, acculturative stress, international Saudi
female students.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Saudi Arabia enjoys great wealth as a result of its vast reserves of oil as well as its
investment in developing human capital (Askari, 2006; Cordesman, 2009). One of the main
objectives of Saudi Arabia’s founders was to promote the country through a primary focus on
education (Smith & Abouammoh, 2013). For example, the Saudi government dedicates a large
part of its annual budget to providing educational opportunities for Saudi students both inside
and outside of the Kingdom (Long, 2005). The King Abdullah Scholarship Program (KASP) is
one type of higher education opportunity that the government of Saudi Arabia has offered to
Saudi students of both genders since 2005; the scholarship program has recently been extended
for additional years (Alqahtani, 2014). The KASP is currently a fully-funded government
scholarship program that has benefited thousands of male and female Saudi students. Because of
the support of KASP, Saudi students currently represent the fourth largest international group
enrolled at US institutions. In 2015-2016, the total number of Saudi students enrolled in US
colleges and universities was 61,287 (an increase of 14% from the previous year; Institute of
International Education, 2017b).
Prospects of increasing numbers of Saudi students studying in the US has encouraged
scholars to address the academic adjustment and personal issues of Saudi male students
(Alanazy, 2011; Caldwell, 2013; Ghaleb, 2013; Heyn, 2013; Hofer, 2009). However, the
experiences of Saudi female students have been largely ignored (Hagler, 2014; Heyn, 2013). To
address this gap in the literature, I explored the acculturation experiences of female Saudi
students at American Public University in the South by providing an exploratory investigation of
the challenges and barriers they face during their studies and exploring the most effective coping
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strategies they used to overcome all challenges. The findings of this study are useful to those
serving this population in academic settings in the United States and Saudi Arabia.

Background

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is located in southwest Asia and is the largest country in
the Middle East (Cordesman, 1997). Saudi Arabia is approximately 829,000 square miles in
size, which is one-fifth the size of the United States (Cane, Balcavage, & Gibbs, 2002; Long,
2005). Comprised of 14 provinces, Saudi Arabia is governed by members of the Saudi royal
family (Deady, 2005). Most regions of Saudi Arabia consist of uninhabited desert and are
undeveloped. The Rub al-Khali Desert in the south of the country, for example, consists of more
than 200 square miles and is considered the largest sand desert in the world (Edgell, 2006).
Therefore, the weather in Saudi Arabia is characterized as desert and features sandstorms. It is
hot and dry in summer and cold in winter, with temperatures ranging from 122 oF (50oC) to 32oF
(0oC; Cane et al., 2002; Deady, 2005).
The economic growth enjoyed by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has impacted the country
in all areas, including health, education, and social welfare. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s
economy depends largely on the extraction and export of oil to other countries. “The oil sector
accounts for about 45% of the total GDP and 90% of the total export earnings” (Samargandi,
Fidrmuc, & Ghosh, 2014, p. 269). In 2016, the Kingdom had about 18% of the oil reserves in
the world, making it the second-largest producer and exporter of oil in the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries (2016). Moreover, Saudi Arabia is one of the top contributors to
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank (Mallakh, 2014).
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However, dependence on oil revenues does not guarantee the stability of the Kingdom’s
economy because oil prices can fluctuate wildly in response to geopolitical conditions. The
government’s new economic strategy involves investing in agricultural products and
petrochemical industries such as plastics and clothing. An additional focus of development
concerns health, education, and social services. (Deady, 2005; Mallakh, 2014). For example, the
Kingdom provides free education to citizens and immigrants, including higher education. In
2015, government statistics revealed that the number of post- secondary schools in Saudi Arabia
had increased to 31,000; this statistic included 25 public universities, 520 governmental colleges,
and a large number of educational and training centers (Ministry of Education of Saudi Arabia,
2016b).
Saudi Arabia is one of the most influential countries in the world, particularly in political
and economic terms. The country’s influence is rooted in its religious status as keeper of the
holiest sites in Islam (Mecca and Medina) and its economic wealth that extends its political
influence into the international arena (Long, 2005). The kingdom of Saudi Arabia is the largest
Islamic country in the Middle East, with a population of more than 28 million people of which
30% are immigrants (Cane et al., 2002; Central Intelligence Agency [CIA], 2016). All Saudi
citizens profess the Islamic faith and speak Arabic, which is the official language of the country.
Saudi culture and tribal customs originated from an Arab-Islamic identity, and Islamic values
form the basis of Saudi law and drive government policies in the Kingdom. Consequently, Saudi
society differs greatly from Western societies. Long (2005) observed that “the gap between
Saudi and Western social custom can appear to be so wide” (p. 63).
Because the US and Saudi Arabia differ so widely regarding gender roles, including
expectations and religious values, Saudi female students who travel to the US to study may face
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significant obstacles in adjusting to US customs and culture. Therefore, unlike other
international female students studying in the US, college life may be more challenging and
stressful for Saudi female students (Mango, 2012).

International Saudi Students in the US
The US is a popular destination for international students from around the world,
including Saudi youth who desire a reputable educational credential. The newest statistics
released by the Institute of International Education (2017a) indicated that, between 2016 and
2017, the number of international students in the US was over one million students.
Moreover, international students studying at US colleges and universities contributed
$30.5 billion to the US economy (National Association of Foreign Student Advisers [NAFSA],
2015). The government of Saudi Arabia, in 2015, allocated nearly SAR 22 billion, the
equivalent of $5.872 billion, to support thousands of students in all disciplines as part of the
KASP (Ministry of Education of Saudi Arabia, 2016a). Some of those scholarship funds make
their way to US colleges and universities. For example, according to a 2016 article published in
the Wall Street Journal, Saudi students at Cleveland State University contributed more than $7
million in tuition and fees during the 2015-2016 academic year (Korn & Omran, 2016).
Ultimately, Saudi international students have a significant influence on the budgets of US
colleges and universities as well as the local economies of the surrounding communities.
The presence of Saudi female international students enhances diversity in their host
institutions and expands multicultural knowledge on campus by sharing their unique cultural,
academic, social, religious, and political backgrounds (Davis, 2014). A report published in 2000
by the American Council on Education (ACE) and the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) emphasized the importance of challenging stereotypes of the racial, ethnic,
4

or social status of diverse students to enhance the positive impact of diversity on campus. By
raising awareness about the challenges that Saudi female students encounter on campus and by
understanding the stress these challenges create, institutions can help Saudi international female
students to achieve the following: (a) cope successfully with stress, (b) maneuver safely through
the acculturation process, and (c) successfully complete their studies.

Theoretical Framework
More than 30 years ago, Berry (1980) researched acculturative stress, leading to his
identification of four acculturation strategies used by immigrant people: (a) integration, (b)
assimilation, (c) separation, and (e) marginalization. This model of acculturation strategies has
been used extensively by researchers (Navas, Rojas, García, & Pumares, 2007; Schwartz &
Zamboanga, 2008; Weihua, & Shu, 2011).
Because of the complexity of the acculturation process, Berry’s acculturation framework
has been the subject of revision. In 1997, Berry revised the acculturation model to account for
the dynamics of the acculturation process for individuals before, as well as during, the
acculturation experience. Also, Berry’s revised model (1997) clarifies the major personal and
situational factors that contribute to the stressors and coping process for immigrants and
sojourners.
In this study, I used Berry’s Stress-Coping framework to explore the nature of stressors
and coping strategies used by Saudi female college students during their time in the United
States. Since 2011, there have been few studies that have investigated international students’
experiences of stress and coping processes (Gibbons, Dempster, & Moutray, 2011; Yan &
Berliner, 2011; Zhao, Lei, He, Gu, & Li, 2015; Zi & Sendall, 2016). Yan and Berliner’s (2011)
study stands out because they used Berry’s (1997) acculturation and stress coping framework
5

while other researchers applied different frameworks to understand how international students
adapt and acculturate to their host country. Berry’s model allowed Yan and Berliner to
understand Chinese students’ experiences during their time studying in a foreign country. More
specifically, Yan and Berliner focused on selected individual acculturation variables of Chinese
students before and after the acculturation process, excluding group acculturation variables.
Despite the success of their study in understanding Chinese students’ process of adaptation, I
found that Yan and Berliner ignored some of the individual factors that may significantly
contribute to the understanding of stressors. These factors include a diversity of religious
worldviews and societal attitudes of prejudice and discrimination that international students may
face during their studies in the US. In contrast, the proposed research focused on all stress
factors at the individual level identified in Berry’s model to understand Saudi female students’
adjustment and acculturation process.
Figure 1 illustrates Berry’s (1997) Stress-Coping framework. This model contains two
levels of variables (group and individual) that include several situational and personal factors
that influence the acculturation process. Factors that may appear prior to the acculturation
process include age, first language, and expectations prior to the experience. Berry explained
that the success of the acculturation process depends on individuals choosing the appropriate
strategies for coping. According to Berry’s model, individuals who choose the appropriate
coping strategies should reach the adaptation and acclimatization stage. Then, individuals will
reach the stage of acclimatization.
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Figure 1. A framework for acculturation research. From “Lead Article Immigration,
Acculturation, and Adaptation”, by J. W. Berry, 1997, p. 15. Copyright 1997 by John W. Berry.
Reprinted with permission (Appendix A).

Using Berry’s (1997) framework, I explored Saudi female international students’ stress
and coping strategies, applying individual-level variables rather than group-level variables. Two
categories of individual-level factors informed this study: (a) factors prior to acculturation, and
(b) factors during acculturation. I asked several demographic questions, including the
individual’s age, gender, academic level, language proficiency, religion, marital status, and the
length of time living in the United States. Also, in light of individual-level variables, I explored
the following themes: participants’ expectations prior to their studies at US colleges and
universities, the education system in the home country, personality traits, acculturation style,
coping strategies, social support, and societal attitudes including prejudice and discrimination
attitudes. Figure 2 illustrates the part of Barry’s model that I used in this study.
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Figure 2. A modified model of a framework for acculturation research. From “Lead Article
Immigration, Acculturation, and Adaptation”, by J. W. Berry, 1997, p. 15. Copyright 1997 by
John W. Berry. Reprinted with permission (Appendix A).
Purpose of the Study
Previous studies have shown that Saudi female students often suffer from some
acclimation difficulties during their studies in the US (Lefdahl-Davis & Perrone-McGovern,
2015; Sandekian, Weddington, Birnbaum, & Keen, 2015). These adjustment difficulties might
be rooted in Saudi female students’ cultural and religious background that shape their lives
(Lefdahl-Davis & Perrone-McGovern, 2015). However, few studies have been conducted that
explore the adjustment and acculturation experiences of female international students in US
colleges and universities (Lefdahl-Davis & Perrone-McGovern, 2015; Macias, 2016) and no
empirical research has focused specifically on Saudi female students and their stress and coping
strategies. Learning how Saudi female students cope with the stress and anxiety associated with
the acculturation process during their international study experience can inform college and
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university administrators how best to support future Saudi female students and increase
understanding of what other Middle Eastern students may experience.
The purpose of this study involved the following:
•

To explore the academic and social/cultural acculturation experiences of Saudi female
students before and after arriving at their American colleges and universities,

•

To identify the stressors identified by these students, and

•

To identify successful strategies for coping with such acculturation stressors in light of
Berry’s (1997) acculturation framework.

Research Questions
The research questions that informed this study included the following:
1. How do international Saudi female students make sense of the American academic and sociocultural contexts, prior to their studies at US colleges and universities?
2. How do international Saudi female students make sense of the American academic and
socio-cultural contexts, during their studies at US colleges and universities?
3. How do the stories of international Saudi female students reflect on the field of migration
studies, particularly as conceived by J. W. Berry (1997)?

Significance of the Study
Saudi university students have made the US their top destination for international study.
Since the KASP launched in 2005, the number of Saudi students studying in the US has
increased more than 10% each year (World Education Services, 2015). According to the
International Trade Administration (2016), Saudi students in US colleges and universities
contributed an estimated $3.2 billion to the US economy. In 2015, World Education Services
9

(WES) reported that most Saudi students enrolled in public institutions, Christian-affiliated
institutions, and historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) and that most of these
institutions formed partnerships with institutions in Saudi Arabia to increase the enrollment of
Saudi students (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The top 25 institutions that received WES report from Saudi applicants, by type, in
2014. Data adapted from World Education Services, 2015. Retrieved from
http://wenr.wes.org/2015/10/saudi-students-flock-to-a-diverse-set-of-us-institutions/

The results of this study provide recommendations to American and Saudi higher
education administrators and faculty concerning how to support Saudi female students’ coping
processes through appropriate support systems, programs, and staff training. Additionally,
academic counselors can utilize the study’s findings to help Saudi female students adjust more
successfully to American culture and campus life and provide appropriate academic
environments for this growing population.
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Positionality
My background as an international Saudi female student in a US university and the
challenges I faced during my studies inspired me to conduct this current study. My perspective
regarding the acculturation process has been shaped by personal, professional, and academic
experiences as an international Saudi female student at an American public university in South.
Because of my own experiences, I feel deep empathy for Saudi female students who
come to the US from a society that has such different religion, beliefs, culture, and norms and
must adapt to the host country culture as well as be academically successful. The process of
adapting to a new country whose culture is so different from my own was quite challenging
because of my feelings of confusion, homesickness, stress, difficulty with coursework, and
limited social interactions.
I have experienced of the higher education systems in both Saudi Arabia and the US,
earning a bachelors’ degree from a university in Saudi Arabia and a master’s degree from
University of North Florida after studying English language for a year at Temple University in
Philadelphia, PA. However, the first year of my master’s program was the most challenging
because of the differences between the Saudi and US university systems. For example, because
of my limited understanding of US immigration policy, I struggled to maintain my F1 visa status;
I enrolled as a part-time student, thus violating my status as a full-time student.
Moreover, when I came to the US, I had one infant daughter and, during my master’s
and doctoral programs, I had three more children. Raising children brings joy but also
challenges, including investment in time as well as financial resources. It was hard for me, as an
international student, to cover all of my family’s expenses and to find a balance between taking
care of my family and working on my studies.
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Also, the independent American lifestyle required me to change my lifestyle and be more
responsible for myself rather than depending on my husband. For example, I became responsible
for the family budget, including paying bills—something I never had to do when I was in Saudi
Arabia. These new responsibilities, along with my anxiety about meeting the expectations of
classes in the US and my ability to be successful, caused me a great deal of stress. In addition,
after I earned my master’s degree, I experienced a new challenge: I had to move to a new
university in a new city—Orlando—to begin my doctoral studies. Fortunately, during the first
semester of my doctoral program, I made new friends, including other international students who
generously shared with me their adjustment experiences and invited me to join a study group to
work on our most challenging assignments. During my master and doctoral programs, I greatly
improved my professional and academic skills that helped me to cope with new academic
challenges.
Regarding professional experiences, I presented a proposal regarding international
women students’ experiences in the US at the Adult Higher Education Alliance 2016 conference
(AHEA). In addition, I have worked with fellow researchers on studying Arab students’
experiences at a university in the US. These experiences in research have allowed me to gain
insight into using qualitative and quantitative methods. Also, I worked in the English Language
Program (ELP) as an assistant director for six months during my master’s degree program at a
public university. This work exposed me to the experiences of 12 fellow international Saudi
female students, leading me to develop a deeper understanding of their experiences since they
first arrived in the US. This experience provided me with the opportunity to help students cope
with their personal and academic challenges.
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Finally, because I am part of the target group of this study and speak both languages
(Arabic and English), I was particularly well-suited to gather rich, in-depth data from this group.
In addition, because I am a woman, the participants feel comfortable in sharing with me their
experiences, especially those who feel uncomfortable speaking with male researchers because of
their adherence to Saudi norms.

Definitions
To ensure clarity of meaning of this current dissertation, the following basic concepts are
defined:
F1 Visa: A nonimmigrant visa that is issued for a foreign people who aim to study as fulltime students at any US institution, college, or university.
King Abdullah Scholarship Program: “The King Abdullah Scholarship Program was
established in 2005 in order to sponsor highly qualified Saudi students to help them continue
their studies at different universities around the world” (Alqahtani, 2014, p. 34).
Public University: A university that is supported by the state and work under the
supervision of state governments (“Top Public Schools,” 2017)
Saudi Arabian International Students: Individuals who are non-immigrant students in the
US on temporary F (student) visas; those Saudi students who come to the US to obtain a higher
education degree (Heyn, 2013).
Southern American University: A university that is located in the southern region of the
United States, including Virginia, Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and Texas.
Undergraduate Student: A student who has earned a high school diploma and is enrolled
in a college or university but has not yet graduated.
13

Summary
Very few research studies have examined the stress and coping processes of Saudi female
international students at American institutions. Thus, the focus of this study concerned the
perceived elements that affect the academic life and experiences of Saudi women attending US
colleges and universities. I hope that the results of this study contributed to helping college and
university administrators understand how Saudi female students adjust to campus life in the US
and provide insight into how to support.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Since the largest numbers of international Saudi students are studying in US colleges
and universities, it is necessary to highlight their experiences and identify the most significant
challenges facing them during their programs of study, particularly Saudi female students. First,
his literature review provides an overview of the background of Saudi Arabia, offering an
explanation of the various cultural difference between the two countries (Saudi Arabia and
America). Next, the acculturative experiences encountered by international Saudi female
students while they pursue their educational goals in American universities and colleges are
explored. Additional sections of the literature review include the stressors that result from
various challenges related international study, the effective coping strategies employed by Saudi
female students to cope with stress, and the major foundation theory that is a basis for
acculturation framework.

Saudi Arabia: Background
In order to develop a deeper understanding of this study population, a comprehensive
exploration of their background will be discussed. This section will explore and explain the
culture of Saudi Arabia, including daily life, social customs, education system, and the King
Abdullah Scholarship Program (KASP). Detailed knowledge of the population can help to
understand the experience of study participants in US.
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Saudi Arabia: Culture
The highly conservative culture of Saudi Arabia is deeply rooted in its Islamic heritage.
The Saudi government and its people adhere to Islam and Islamic virtues defined by a strict
morality. Consequently, the judiciary system in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is designed to
evaluate human behavior. The Saudi legal system makes no distinction between Saudis and
alien residents, applying laws that are promoted by the Quran and what was applied and
practiced by the Prophet Muhammad (Zuhur, 2005).
The traditional social structure of Saudi Arabia is formed by tribe and family. The tribe
enjoys the highest authority and develops rules that each family must follow. Many of the
manifestations of Islamic heritage are practiced by Saudi families and tribes, such as the
generous treatment of visitors (hospitality), the rituals and traditions concerning the celebration
of marriages and other important events, and the support of the tribe’s individuals, both
materially and morally.
In addition, Saudi families tend to be extended in structure, including grandparents and
great grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins. The elders in the extended family are involved in
making decisions for the entire family. Usually, family members listen and follow the oldest
individual’s decisions—these individuals are typically parents or grandparents. Family elders
are highly respected and have ultimate authority in conducting the family’s affairs (Cane et al.,
2002; Long, 2005). Despite the impact of modern life on Saudi society, families remain
interconnected and prefer to hire family member and relatives instead of strangers, regardless of
the qualifications or efficiency of the person (Long, 2005).
Gender segregation in workplaces and public events is one of the Islamic moral laws
applied in the Kingdom. Therefore, women have the right to work but must avoid sharing
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physical spaces with men. Women may work in places such as girls' schools and may be
excluded from mixed places such as the engineering and construction work (Renard, 2008,
2014). In addition, Saudi women must tell their families where they are at all times; all women
have a male guardian (usually a father or husband) who must provide for her support and provide
a decent life for her. Mackey (1988) emphasized the role of a Saudi man in the family, noting
that “the man of the family must do most of the errands and take care of all family business” (p.
131). Also, the Saudi legal system imposes heavy penalties regarding domestic violence and the
abuse of women, whether verbally or physically, in accordance with Islamic instructions. Saudi
law also requires women to have permission from their male guardian to enter into a contract,
including marriage. Should they wish to travel outside of the country, Saudi women need the
approval of their guardian as well as an accompanying guardian during their time outside of the
country.

Daily Life and Customs
The social life of the Saudi people is very active. Most social activities of Saudi families
occur during the weekend and include enjoying a picnic, camping in the desert, visiting a park,
or spending time with relatives or friends (Cane et al., 2002). Holidays are also important; the
month of Ramadan is one of the holy months in which Saudi families gather after sunset to share
the breaking of the fast (Iftar). Saudi cuisine usually contains unleavened bread, rice, meat, and
vegetables with spicy flavoring. Popular drinks include Arab coffee, served with dates and
sweets, and black hot tea. Following the provisions of Islamic law, Saudi people are forbidden
from eating pork, drinking alcohol, and their derivatives.
In the present day, most Saudi citizens and resident non-citizens (immigrants, foreign
workers) reside in urban areas due to the availability of employment. Saudis enjoy living in
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modern, well-maintained buildings decorated in Islamic style that is characterized by spacious
rooms with high ceilings. Saudi culture emphasizes hospitality and generosity; hospitality rooms
are luxurious and are usually the largest rooms of the home. Commonly, the hospitality section
of the house is divided into two separate sections: one for men and one for women, with separate
entrances in accordance with Saudi custom.
Regarding dress, Saudi Arabian people wear traditional as well as modern, conservative
clothes. In public and the workplace, men usually wear white dresses with long sleeves known
as a thawb while some Saudi youth choose to wear Western apparel. For women, the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia demands that women (Saudi and non-Saudi) wear modest dress that covers their
body (Abaya) and their hair (veil) (Renard, 2014). Muslim women believe that wearing the hijab
reflects their Islamic identity and their obedience to the God commands.
As a result of the conservative nature of Saudi society, Saudi women are not allowed to
drive motor vehicles inside Saudi Arabia because of the society believe that women need a
protection by their guardian (a close male relative). According to Mackey (1988), “the operation
of a motor vehicle is not included in the Sharia, the Islamic body of law. It is tradition, a far
greater force than the rules of kings, that prevent women from driving” (p. 131). However,
allowing women to drive motor vehicles may be acceptable in the future as a result of Saudi
Arabia's orientations to modernization (Peterson, 2002).

Education
Historically, education in Saudi Arabia was limited to males, excluding females because
education contradicted Saudi Arabian customs and traditions. Consequently, Saudi families
preferred their girls to stay at home, pay attention to matters of the home, and care for children
instead of being formally educated. Since 1930, the Saudi government has been teaching boys at
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the formal primary school level while excluding girls (Bowen, 2008). However, the
development and growth of Saudi society, the diversification of the economy, and the demands
of the labor market for specialized labor have created educational opportunities for Saudi girls
and women. As a consequence of these demands and related changes in education law of the
KSA, women started enrolling in school by 1960 (Bowen, 2008). The curriculum at that time
relied heavily on religious subjects in addition to mathematics and technical subjects.
In 1949, the Kingdom expanded the education system to include the post-secondary level.
The College of Islamic Law—the first college in the country—was created in 1949 in Macca.
The college granted bachelor's degrees in Islamic studies, which was consistent with the
conservative society’s traditional social values (Vassiliev, 1998). However, producing graduates
of Islamic studies was not sufficient for developing human capital and providing the job market
with specialized human resources. Therefore, the diversification of higher education became an
essential requirement for the renaissance of the country. Thus, in 1957, the governor of the
country, King Saud, established King Saud University in Riyadh as the first university for men;
it followed the British university model. King Saud University did not open its doors to women
until 1979, when women were allowed to obtain bachelor’s degrees in art or administration
science (Hamdan, 2005). Today, Saudi women can enroll in the world’s largest women’s
university in Riyadh, Princess Nora Bint Abdulrahman University, which includes more than 30
diverse colleges. Since the establishment of the Kingdom’s system of education, Saudi Arabia
has provided free education at all levels, including tuition, textbooks, and health services to
support families and encourage them to send their children to their nation’s schools and
universities. In addition, all post-secondary Saudi students are eligible to apply for state
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scholarship program (Vassiliev, 1998), and having utilized of this scholarship program continues
today (Alqahtani, 2014).
Education has become vitally important to Saudi Arabia as it seeks to meet its demand
for a specialized, educated workforce. According to the Ministry of Education of Saudi Arabia
(2016a), SAR (Saudi Arabian Riyal) 217 billion, or $57 billion US dollars, were allocated to
public sector education, university education, and manpower training in 2015; this expenditure
represents a ratio of about 25% of the total approved budget. In 2014, according to figures from
the Ministry of Education of Saudi Arabia (2016b), the total number of enrolled students (men
and women) at the undergraduate and graduate levels in all higher education institutions in the
kingdom was 1,496,730. Additionally, according to recent statistics for 2015, 97% of men and
91.1% of women aged 15 and over in SA can read and write (CIA, 2016).
There are no major differences in the structure of education between Saudi Arabia and
the United States. The Saudi educational structure consists of primary, intermediate, secondary,
post-secondary, graduate, and post- graduate levels (Mallakh, 2014). Academically, the Saudi
school system consists of three levels that are completed over a span of 12 years. According to
Can et al. (2005), “most children start with kindergarten at age six, then attend six years of
elementary school, three years of middle school, and three years of high school” (p. 24).
Kindergarten education is still not required in the official education system. A qualified
secondary school graduate, who has a high grade-point average (GPA) and General Aptitude
Test score (GAT), can enroll at any private or public college or university to obtain a higher
education degree. However, Saudi education policy differs significantly from US education
policy. Islamic culture and traditions are closely related to educational laws in Saudi Arabia.
For example, boys and girls at all levels are educated in separate institutions, including colleges
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and universities segregated by gender. Because of this gender-segregated system of education,
one would be expected to find that Saudi students face a certain degree of academic culture
shock when attending US colleges and universities.

King Abdullah Scholarship Program
In 2005, King Abdul-Allah bin Abdul-Aziz signed an agreement with US President
George W. Bush that established a scholarship program allowing thousands of Saudi students to
study in American colleges and universities, which is known today as The King Abdullah
Scholarship Program (KASP). The KASP for study abroad supports both male and female Saudi
students from across the Kingdom, allowing them to pursue their post-secondary studies at some
of the world’s best universities (Alqahtani, 2014). The Saudi government selects qualified Saudi
students to be awarded scholarships through KASP program; these students must meet specific
criteria as determined by the Saudi Ministry of Education. These criteria will be clarified later
under the section titled Saudi Students’ Preparation for Study Abroad in this chapter. For the
2014/15 academic year, the total number of Saudi government scholarship holders and selfsponsored Saudi students who studied abroad rose to 171,078 thousand students (126,989 male
and 44,089 female); the percentage of these students who were granted the King Abdul-Allah
scholarship was 81% (Ministry of Education, 2016b).
According to rankings by US News and World Report, Saudi Arabia has the best
universities in the Arab region; still, obtaining university degrees from foreign countries is highly
encouraged by the Saudi government and private sectors (“Best Arab Region,” 2016). The high
quality of the American higher education system is one of the reasons for the popularity of the
US as a destination of choice for Saudi students who want to study abroad. “The World
University Rankings for 2015-2016” (2016) showed that the United States has 63 universities in
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the top 147 of the world’s best universities. In 2014, the Education Statistics Center revealed the
percentage of male (77%) and female (23%) Saudi students who studied in US institutions of
higher learning. Although the percentage of Saudi women studying in the United States is much
lower than Saudi men, this percentage represents half of the total number of Saudi female
students who studied abroad in 2014 (Ministry of Education of Saudi Arabia, 2016b).

Study Abroad: Preparation Saudi Students for Studying in the United States
Since the King Abdullah Scholarship Program (KASP) started in 2005, the number of
Saudi male and female students who study abroad has doubled. Worldwide, American
universities enroll the largest share of international Saudi students on their campuses (World
Education Services, 2015). Universities in the US benefit from a long history of serving foreign
students from countries in Africa and East Asia. However, Saudi students studying in the US
differ significantly from their international peers because of specific cultural, religious, social
and political differences between themselves and their host country. Based on the literature,
most international Saudi students’ studies acknowledged the fact that they had experienced
difficulties during their time living and studying in the US. According to Alhazmi and Nyland
(2013), “for Saudi students undertaking their education in western countries, the transitioning
experience can be challenging” (p. 346). Researchers have identified the primary challenges that
international Saudi students face, including language barriers, culture shock, financial issues, and
discrimination or prejudice (Alqefari, 2015; Havril, 2015; Lefdahl-Davis, 2014; Unruh &
Obeidat, 2015).
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Demand for International Study Among Saudi Youth
The desire of Saudi youth to study abroad accelerated dramatically in the mid-20th
century, after the unification of Saudi Arabia (Bowen, 2008). However, the events of 9/11 have
had a significant impact on international Saudi students. Following the attacks on 9/11, the
number of Saudi students in the United States decreased because of the difficulty in obtaining
student visas in the context of heightened US security measures (Qusti, 2016). However, in
2005, Saudi youths’ desire to study in the United States rebounded, especially after KASP,
which improved the relationship between Saudi Arabia and the US (Alqahtani, 2014). Figure 4
illustrates the growth of Saudi students’ enrollment in US colleges and universities between the
1998/1999 and 2013/ 2014 academic years.

Figure 4. Enrollment growth of Saudi students in higher education. Data adapted from “The
Education Statistics Center,” by Saudi Arabian Ministry of Education, 2016b. Retrieved from
http://www.moe.gov.sa/ar/Ministry/Deputy-Ministry-for-Planning-and-Informationaffairs/HESC/Pages/default.aspx
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Saudi Students’ Preparation for Study Abroad
The Saudi Ministry of Education has certain criteria that Saudi students should meet to
ensure that they can succeed in foreign universities. One of the criteria is that Ministry of
Education in Saudi Arabia (2016b) requires is that applicants have a high school diploma with a
minimum grade point average (GPA) of 80%. In addition to a high school diploma with a high
GPA, Saudi students must pass two essential achievement tests prior to gaining admission: (a)
the general aptitude test and (b) the academic achievement test. The main purpose of these tests
is to assess the examiners’ knowledge and predict their learning ability.
Those who meet all the requirements for studying abroad (either self-sponsored or with a
government scholarship) are required to attend mandatory seminars and workshops held by the
Ministry of Education demonstrators (Taylor & Albasri, 2014). These lectures and workshops
include important information that Saudi students need to know about the host country, such as
the culture, laws, and social norms. Additionally, Saudi students learn strategies to help them
deal with difficult situations. After attending all the lectures, a Saudi student is prepared to travel
abroad.

English Language Education Preparation
Arabic is the official language of Saudi Arabia, and people usually speak Arabic in public
or government institutions (Unruh & Obeidat, 2015). Historically, “learning English . . . was not
necessarily seen as a way to achieve success in Saudi society” (Unruh & Obeidat, 2015, p. 3).
Today, however, English is valued as a second language in Saudi Arabia, and English language
education enjoys wide support in the Saudi educational system. For example, all students in all
grades must study English as a foreign language.
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Nevertheless, Saudi international students might not have strong English skills when they
come to the US. In her article, Strategies for Saudi Student Success, Redden (2013) notes that
Saudi students face academic challenges in American colleges and universities due to limited
skills in the areas of mathematics and English language reading and writing. Havril (2015)
identified the most prominent reasons for the deficiency in English conversational and writing
skills among Saudi female students: (a) Saudi teachers of English who receive inadequate
training to teach the language effectively, (b) overuse of Arabic during English language
instruction, and (c) the hesitance of students to use English in conversation or in writing outside
of the classroom setting. Moreover, at all levels of education in Saudi Arabia, including higher
education, Arabic is the main language of instruction. Therefore, students have limited
opportunities for practicing English skills inside the classroom. Ultimately, the English language
curriculum in Saudi public schools focuses on foundational, basic knowledge of English that is
insufficient to reach the goal of English proficiency (Unruh & Obeidat, 2015).
Despite the deficiencies in English language education in Saudi Arabia, English
proficiency remains a core element for success when studying at a US college or university.
Research has shown that poor performance in English affects the socialization process and
intercultural interactions between Saudi students and domestic students (Alqefari, 2015; Obaid,
2015). For example, lower levels of English fluency cause embarrassment when engaging in
verbal communications and establishing relationships with Americans (Heyn, 2013).
Due to Saudi cultural norms, barriers to gaining English language proficiency in a foreign
country will be more substantial for Saudi female students than Saudi male students. Alqefari’s
(2015) research supports the assertion that Saudi female students have unique educational
challenges related to studying in their home country:
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Cultural, social and religious norms have a very strong impact on the demeanor of Saudi
women. While studying in a foreign land where co-educational classes are common, they
face hindrances like not participating in class room activities and remaining silent most of
the time due to the presence of male classmates. (p. 233)
Therefore, a co-education environment can be a source of anxiety for Saudi women, which
negatively impacts their English learning process. As a result of the anxiety associated with
learning in co-educational environments, Saudi female students feel more comfortable studying
English in exclusively female classes (Alqefari, 2015). Despite these cultural challenges, Saudi
female students display high motivation to learn English; when Makrami (2010) conducted his
study on Saudi students at a Saudi university, he found that females are more motivated than
males to learn English and have a lower level of anxiety compared to male students.
Cultural differences between countries can also hamper students’ efforts to learn a
language. For example, cultural differences between Saudi Arabia and English-speaking
(Western) countries, such as the lifestyles and daily routines constitute an additional challenge
for Saudi students who study English compared to other Arab participants (Al-Qahtani, 2016).
Saudi students also appear less motivated to become fluent in English because they plan to return
to their home country after earning their university degree. Therefore, Saudi students learn
English as a second language just for academic purposes. For these reasons, Al-Qahtani (2016)
emphasizes the importance of educating Saudi students about the benefits of engaging with other
cultural groups to enhance their English proficiency and to learn cultural norms.
To aid in English fluency at host universities, the KASP has provided funding for all
Saudi male and female students to enroll in English Language Institutes in the United States for
up to 18 months (Marklein, 2013). After completion of their program at the English Language
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Institutes (ELI), many Saudi students expect their university study to be easy. However, Abdel
Razek (2012) found that most of the undergraduate and graduate students who completed their
English at ELI program faced challenges regarding English proficiency once they began their
studies in the US. Despite 18 months of English language training, Saudi students still struggled
in understanding lectures, communicating with instructors or classmates, and participating in
class (Abdel Razek, 2012).

Challenges Faced by Saudi Students Studying Abroad
This section highlights existing research regarding the experiences of international Saudi
students, particularly female students, in the United States, in order to understand their academic
and personal challenges. Regarding their non-academic experiences, Saudi female students
experience homesickness, financial issues, and adjustment issues (Davis, 2014). Moreover,
Saudi female students reported academic problems while studying at US universities, such as
learning the English language, participating in mixed-gender educational environments, meeting
academic requirements, and earning high academic grades (Abdel Razek, 2012; Alqefari, 2015).

Culture Shock
International students in higher education, including Saudi international students, are
likely to experience culture shock, especially if they have never visited the country of destination
before arriving as a student (Akanwa, 2015; Brown & Holloway, 2008; Lefdahl-Davis, 2014).
Many scholars have been connected the culture shock with stress and coping theory. For
instance, from stress and coping perspective of Berry (2005) being willing to overcome new
cultural stressors, it facilitates acculturation experience of individuals. In addition, Berry’s
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(1997) model indicates that the acculturation experiences of individuals are affected by the
degree of dissonance between their host culture and home culture.
Definition of Cultural Shock
In 1960, the term culture shock was introduced by anthropologist Kalervo Oberg who
defined it as “the anxiety that results from losing all our familiar signs and symbols of social
intercourse” (p. 142). Oberg also identified some of the symptoms associated with culture
shock, which include a feeling of homesickness and helplessness, excessive fear of contacting
others, and difficulty learning the language of the host country. In addition, culture shock
consists of several dimensions, including a feeling of confusion and loss of the safety as a result
of interacting with a different culture (Lombard, 2014).
Culture Shock and Saudi Students
The degree of culture shock experienced by international students can vary based on
previous experiences (e.g., previous visits to the country of destination, differences between the
cultures of the host country and destination country) as well as the culture of the host college or
university. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the culture of Saudi Arabia is built on Islamic values and
heritage. “Saudi Arabia is 100% Muslim, extremely conservative, and largely gender-segregated
in public; Saudi women usually wear either head coverings (hijab) or full body coverings
(burqa)” (Lefdahl-Davis & Perrone-McGovern, 2015, p. 407). Long (2005) described Saudi
society as the most closed and conservative society in the world. Several research studies
describe the relationship between culture shock and social–cultural adjustment difficulties for
international students as they assimilate into a new culture (Brown & Holloway, 2008; LefdahlDavis, 2014; Weddington, Birnbaum, & Keen, 2015). For example, a qualitative study by
Lefdahl-Davis (2014) explored cultural adjustment experiences of 25 Saudi female students in
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the US. The majority of the participants reported that they felt lonely and homesick, which lead
to anxiety, depression, and low self-esteem; their communications skills were also affected
negatively. Often, people with low self-esteem experience difficulties when engaging in new
interpersonal experiences.
In addition to culture shock, students’ prior perceptions about the host country culture
may affect their social and cultural adjustment process. In 2014, Hagler conducted a quantitative
study of 210 Saudi male and female university students in Saudi Arabia to understand the
attitudes of Saudi students towards the West before undertaking studies in the US. After
collecting data from a questionnaire, which consisted of open-ended questions, Hagler found that
most Saudi female students have more positive perceptions of Western societies compared to
male students. Less than 10% of both sexes reported that they had negative views toward the
West. Also, equal proportions of male and female Saudi students were positively impressed with
Western culture. Based on these results, Hagler concluded that Saudi female students might
have more constructive interactions with Westerners and adjust faster to Western culture than
their male Saudi counterparts.

Financial Challenges
Finance is an another potentially challenging area for international Saudi female students.
Like all international students, Saudi Arabian students are ineligible for any financial aid from
American sources (Caldwell, 2013). International Saudi students are required to pay out-of-state
tuition and health service fees when they enroll in any American institution of higher education.
In the 2013/2014 academic year, 15,626 Saudi students were studying in the US at their own
expense, including 1,971 Saudi female students (Ministry of Education of Saudi Arabia, 2016b).
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Although the King Abdul-Allah scholarship supported students financially, providing a
monthly bonus, tuition fees, annual plane tickets home, and medical insurance, Alqahtani (2014)
found that most Saudi students studying in the US reported that the monthly stipend from KASP
was insufficient for their living expenses. Moreover, previous studies showed that Saudi
students, including those who are in KASP as well as studying at their own expense, experience
financial concerns, such as the cost of housing, transportation, clothing, and food (Alqahtani,
2014; Al-Shehry, 1989; Caldwell, 2013; Davis 2014). Similarly, Al-Shehry (1989) found that
financial challenges are the greatest sources of stress for female Saudi students.
To fill this gap, some Saudi students seek additional financial assistance from their
families (Hofer, 2009). In 2009, Hofer distributed a questionnaire to over 81 Saudi male and
female international students at seven Missouri institutions of higher education to determine the
areas of greatest concern to them. These areas of concern included the following: (a) admissions
selection, (b) orientation services, (c) academic records, (d) social-personal, (e) living-dining, (f)
health services, (i) religious services, (j) English language, (k) student activities, (l) financial aid,
and (m) placement services. Hofer’s results revealed the high priority Saudi international
students’ place on concerns regarding financial issues:
•

Financial aid ranked in the third highest category as a major concern for Saudi
students,

•

Students reported that they have issues finding a job that pays well,

•

Most of the participants indicated that immigration work restrictions reduced their
chance to get a job that would help them financially, and
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•

Students who were pursuing non-technical majors (e.g., the arts, humanities,
business/administration, and communications) encountered financial problems
during their study more than students in technical majors.

These results demonstrate that financial problems can affect Saudi students’ educational
experiences and impact their sojourn experience in the United States.

Racism and Discrimination
There is ample evidence that international students may perceive discrimination or racism
as a result of their culture, nationality, religion, or their status as foreign residents during their
study in US institutions (Lee, 2017; Lee & Rice, 2007; Wei, Ku, Russell, Mallinckrodt, & Liao,
2008). Discrimination and racism experienced by international students emerge in educational
settings in the form of denied visas, physical violence, verbal harassment, and misperceptions
from students or faculty (Lee & Rice, 2007).
Definition of Racism and Discrimination
Racism and discrimination have the same extreme view towards individuals which means
the unfair treatment. Although the terms are often used interchangeably, discrimination and
racism are not the same phenomenon but an individual or group may experience both phenomena
at the same time. Discrimination involves actions that deprive or oppress people, undermining
their ability to exercise their full rights because of their gender, race, religion, language,
geographic origin, or socioeconomic status while racism involves discriminatory actions based
on biological differences (“Discrimination,” n.d.; “Racism,” n.d.).
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Critical Race Theory
The central hypothesis of critical race theory is that dominant groups hold prejudicial
views against other groups whose members are characterized by a different race or culture. For
example, students from Africa who study in the US may be affected by systemic racism due to
their nationality (Lee, 2017), and Muslim students may experience discrimination based on their
religious identity (Hassouneh, 2017). Through critical race theory, scholars attempt to
understand the impact of racism on oppressed people and how they struggle for social and racial
justice in their host country (Cuyjet, Howard‐Hamilton, & Cooper, 2012). By understanding
how victims respond to racism, critical race theorists try to eliminate any form of racial
oppression.
Several research studies support the assertion that racial or cultural discrimination issues
can impact foreign students’ cultural adjustment (Caldwell, 2013; Ghaleb, 2013; McDermottLevy, 2011; Rangoonwala, Epinoza, & Epinoza, 2011; Seggie & Sanford, 2010; Shammas,
2009). For example, both Caldwell (2013) and Ghaleb (2013) found that discriminatory attitudes
regarding their nationality or religion caused adjustment issues for Saudi students in the US.
Also, Heyn (2013) found that discrimination can impact Saudi students’ social-personal
experiences and can be a barrier to Saudi students’ earning a degree at American universities.
Heyn surveyed 423 international Saudi students concerning their experiences studying in the US;
the author concluded that the negative perceptions of Saudi Arabia and the Saudi people held by
American students, faculty, staff, and society at large were caused by the mass media, especially
after the terror attacks on September 11, 2001.
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Perceived Racism and Discrimination
Researchers who study Saudi students’ adjustment to living in the US found that
adaptation problems became more complicated after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2011
(Caldwell, 2013; Ghaleb, 2013; Heyn, 2013; Hofer, 2009; Qusti, 2016; Willems, 2012). A
recent study by Qusti (2016) focused on the perspectives and experiences of Arab American
students as well as Saudi students in the US after 9/11. The participants in Qusti’s study
indicated that they were affected negatively by the events related to the terrorist attack.
However, Saudis faced more challenges than Arab Americans because they were identified as
foreigners. Also, Saudi students, in the Qusti (2016) study, reported that they were affected
negatively by the September 11, 2001 attacks because of their nationality. Some Saudi students
were prevented from obtaining visas to study in the US during that period. Caldwell (2013)
likewise confirmed that immigration restrictions after 9/11 impacted Saudi students because of
declining approvals of visa renewal requests. As a result of new restrictions on visas for
international students, the number of Saudi Arabian students in the US dramatically decreased
after 2001 (Table 1).
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Table 1
Saudi Arabian Students Studying in the United States in
Academic Years 2000-2004.
Year

Number of Saudi students in US

2000/01

4,636

2001/02

4,257

2002/03

3,581

2003/04

2,969

2004/05

2,625

Note. Data adapted from “The Education Statistics Center,” by Saudi Arabian Ministry of Education, 2016b,
retrieved from http://www.moe.gov.sa/ar/Ministry/Deputy-Ministry-for -Planning-and-Informationaffairs/HESC/Pages/default.aspx

Gender Roles
Saudi women are comfortable with gender roles within their own culture; as international
students in the US, however, gender role conflict is a significant challenge for Saudi female
students, with many ramifications in the personal, social, and educational realms. This section
defines the term and explores the related literature on this topic.
The concept of gender role refers to “the product of the interactions between individuals
and their environments, and they give individuals cues about what sort of behavior is believed to
be appropriate for what sex” (Miller, Lerner, & Schiamberg, 2003, p. 335). The American
feminist movement of the 1960s and 1970s shaped women’s roles and expanded their presence
and influence in the political, social, economic, and personal spheres (Cuyjet et al., 2012).
Feminist theory clarifies phenomenon of gender inequality and supports the feminist movement
in its goal of achieving equality and justice between men and women (Davis, 2008).
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Saudi Arabian society is quite different. Society's beliefs and values about the differences
between men and women are the main factors that shape the role of women in the country
(Tîrnoveanu, 2015). Because traditional gender roles continue to exist in Saudi Arabia, Saudi
women face difficulty in adapting to the US culture. For example, men and women in the US are
not segregated by gender in public places and mingle freely in restaurants, shopping malls, and
college campuses. Conversely, in Saudi Arabia, gender segregation in public and private places
is a religious and moral imperative and is the cultural norm in Saudi Arabia.
Researchers have explored the impact of gender integration on Saudi women in
educational settings. For example, Sandekian et al. (2015) found that Saudi female international
students struggled with interacting with male classmates and fellow students. Specifically,
Sandekian et al. studied the social experiences of Saudi female international graduate students at
US universities. After interviewing 23 Saudi female international students, the researchers found
that the participants experienced gender-based issues regarding interactions with men in the
classroom. Some students in Sandekian et al.’s study recalled their anxiety when interacting
with American male students or male faculty. In some cases, Saudi female students preferred to
interact with Saudi men rather than American men and avoided enrolling in classes that had male
students or involved group projects that might include male students. Sandekian et al. attributed
this phenomenon to the differences between the educational structure in Saudi Arabia and the
US; the Saudi educational system is built on the separation of the sexes in all grades while the
US system, despite a small number of same-sex private schools, colleges, and universities, is
mixed. Thus, this difference in educational systems presents stumbling blocks for Saudi female
international students who wish to avoid interacting with non-Saudi men in the host country.
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Stress and University Study in the United States
The scholarly literature demonstrates that the stressors college students encounter in their
daily lives affects academic performance and campus life adaptation (Ell, Cosley, & McCoy,
2011). Scholars have studied the effect of stress on university students and its impact on their
abilities to learn and remember (Boyraz, Granda, Baker, Tidwell, & Waits, 2016; Dusselier,
Dunn, Wang, Shelley, & Whalen, 2005; Marton, Fransson, Jonsson, Klenell, & Roos, 1973;
Palmer et al., 2014). These studies generally revealed that increased stress has detrimental
effects on learning and the cognitive efficiency of university students. For example, a
quantitative study by Palmer et al. (2014) investigated the impact of fatigue and stress on the
cognitive functions of 60 college undergraduate students from a private university. Most of the
participants were female students. After analyzing the survey data, Palmer et al. determined that
students experiencing stresses or challenges in learning were affected negatively regarding their
performance, cognitive tasks, thinking skills, and memory. Another important finding of this
study was that longer-term stresses that college students encounter can cause physiological
fatigue, which leads to learning challenges.
Contradicting Palmer et al.’s (2014) results, Ell et al. (2011) found that increased stress
is not always associated with impairment cognition. Instead, high levels of stress may enhance
cognitive performance. After surveying 33 university students, 31 of whom were women, Ell
et al. found that individual differences played a significant role in responding to the effect of
stress on cognitive performance. Consequently, some of the participants increased their level
of performance on a cognitive task after they experienced some social stressors. However,
others were affected negatively by the stress they experienced, and their performance
decreased.
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Regarding gender differences, Boyraz et al. (2016), in their longitudinal study of 928
first-year university students, found that female university students were more likely than men to
be affected by life stressors and drop out from college. Moreover, Dusselier et al. (2005)
uncovered a significant correlation (p < 0.05) between gender and stress after surveying 462
college students. Regarding the correlation between student gender and stress, Dusselier et al.
(2005) generated the following insights:
•

Women experienced more academic stress than men.

•

Women have better time management skills and demonstrate stronger academic
performance than their male counterparts, although they experienced a greater
level of pressure and anxiety.

•

Women are less satisfied with leisure activities.

•

Women are more vulnerable to illness than their counterparts.

•

Women react excessively to stress on physiological, emotional, and behavioral
levels.

Dusselier et al.’s results indicate that stress can contribute to poor academic outcomes and
learning challenges. Also, academic difficulties increase college students' risk of anxiety and
depression, which increases the likelihood of dropping out of college. The relationship between
stress and the learning process, and the contributors to stress among college students, will be
demonstrated next.

Definition of Stress and Its Relationship to Learning
Stress represents “an individual’s psychological response to a situation in which there is
something at stake for the individual and where the situation taxes or exceeds the individual’s
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capacity or resources” (LePine, J., LePine, M., & Jackson, 2004, p. 883). From this perspective,
stress can be understood as the individual's reaction to environmental demands when they lack
resources or ability. According to Dusselier et al. (2005), “stress is a part of students’ existence
and can impact how students cope with the demands of college life” (p. 15). Moreover, research
indicates that, among college students, there is a relationship between life stressors and poor
academic performance (Dusselier et al., 2005; Yao, Jamal, & Demerouti, 2015).
The vast majority of scholarly literature regarding stress and education focuses on the
relationship between stress and learning performance (LePine et al., 2004; Palmer et al., 2014;
Savelsbergh, Gevers, van der Heijden, & Poell, 2012; Yao et al., 2015). For example, LePine et
al. (2004) studied the challenge stress and hindrance stress and their relationships to exhaustion,
motivation to learn, and learning performance. In their study of 696 undergraduate learners from
a large southeastern university, LePine et al. found that hindrance stress negatively impacted
students’ learning outcomes and their motivation to learn. In contrast, the results did not show a
negative impact of challenge stress on learning performance and motivation to learn.
Meanwhile, some participants indicated that challenges in the learning environment enhanced
their growth and learning. Ultimately, this study demonstrates that individual characteristics
may affect the degree of response to stressors (e.g., academic, personal, and social stress).

Factors that Contribute to Stress in University Students
Previously published studies have identified a number of factors related to educational
environments that contribute to tension and stress among college students (Dusselier et al.,
2005). For example, a survey conducted by Dusselier et al. (2005) that asked 964 undergraduate
students at a public land grant university in the mid-western United States about their sources of
stress. Dusselier et al. included in their study male and female students and did not consider
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citizenship status. The goal of their study was to gain insight into the factors that drive stress and
tension among all university students. In the survey responses, students mentioned the
significant or common sources of stress, including academic challenges as well as social, health,
financial, and adjustment issues. The academic challenges included exams, a large class load,
excessive homework, time management issues, and environmental issues (e.g., lack of sources or
support). Also, participants identified changes in habits (e.g., eating, sleeping), family issues,
accidents, and the unexpected death of someone close to them as sources of stress.

Sources of Stress for International Students
Over the past few decades, numerous foreign studies have been conducted to understand
international students’ acculturation patterns (Bai, 2016; Campbell, 2015; Leong, 2015; Lopez &
Bui, 2014). For example, Bai (2016) classified Middle Eastern students, including Saudi female
students, as a high acculturative stress population when compared to European students. Kuo
(2014) defined acculturative stress as “a source of stress commonly faced by immigrants,
refugees and indigenous people when coming in contact with members of the outside, dominant
cultural group” (p. 21). Bai’s findings underscored the need to understand Saudi female
international students’ high levels of anxiety and stress when studying in the US. However, the
phenomena of international students’ acculturation experiences are complex and require more
focused research to identify and understand coping strategies, especially regarding Saudi female
students who must navigate the differences between Western and Saudi Arabia cultures.
Most international students arrive in the United States with positive expectations of their
college or university and the prospect of earning a highly desired degree (Ghaleb, 2013; Hagler,
2014; Hwang, 2014). However, research indicates that international students experience
acculturative stress while studying abroad and they are at high risk for anxiety and depression
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(Hwang, 2014; Kwadzo, 2014; Sullivan, 2010). Moreover, Lin (2012) emphasizes that
“pursuing a higher degree in America can lead to an overwhelming life and cultural transition for
most international students” (p. 334). A lack of a social support network, culture shock, feelings
of homesickness, and perceived discrimination are the most common factors of stress among
international students (Hwang, 2014). “Foreign students who experienced high levels of stress
often encountered both physical and psychological symptoms such as headaches, anxiety,
confusion, insomnia, mental exhaustion, illness, and depression” (Caldwell, 2013, p. 36).
However, few scholars have investigated acculturative stress issues for international
Saudi female students that occur because of the culture differences between Saudi Arabia and
America (Al-Qahtani, 2016; Alqefari, 2015; Caldwell, 2013; Hofer, 2009). However, the work
of Alqefari (2015) has revealed factors in the educational environment that cause anxiety among
Saudi female students. These factors include the following:
1. Co-educational classes that contradict Saudi norms of segregation of the sexes,
2. Lack of the company of a relative when outside the home, and
3. Participation in mixed-sex study or project groups.

Alqefari concludes that international female Saudi students experience anxiety that results from
exposure to the new cultural values of the foreign country and because they “come from a
conservative environment with restricted male/ female interaction” (p. 238).
In conclusion, the current literature reveals the areas where international students
experience stress and anxiety during their time of study in the US. By identifying the sources of
stress for international students, institutions of higher education can provide services and offer
strategies that may help them cope with tension. The next section will identify coping strategies
that international students may employ to address their anxiety.
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Stress in the University Environment: Coping Strategies
University students reported using different coping strategies to overcome the problem
of stress during their studies (Arthur, 1993). Poor coping strategies can lead to depression and
anxiety. Scholars agree that how students cope with demanding situations is influenced by
individual personality traits, gender, and age (Arthur, 1993; Lombard, 2014; Masiak, Kuspit,
Surtel, & Jarosz, 2014). For instance, Masiak et al. (2014) found that women usually use
different coping styles than men. The researchers found women typically use strategies based on
avoidance and social support.

Coping Strategies Developed by College Students to Relieve Stress
Lazarus and Folkman (1984) define coping as a “constantly changing cognitive and
behavioral effort to manage specific external and/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing
or exceeding the resources of the person” (p.141). By extension, a coping strategy consists of
the process by which people reach the adjustment stage by managing or controlling a challenging
situation (Audulv, Packer, Hutchinson, Roger, & Kephart, 2016). Coping strategies can be
positive or negative. However, this study will focus on positive strategies to understand how
international Saudi female students succeed in coping with stressful events during their
university studies in the US.
In examining the coping strategies developed by college students to relieve stress, Arthur
(1993) investigated the coping strategies for 190 male and female college students. In this study,
questionnaires were distributed to participants at four time periods during one academic year.
Arthur used four different scales to assess participants’ coping strategies:
•

The Coping Orientations to Problems Experienced Inventory (Carver, Scheier, &
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Weintraub,1989),
•

The Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, 1967),

•

The Beck Anxiety Inventory (Beck, Epstein, Brown, & Steer, 1988), and

•

The Inventory of Student Demands (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984).

These instruments were designed to measure three categories of coping: (a) problem-focused
coping, (b) emotion-focused coping, and (c) disengagement coping. Arthur found that
participants experienced stress, anxiety, and depression during their studies. Consequently,
students consistently reported using positive reinterpretation and growth, planning, action,
acceptance, suppression of competing activities, alcohol/drug use, denial, behavioral
disengagement, and religion. Also, Arthur observed that students frequently used campus
resources for help when they were stressed.
A more in-depth, recent study by Jones, Mendenhall, and Myers (2016) used the same
measurement scale as Arthur used in 1993, the Coping Orientations Problems Experienced
(COPE). This instrument was created by Carver et al. in 1989 to investigate the influence of sex,
gender role identity, and student type (i.e., traditional and non-traditional students) on
approaching coping strategies. A sample of 197 undergraduate students (153 females and 44
males) were surveyed. The most significant results related to females; Jones et al. found that
non-traditional female students employed more coping strategies (e.g., self-help,
accommodation) in stressful situations compared to non-traditional male students.
Several other “virtues” and individual characteristics have also been associated with the
effective application of coping strategies. For instance, Gustems-Carnicer and Calderón’s (2016)
study of male and female subjects examined the influence of six “virtues” and 24-character
strengths related to four coping strategies. The four coping strategies in this study include: (a)
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cognitive-behavioral approach coping and (b) cognitive-behavioral avoidance coping. For both
genders, the researchers discovered that temperance and transcendence influenced behavioral
approach coping, while wisdom virtue correlated with cognitive approach coping. As for
character strengths, Gustems-Carnicer and Calderón found that the most common character
strengths that correlated with behavioral approach coping were spirituality, gratitude, and love of
learning. These strengths helped participants cope with stress and adversity of environment.

International Students and Strategies to Relieve Stress
Researchers expect international students to experience high levels of acculturative stress
as a result of interacting with a new cultural environment (Hagler, 2014; Heyn, 2013; Sullivan,
2010). Therefore, scholars designed studies with an emphasis on acculturative stress while
living in the host culture to explore how international students cope (Hwang, 2014; Sovic, 2007;
Yakunina, Weigold, Weigold, Hercegovac, & Elsayed, 2013). More specifically, most of the
available literature focuses on the coping styles of international Asian students (Chunxia, 2015;
Ezeofor, 2016; Hyun, 2007; Ra & Trusty, 2015; Sullivan, 2010).
According to Hwang (2014), reducing acculturative stress can contribute to stimulating a
positive adjustment in college life. Yakunina et al. (2013), for example, explored the most
effective strategies that mitigate acculturation stress and promote college adjustment. After
surveying 336 undergraduate and graduate international students at US universities, Yakunina
and his colleagues recognized that:
Active coping strategies that may be especially valuable for international students may
include practicing English, developing friendships with other American and international
students, joining different student clubs and organizations, approaching professors with
questions and asking for help, and using the on-campus support services offered by the
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university. (p. 221)
These findings are consistent with Hwang’s (2014) results, which indicated that international
students cope with acculturative stress and feelings of homesickness by establishing new
friendships. In contrast, Sovic (2007) asserts that international students usually “find it harder to
develop social networks, to communicate effectively with their tutors and peers” (p. 156). The
poor communication skills of international students along with limited English language skills
are problems associated with low levels of social engagement (Sullivan, 2010).
Arab female international students are underrepresented in the literature regarding coping
with stress. Saudi female international students in the US are even often the subject of such
studies, which demonstrates the need to pursue such research. For instance, Alazzi and Chiodo’s
(2006) sample of Middle Eastern male subjects identified the coping strategies they used while
studying in a southwestern American university. They found that the participants planned to
return home after they graduated, so “they usually do not want to adapt to the new country’s
lifestyle, and they also do not internalize the beliefs, attitudes, and traditions of the host country.
Therefore, they keep their own identity, own culture, and own beliefs” (Alazzi & Chido, 2006, p.
79). Therefore, students face some socio-cultural issues as a result of avoiding contact with
people. However, the participants mentioned some strategies to cope with homesickness, such as
involvement in extracurricular activities and religious activities, contact with their family, and
focusing on their studies.
Moreover, some studies conducted regarding the experience of Saudi male international
students touched slightly on successful strategies used by these students during their time in the
United States (Hall, 2013; Heyn, 2013). Heyn (2013) found that international Saudi male
students “isolated themselves from others, prayed, and contacted their family members in Saudi
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Arabia for support when attempting to cope with their personal and academic challenges” (p.
74). Shaw (2009) likewise documented the coping strategies that Saudi students, including
female subjects, used to overcome challenges and reduce stress. Those strategies were seeking
personal or academic support (e.g., campus resources), managing their time, setting goals,
enjoying the natural environment, and engaging in the campus community. In addition, Hakami
(2012) emphasized that the way Saudi females cope with stressful situations and use effective
coping strategies (e.g., problem-solving) is not sufficient for adjusting to the new environment.
She suggested the need to enhance their coping skills to deal with stressful life changes in the
host country.
Based on this review of the literature, more research needs to be conducted regarding the
coping strategies of Saudi female international students to identify successful strategies and
strengths that might help them mitigate their stress and better adjust to their host country. In
particular, the main research focus could consist of identifying positive coping strategies used by
female Saudi Arabian international college students to cope with their personal and academic
challenges.

Acculturation Theory
Throughout the years, acculturation theories have been developed by anthropology and
psychology scholars to explain and define the concept of acculturation and its process.
The initial research on acculturation focused on the acculturation of immigrants to understand
the complexity of adapting to other cultures. The following sections will highlight the major
works on acculturations.
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Definition of Acculturation Theory
Most acculturation research has focused on understanding the acculturation experiences
of refugees, immigrants, sojourners, and individuals who experience a new cultural environment
(Sam & Berry, 2010; Williams & Berry, 1991). Anthropologists and psychologists also have
investigated the changes that individuals experience during the acculturation process, including
behavioral, psychological, social, and physical changes (Sullivan, 2010). Some of these studies
concentrated on the acculturation experiences of international students to determine the
psychological adjustments that help them to adapt to their host culture (Al-Qahtani, 2016; Dao,
Lee, & Chang, 2007; Hakami, 2012; Kashima & Loh, 2006; Smith & Khawaja, 2011; Sullivan,
2010).
The earliest definition of acculturation was introduced by Redfield, Linton, and
Herskovits in 1936. They defined acculturation as “those phenomena which result when groups
of individuals having different cultures come into continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent
changes in the original cultural patterns of either or both groups” (Redfield et al., 1936, p.145).
Later, Williams and Berry (1991) suggested that “the concept of acculturation is now widely
used to refer to the changes that groups and individuals undergo when they come into contact
with another culture” (p. 633). Berry (2005) used a simple approach to define acculturation,
stating that “the term ‘culture’ implies that only one culture is involved, whereas the term
‘acculturation’ draws our attention to the fact that two cultures are interacting, and producing the
stress phenomena” (p. 708). Sam and Berry (2010) also agreed that the acculturation concept is
defined as cultural changes of individuals that result from the interaction between individuals or
groups who come from two different cultures. Sam and Berry deemed the acculturation concept
to be the universal phenomenon that best explains human behavior development in a new
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cultural environment. Finally, the concept of acculturation includes cultural changes that
happens to individuals when they interact with the new cultural environment while adapting
concept is the final result of these cultural and psychological changes (Berry, 1997; Sam &
Berry, 2010).
In light of this definition of acculturation, the current study will concentrate on how
individuals, particularly international Saudi female students, are able to change psychologically
to cope effectively with acculturation stress created by new environmental demands. In order to
meet this goal, it is important to introduce the foundation theory of coping and stress that relates
to the acculturation framework.

Development of Acculturation Theory
Reviews of the literature on acculturation show that there are stress and coping patterns
widely associated with acculturation among immigrant groups (Berry, 2005; Kuo, 2014; Sam &
Berry, 2010). Numerous researchers have directly related acculturation experiences to
psychological theory. Acculturation scholars (Berry, 2005) have emphasized that acculturation
is well-developed by the psychological theory of stress and coping, such as stress-copingadaptation. The primary book on the topic about how people cope with stressful situations—
Psychological Stress and the Coping Process—was written by Richard Lazarus (1966).
According to Kuo (2014), this book introduced Lazarus' stress theory, which identified and
explained the role of stress in complex environments. Lazarus argued that individuals
experience stress when the external and/or internal environment demands exceed their abilities to
overcome the stressors and exceed their resources to meet the environmental demands.
According to Berry (2005), the acculturation process occurs when “individuals understand that
they are facing problems resulting from intercultural contact that cannot be dealt with easily or
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quickly by simply adjusting or assimilating to them” (p. 708). In 1984, Lazarus’ work was
revised by Lazarus and Folkman; the revised work included more detail about the stress
dimensions resulting from stressful situations, with the emphasis on effective coping strategies
resulting from personal interpretation of a situation. According to Lazarus and Folkman (1984),
understanding the degree of physiological and psychological stress reactions depends on how
people assess stressful situations.
Drawing on the psychological stress and coping theory by Lazarus and Folkman (1984),
Berry (1997) designed his acculturation framework. Berry’s conceptual framework is used for
the current study to understand how minority groups of people can integrate into a new cultural
environment. In Berry’s framework, there are numerous group-level factors and individual-level
factors that influence psychological acculturation. The factors at the group level refer to the
characteristics of the society (political, economic, and social conditions) while individual level
factors include age, gender, expectation, personality, support sources, length of the time, and
coping strategies. In addition, Berry (1997) asserted that the coping strategies used by an
individual are the most important factor that can positively or negatively impact the outcome of
the acculturation or adaptation process. In short, Berry called for further studies that focus on a
single acculturation group to expand the potential factors and stress sources that impact the
psychological acculturation process. To respond to Berry’s demand for future research, this
study will contribute to understanding the acculturation experiences of Saudi female students as
a single group of international students in the US in light of individual factors.

Summary
In this chapter, I presented the scholarly literature regarding the major themes related to
international Saudi female students’ adjustment experiences in US colleges and universities.
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However, the literature has not focused on what contributes to their adjustment success. To
address the gap in the previous literature, this study focused on the Saudi female students’
expectations of a variety of aspects of the new culture before they moved to the US and their
actual acculturation experiences after arrival. Because of the differences in culture, social life,
and academic systems between two countries, one would expect that Saudi female students
experience a certain degree of culture shock, social adjustment issues, and academic challenges.
Additionally, the study aimed to explore the most positive ways Saudi female students overcome
the challenges and help them to adapt to the new culture.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to explore the acculturation experiences of international
Saudi women during their studies at an American public university in the South (APUS). To
gain an in-depth understanding of this phenomenon, a qualitative study was conducted that
explores the lived experiences of Saudi female students regarding their studies and lived
experiences as international students. This chapter explains my research design, including
participants, setting, procedures, data collection, and data analysis.

Research Questions
The research questions of this study are as follows:
1. How do international Saudi female students make sense of the American academic and sociocultural contexts, prior to their studies at US colleges and universities?
2. How do international Saudi female students make sense of the American academic and sociocultural contexts, during their studies at US colleges and universities?
3. How do the stories of international Saudi female students reflect on the field of migration
studies, particularly as conceived by J. W. Berry (1997)?

Research Design and Rationale
A qualitative research design was the best approach to understanding the identified
phenomena and obtaining robust data about the participants lived experiences. Also, qualitative
research methods are especially well-suited to multicultural studies, where the goal is to explore
the unique experiences of diverse individuals (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007;
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Patton, 2002). In general, the experiences of international students who study in the US have
been examined extensively (Klomegah, 2006; Lacina, 2002; Lefdahl-Davis & PerroneMcGovern, 2015). However, few qualitative studies have been conducted that explored the
experiences of female international students and those that do exist often focused primarily on
Asian female students (Hsieh, 2006).
Consequently, the focus of this qualitative study centered on female Saudi international
students in the US because this particular group has been largely absent or underrepresented in
the existing scholarly literature regarding the acculturation experience. More specifically, a
phenomenological, exploratory study design was utilized in this study to understand the
acculturation experiences of international Saudi women during their studies at an APUS.
Phenomenology is defined by Creswell (2014) as a descriptive study that focuses on
understanding the lived experiences of human subjects. Moustakas’s (1994) approach to
phenomenology was used in this study, which emphasizes participants’ descriptions of their
experiences instead of relying on the interpretation of the researcher (Creswell, 2007).
The rationale for using a phenomenological approach was to ensure that this
underrepresented group (international Saudi female students) receives the opportunity to share
their lived experiences so that we may understand how they cope with, and adapt to, a new
culture. Also, the minimum number of participants (not exceeding 12 participants) made
phenomenology an appropriate choice as it emphasizes deeper, more probing interactions with
each participant rather than thinner, less substantial interactions with greater numbers of
participants (Starks & Trinidad, 2007).
By understanding the unique acculturation experiences of international Saudi female
students in the US, the International Student Services Center and student life professionals may
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be better able to meet the needs of this specific population. Moreover, this phenomenological
study provided new, practical insights about Saudi women as international students and highlight
ed the common issues and barriers that may hinder their academic success. Therefore,
conducting this qualitative research study to investigate the experiences of Saudi female students
at an APUS revealed the success stories involving their adaptation to a new environment.

Moustakas’ Phenomenology
Phenomenology is a prospective philosophical inquiry that explains human experience
(Creswell, 2014; Moustakas, 1994) by providing ‘meaning structures’ that help us comprehend
the ways in which people experience a particular phenomenon, such as anxiety or sorrow (van
Manen, 2014). Hays and Wood (2011) added that phenomenology “has strong philosophical
underpinnings and is an ideal approach for understanding individuals’ common experiences of a
phenomenon” (p. 291).
An essential component of phenomenological study is understanding a phenomenon from
an individual’s point of view along with the significance the phenomenon has for them (Johnson
& Christensen, 2017). Moustakas (1994) added that phenomenological research focuses on a
specific topic of particular interest for the researcher. My particular interest was to explore the
acculturation experience by giving a voice to international Saudi female students at an APUS. I
determined that the way for me to study these experiences was phenomenology (Moustakas,
1994).
Moustakas (1994) developed a phenomenological research approach that was inspired by
the work of the German philosopher Edmund Husserl. Husserl, the father of modern
phenomenological research, attempted to describe the essence of the experience (Creswell,
2014). Husserl believed that the best way to describe the lived experience of human beings is to
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understand the experiences of a person who received the experience. For Husserl, “to arrive at
certainty, anything outside immediate experience must be ignored, and in this way the external
world is reduced to the contents of personal consciousness” (Thomas, 2004, p. 4). Moustakas
adapted Husserl’s philosophy for transcendental phenomenology perspective. According to
Kersten (1989), Husserl defined transcendentally pure phenomenology as a purely descriptive
discipline that seeks to render a cognitive account of the ‘irreality of mental life-processes with
respect to their conferred status as being in the world,’ and that, as such a discipline,
transcendentally pure phenomenology is a ‘science of essences,’ an eidetic science (p. 87).
For Moustakas, investigators must take a transcendental approach to enhancing the description of
the participant's experience. More specifically, transcendental phenomenology can help the
researcher to assess detailed information about participant’s experiences and ensure the
objectivity of the study (Moustakas, 1994).
After much reading about Husserl, Moustakas, and other phenomenologists, I determined
that the transcendental phenomenological perspective was the best fit for my research questions
that focused on understanding the acculturation experiences of Saudi female students during their
studies in the US. This perspective helped me to bracket my experiences and provided a voice
for my participants to understand the phenomena from their perspectives.
Participant Selection and Recruitment
In this study, participants consisted of female international students from Saudi Arabia
who are seeking undergraduate, graduate, and postgraduate degrees from fully-accredited
institutions of higher education in the southern United States. I identified eight international
Saudi female university students who were willing to participate in this study. In qualitative
research studies, some researchers have suggested a number of participants between 1-10
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participants in order to elicit sufficiently detailed descriptions of the target phenomenon
(Creswell, 2007; Starks & Trinidad, 2007; Morse, 2000). Also, according to Hayes and Wood
(2011), qualitative studies “with more than 20 or so [participants] are rare, and many studies will
have fewer, and more participants does not necessarily mean the study or its results will be more
reliable or more useful” (p. 143).
A purposeful sampling technique was used identify participants for this study. The goal
of a purposeful sampling strategy is to choose cases that are probably going to be 'data rich'
regarding the target phenomena (Gall et al., 2007). Moreover, “purposeful sampling will do
much to alleviate concerns about small sample size” (Patton, 1990, p. 186). Therefore,
purposeful sampling facilitated the selection of participants who could positively contribute to
this study.
To better fulfill the goals of this study, two types of purposeful sampling methods were
used: criterion sampling and snowball sampling (Palinkas et al., 2015; Patton, 1990). Criterion
sampling aims to “identify participants who meet the defined criterion” (Hayes & Wood, 2011,
p. 143). Consequently, to qualify, participants had to meet the following criteria:
•

Studying discipline at any academic degree level (bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral),

•

Established residency in the United States for no less than six months, and

•

In possession of an F1 visa.

The justification for including all academic degree levels in this study was to identify the
common experiences among Saudi female students who study abroad under the same
circumstances (e.g., new culture, new education system). Notably, the participants were
homogeneous to a certain degree (e.g., culture, religion). Also, because the identification of
participants might be difficult given the current state of US immigration policies, a snowball
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sampling technique was implemented. The snowball sampling technique required me to identify
one participant who met the participant criteria for this study; then, that participant referred the
next potential participant who had similar characteristics (Palinkas et al., 2015). This technique
was repeated until I reached the number of eight participants. According to Atkinson and Flint
(2001), “the main value of snowball sampling is as a method for obtaining respondents where
they are few in number” (p. 2). Also, I tried contacting the International Student Services Center
that provides services for all international students and records some of their contact information
(e.g., mailing address, electronic mailing address, phone number). However, because of the
current state of US immigration policies, it was hard for me to get any information through the
International Student Services Center at an APUS.

Setting
The study took place at an American public university in the South (APUS). Around
50,000 students from all over the US are currently enrolled in universities in this setting. Also,
more than 10,000 academic staff and employees are employed at APUSs, with total reported
instructional expenditures of more than one billion dollars. Because of their good reputation,
about 5,000 international students from all over the world, including hundreds of international
scholars and professionals, are enrolled at the type of institution that served as the setting for this
study. This APUS has a centralized office for international students that offers a comprehensive
menu of services, including academic support services, help with fulfilling immigration and visa
requirements, and resources to answer legal questions. All international students enrolled at
APUSs must be in non-immigrant status and maintain an F or J visa. Today, APUSs host more
than 50 international Saudi students (male and female) who are enrolled as full-time students,
around 20 of whom are Saudi female students (graduate and undergraduate).
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Data Collection
Before beginning the process of participant recruitment, the researcher obtained approval
of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) to conduct the study. Once the participants had
confirmed their willingness to participate (email communication; Appendices B & C) by sending
an email to the researcher and utilizing the link (http://doodle.com/) to select a time based on
their convenience, a calendar request was sent with the official date and time of the session.
Then, I sent the participants another email confirming their participation (Appendices D & E).
Before we got started with the interview questions, I asked the participant to take a few minutes
to read the consent form (Appendices F & G). Then, I asked the participants for permission to
turn on the digital recorder to capture the interview answers.
Since the researcher was proficient in both English and Arabic, the consent form and
interview questions were delivered in the participants’ language of preference (Arabic) to
increase the level of detail offered by the participants. Then, the translation of the transcripts
took place at the data analysis phase. In addition, emails, interview questions, and consent form
were delivered in both languages.
The procedures listed in the previous paragraph were based on the work of various
scholars. For example, Yin (2009) and Creswell (2014) suggest using multiple sources of
evidence in a qualitative study to provide deep, rich descriptions of the cases. In this study, the
qualitative data sources consisted of the following:
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•

Semi-structured interviews, where all participants were asked the same
questions (Appendices H & I),

•

Online follow-up interviews to obtain further information and/or to clarify
comments,

•

Reflexive journal writing to enhance researcher’s reflective thinking regarding
the phenomena, and

•

Field notes to record observations and tacit information.

The use of reflexive journaling as a writing tool helped the researcher to explicate her
values, thoughts, and beliefs and to understand her personal perspective regarding the
phenomena (Benz & Newman, 2008). According to Chan, Fung, and Chien (2013), “reflexivity
is the key thinking activity that helps us to identify the potential influence throughout the
research process” (p. 3). Barry and O'Callaghan (2008) recommend the use of this tool as a way
of achieving the following: (a) linking theory and practice, (b) encouraging self-critiques, (c)
generation of new insights about the phenomena, and (d) increasing the validity of
interpretations. I allocated 30 minutes before and after each interview for journaling, which also
served as a form of data collection.
Field notes also constituted another written record that informed this study. According to
Newbury (2001), “field notes can be understood as an objective record of observations made in a
particular setting” (p. 3). I took field notes to record informal conversations, participants’
expressions, descriptions of interactions with participants, and any nonverbal cues. All field
notes were kept in a secure computer file to protect the participant confidentiality.
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Interviews
To develop an in-depth understanding of the different perspectives reported by
international Saudi female students regarding their experiences at an APUS, a semi-structured
interview format was utilized. Interviews took place in person, as per each participant’s
preference. In semi-structured interviews, the questioner guides the interview by using nonstandardized questions in addition to probing equations to guarantee the topics is fully covered
(Benz & Newman, 2008; Miles & Gilbert, 2005). Also, this type of interview allowed the
participant to share their experiences in detail by a minimizing the interviewer's control (Smith,
Larkin, Flowers, & Larkin, 2012). Burton (2000) identified the key factor in selecting a semistructured interview approach for this study:
If the researcher is beginning the investigation with a fairly clear focus, rather than a very
general notion of wanting to do research on a topic, it is likely that the interviews will be
semi-structured ones, so that more specific issues can be addressed. (p. 315)
The interview questions were based on the scholarly literature, Berry’s (1997) framework, and
research questions, providing additional opportunities to explore in depth the experiences of the
participants. The sequence of the interview questions was also flexible “so that any idea or claim
can be explored” (Olsen, 2012, p. 10). Appendices H and I (English and Arabic versions)
contains the open-ended, semi-structured interview questions that explored three areas:
•

Academic and social/cultural acculturation perceptions,

•

Scope of stressors, and

•

Successful strategies for coping with stress.

An interview protocol (Appendices H & I) was used during the individual interviews of Saudi
female students. The interview protocol addressed demographic information and background
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information about the participants. Next, the interviewer asked standardized questions and
probing questions to gather further information. Table 2 illustrates the relationship between
research questions, interview questions, and the theoretical formwork.
Each individual interview took approximately 1 hour. With the permission of each
interviewee, each interview was recorded on a digital recorder and saved as an audio file. As per
IRB guidelines, each transcript was assigned a pseudonym in order to protect the identity of each
participant and ensure their privacy. After conducting the interviews, a thank you email
(Appendices J & K) was sent to each participant.
After the interviews had been conducted and audio-recorded, the analytical process began
with a verbatim transcription of each interview by the researcher; this verbatim transcript
facilitated the thorough and accurate analysis of themes. After transcribing the audio-taped
recordings of each interview, each participant received, electronically, a transcribed copy of her
interview to review and confirm her comments (member checking). According to Birt, Scott,
Cavers, Campbell, and Walter (2016), member checking involves provides participants the
opportunity clarify any inaccuracies in the transcript. Once these edits were returned to the
researcher, the translation process began to facilitate data analysis.
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Table 2
Relationship between Research Questions, Interview Questions, and Theoretical Framework.
Tenets of Theoretical
Framework

Research Questions (RQs)

Type of Question

Interview Questions (IQs)

RQ 1
How do international Saudi
female students make sense
of the American academic
and socio-cultural contexts,
prior to their studies at US
colleges and universities?

IQ 1

What were your expectations about living and studying before
arriving in the US?

Pre-acculturation

Probing Question

Where did you get these expectations (e.g., TV, friends, previous
visits)?

Expectations

RQ 2
How do international Saudi
female students make sense
of the American academic
and socio-cultural contexts,
during their studies at US
colleges and universities?

IQ 2

How has the reality of living and studying in the US met or defied
your expectations?

Personality: Flexibility

Probing Question

Could you share an example with me?

IQ 3

In what ways, if any, are the educational systems in Saudi Arabia
and the US different?

Education

Probing Question

Do the differences between the Saudi Arabian and US educational
systems influence your studying habits/ academic performance?
How?

Acculturation strategies:
Behaviors

IQ 4

Describe your communication/ relationships with Americans as
classmates, neighbors, or friends.

Social interactions

Probing Question

What about the type of gender? Does that matter?
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Tenets of Theoretical
Framework

Research Questions (RQs)

Type of Question

Interview Questions (IQs)

RQ 3
How do the stories of
international Saudi female
students reflect on the field
of migration studies,
particularly as conceived by
J. W. Berry (1997)?

IQ 5

Which area of your life has been the most stressful since coming to
the US? (e.g., academic, cultural, social, or financial)

Probing Question

Please, explain why this area has been the most stressful?

IQ 6

Who is your primary support person or group when you have a
stressful situation (e.g., counselors, international student advisor, or
students from your homeland, faculty, etc.)?

Social Support

Probing Question

In what way did this person or group help you cope with the
stressful situations? Could you share an example with me?

Coping: Resources

IQ 7

Please, describe the main way that you try to deal with stressful
situations.

Coping: Strategies

Probing Question

If there is a situation which is not resolved, what other ways would
you try to use?

Acculturation strategies:
Attitude

IQ 8

Have you experienced a culture shock?

Coping: Strategies

Probing Question

What are some of the main differences in cultural beliefs and
practices?

Culture distance

IQ 9

Have you experienced any forms of discrimination/stereotyping/
harassment? What happened?

Culture shock

Probing Question

To what degree and in what ways do you think international Saudi
female students experience prejudice and discrimination?

Societal attitudes:
Prejudice and
discrimination
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Stressors

After the interviews had been conducted and audio-recorded, the analytical process began
with a verbatim transcription of each interview by a transcription company; this verbatim
transcript facilitated the thorough and accurate analysis of themes. After transcribing the audiotaped recordings of each interview, each participant received, electronically, a transcribed copy
of their interview to review and confirm their comments (member checking). According to Birt,
Scott, Cavers, Campbell, and Walter (2016), member checking involves provides participants the
opportunity clarify any inaccuracies in the transcript. Once these edits were returned to the
researcher, online follow-up interviews were conducted, if needed, to discuss and review the
data.

Data Analysis
The purpose of the information obtained from each participant was to transform the
collected data into credible evidence about the experiences of international Saudi female students
at an APUS. Moustakas’s (1994) method provides a guide for researchers who are conducting
transcendental phenomenological studies in practice. Moustakas described a modified version of
Steick-Colaizzi-Keen’s method of organizing and analyzing phenomenological data, which I
used. After translating the verbatim transcripts of participants’ interviews from a description
company, I used a 6-step process of analysis, which included the following:
1. Bracketing,
2. Horizontalization,
3. Clustering,
4. Themes,
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5. Textural and structural description, and
6. Composite description (the essence of the experience).
After obtaining participants’ feedback (member checking), I prepared the data for analysis. All
transcripts were stored on my personal laptop with password protection. Each interview
transcript was analyzed manually. A brief explanation of each step will be provided next and
more details will be provided later in Chapter 5.

Bracketing
Before I analyzed my data, I bracketed my prior experiences, feelings, beliefs, and values
regrading Saudi female international students’ experiences by writing a reflexive journal before
and after conducting each interview. Moustakas (1994) called this process the epoche, which
means a procedure of putting aside one’s preferences, biases, and prior knowledge about the
target phenomenon. At this stage, I listened to the recordings of the interviews and read through
the written transcripts several times to obtain the “big picture” regarding participants’
experiences. I also bracketed all phrases and statements and assigned meanings to them (Chan et
al., 2013).

Horizontalization
In the next step, I highlighted all significant statements that were relevant to the
participants’ experience. According to Given (2008), “horizontalization is a method for
understanding data through a phenomenological reduction by reducing the number of words and
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replacing the vocabulary with similar terms in which the researcher places equal value on each
statement or piece of data” (p. 400).

Clustering and Themes
After developing a list of significant statements, I grouped the statements that share the
same conceptual meaning. This process helped me to identify patterns and relationships between
sentences. According to Saldaña (2013), “a theme is an extended phrase or sentence that
identifies what a unit of data is about and/or what it means” (p. 175). As much as possible, I
categorized the identified statements and combined them under larger themes or labels by using
participants’ actual words, in vivo codes, to stay relevant with the transcript contents (Creswell,
2014). Given (2008) emphasized the importance of repeating this process over and over to find
appropriate ‘meaning units’ that relate to the research question.

Textural and Structural Description
In this step, I generated textural description by providing the core meaning of the themes
within the context and the relationship between themes that make up the overall meaning of the
phenomenon. Basically, I explained what participants experienced (Svensson & Doumas, 2013).
Then, I described how participants experienced the phenomenon (structural description) and
what factors affected their experience.
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Composite Description
Finally, I integrated the textural and structural descriptions to develop a creative synthesis
that explained the common experience among the study participants (essences of the
phenomenon).

Validity and Reliability of the Study
To develop codes and themes, multiple independent coders were engaged to increase the
validity and reliability of the study. The process of coding all of the transcribed data was
completed by the primary researcher of this study and a second qualitative researcher
simultaneously. The goal was for both coders to independently reach similar thematic codes and
generate similar comments. Before the coding process, the researchers highlighted the common
ideas. The initial coding process involved aggregating all common ideas and generating a list of
codes, each with a brief definition, to create a thematic codebook (MacQueen, McLellan, Kay, &
Milstein, 1998). Once it had been created, the researchers used the codebook as a guide for the
coding process. Then, all data were independently coded by each researcher (primary and
qualitative). The results of this independent coding process were compared to determine the
degree to which this set of codes agreed (inter-rater reliability). In the final analytical step, the
findings were interrupted and related to the theoretical framework.
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Validity of the Study
The concept of validity in qualitative research can be defined as strategies or techniques
that improve the evaluation of findings (Golafshani, 2003). In this study, I used a collection of
strategies for validating the results that were identified by Creswell (2014). These strategies
included: (a) triangulation, (b) prolonged engagement and persistent observation in the field, (c)
negative case analysis, (d) clarification of researcher bias, (e) peer review or debriefing, (f) rich,
thick description, (g) member checking, and (h) external audits. Creswell noted that two of the
strategies in this list are beneficial for ensuring the validity of the study. To enhance the quality
of my study, I used five of these strategies: (a) clarifying researcher bias, (b) triangulation, (c)
member checking, (d) thick and rich description, and (e) external audits.
Clarifying Researcher Bias
According to Malterud (2001), “a researcher's background and position will affect what
they choose to investigate, the angle of investigation, the methods judged most adequate for this
purpose, the findings considered most appropriate, and the framing and communication of
conclusions" (pp. 483-484). To minimize the effect of my bias on this study, I explained my
positionality as a researcher at the beginning of this proposal in addition to developing a
reflexive journal and field notes during the data collection process.
Triangulation
This technique of triangulation was defined by Golafshani (2003) as “a strategy (test) for
improving the validity and reliability of research or evaluation of findings” (p. 603). Given
(2008) identified four types of triangulation: (a) triangulation of methods, (b) investigator
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triangulation, (c) theory triangulation, and (d) triangulation of data sources. This study utilized
triangulation to make meaning out of multiple sources of data, including semi-structured
interviews, field notes, and a reflexive journal.
Member Checking
To ensure the validity of the data, participants were involved in the review process,
including the review of interview transcripts. “Including participants in the data analysis or
review process can also be used to establish trustworthiness and to ensure the voices of
participants are present in the study” (Hunt, 2011, p. 298). In addition, online follow-up
interviews were planned for further clarification; however, there was no need to conduct these
follow-up interviews.
Thick, Rich Description
To provide an in-depth description of the phenomena, I used field notes as a tool to
record non-verbal cues, participants’ expressions and reactions, and objective observations.
According to Creswell (2014), “when qualitative researchers provide detailed descriptions of the
setting, for example, or offer many perspectives about a theme, the results become more realistic
and richer” (p. 202).
External Audits
During the process of conducting this study, I worked with a dissertation chair to review
my procedures. In addition, I involved an external qualitative expert in conducting data analysis;
this technique helps “to improve the quality of coding in-depth semi-structured interview
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transcripts when there is only one knowledgeable coder available” (Campbell, Quincy,
Osserman, & Pedersen, 2013).
By utilizing these techniques in my study, I ensured the quality and validity of this
study’s methodology, data analysis, and final results. In addition, these five validation
procedures help readers to judge or appraise the quality of the contents and formatting of this
qualitative study (Leung, 2015).
Institutional Review Board Approval (IRB)
After my proposal had been approved by my committee, I obtained permission from the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) that is responsible for monitoring the treatment of human
subjects at the institution where I am a doctoral student (Appendix J). Each international Saudi
female student at an APUS received an email that included the informed consent documents
(Appendices F & G). The consent form disclosed the following information regarding the study:
(a) study purpose and procedure, (b) expected time for collecting the data, (c) participants’
rights, (d) confidentiality of the study, and (f) investigator’s contact information. Also,
participants were informed that:
•

Their participation in this study was voluntary;

•

They had the right to withdraw from the study at any time, and

•

No incentives were given for participating.

The participant's signature on this form confirmed the participant's voluntary agreement to
participate in this study.
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Originality Score
The institution I am attending, the University of Central Florida, requires the highest
levels of originality and thus has clear guidance against plagiarism. To that end, this document
was submitted to iThenticate, an anti-plagiarism software that allows authors to make sure they
have cited their sources accurately. My chair summited the final document to iThenticate and
shared the results with my committee.

Summary
The purpose of this study was to contribute to the field of higher education by identifying
a group of international students who are minimally addressed in the scholarly literature: Saudi
females. Chapter 1 made a case for the possible obscurity of these students and the significance
of shedding light on their experiences on university campuses. In Chapter 2, I excavated a
laconic scholarship to find sources that complemented or disrupted the tenets of the theoretical
framework selected. And finally, in Chapter 3, I presented, in clear and definite terms, the
rigorous steps involved in the collection of data and performance of data analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
OVERVIEW OF PARTICIPANTS
Introduction
The chapter provides information about the eight participants in this study. The
descriptions of the participants are based on their demographic data, their physical appearance,
and their personalities. I have included some personal quotes from the participants about their
experiences as international students in an APUS. These descriptions were collected from the
data collected before and after interviews, reflection notes, and field notes recording during the
interviews. These descriptions help the reader to create a mental picture of each participant and,
in this way, facilitates an authentic understanding of the participants as international students at
an APUS. A pseudonym was chosen by each participant and has been used in this document to
protect participants’ the identity and privacy.

Recruiting Process
I began to recruit participants after I received Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval
(Appendix L). The initial contact with the participants took place through an e-mail invitation to
voluntarily participate in this qualitative study. Frist, I tried to contact the International Student
Services Center to reach potential participants. However, the supervisor of reporting services
who I had contacted previously was no longer available. Then, I contacted APUS alumnae who
are Saudi to possibly reach female Saudi students who meet the criteria of this study. A Saudi
alumna gave me the first participant’s contact information after she obtained permission from
her. I contacted the first participant by a formal email invitation asking her to participate
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voluntarily in my study. Then, I used the snowball technique to reach all other seven participants
for this study. All participants agreed to participant in this study within two weeks of my initial
request for participants. After they had agreed, the Saudi female students gave me their phone
numbers to determine the time, place, and format of the upcoming interviews in accordance with
their preference. Then, I conducted phone calls with them to discuss the interview questions; in
this way, I was able to give them an idea of the contents of the questions.
The participants were very diverse in terms of age, degree level, marital status, prior
enrollment in US universities other than the current university, and their duration of stay in the
US. The participants included eight international Saudi women, ranging in age from 25 to 41
years old. The number of years of residing in the US ranged from 3-7 years. Three of the
interviewees indicated that they had enrolled in US universities before their current university.
All of the participants were current students at an APUS and legal residents of the US and
possessed an F1 visa, which were requirements for participation. Also, six of the eight students
were Ph.D. students, one was pursuing a master’s degree, and the last one was pursuing a
bachelor's degree. Four of the participants were in the same department and were working on
their Ph.D. degrees. All but one was married with children. A summary of the demographic
information for the participants appears in Table 7.
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Participants’ Profiles

Mayar
“I discovered that living in America requires a person to be more self-reliant than living
in Saudi Arabia”
“”اكتشفت ان المعيشة في امريكا تتطلب ان يكون الشخص اكثر اعتمادا علي نفسه مقارنة بالمعيشة في السعودية
(Interview 1, p. 1, line 15).
Although she was the fourth participant who I invited to participate in my study, Mayar
asked to be the first participant to be interviewed because she planned to visit Saudi Arabia the
next week. I had no previous relationship with Mayar; however, she quickly replied to my email
invitation and agreed to participate in my study. She also suggested that invite her sister to
participate. Mayar’s interview—my first—served as a practice interview for me as the
researcher.
A day before conducting the interview, I sent a confirmation email to Mayar and called
her to confirm our meeting time and place; I also asked her to describe her appearance to
facilitate my recognizing her. The next afternoon, I waited for her outside the agreed upon
location (meeting room), and I took the opportunity to prepare myself for our interview. I knew
from her description that she would be wearing hijab and she was meeting me immediately after
attending a friend’s proposal defense. She was running a few minutes late; however, I was able
to recognize her among all the other students present because she was wearing the exact clothes
that she described to me. I walked toward her; then, I greeted her and introduced myself. Mayar
smiled and apologized for her delay. Mayar dressed nicely; she was wearing a long white blouse,
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skinny jeans, white sneakers, and a white hijab. She is a light skinned girl with dark eyes and a
round face. She is average height and of average build.
We walked together towards the room. Once we entered the room, I closed the door, and
Mayar asked me to let her pray before we started the interview. While she was praying, I
prepared my digital record and reviewed my interview questions. After she concluded her
prayer, Mayar stood up and said, “I am ready now,” nodding her head. Then, she sat quietly on
the chair opposite me at the table. “Did your friend pass the defense?” I asked, trying to make
conversation. She said, “Yes, I attended to support her” (Field notes, Nov. 11, 2017). Then, I
pointed to the recorder and asked her if I could record her voice for later review. After she
agreed, we began the interview.
My impression was that she felt alone because she missed her family. Although she said
her sister was with her here, she was very excited to travel to Saudi Arabia to see her family
before the end of the semester. Nevertheless, she has a strong personality and has been able to
rely on herself even though she was, at the time, single and living alone. During the interview,
she was timid and quiet, so I tried to engage her in conversation by asking her some prop
questions (Post-interview reflections notes, Nov. 17, 2017). By the end of the interview, she was
more comfortable with me was able to share with me stories about the difficulties she faced
during her studies in the US and how she overcame them.
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Sarah
“The American society accepts other cultures and the misconduct of a few people is not
generalized to others”
""المجتمع األمريكي هو مجتمع يقبل الثقافات االخرى و سوء سلوك القلة من الناس ال يتعمم على االخرين
(Interview 2, p. 11, lines 241-242)
My second interview was with Sarah. At the time, Sarah was a master’s student and the
mother of a six-year-old girl. She had lived in the US for three years with her husband. She was
the only participant who had lived in America for a short time. A day before our meeting, I
called on the telephone to remind her of the time and place of our meeting (Pre-interview
reflections notes, Nov. 28, 2017). However, the next day she came 15 minutes late because she
forgot our meeting time. I was not surprised—she was in the process of packing her stuff to
return home. Sarah and her husband graduated by the middle of December 2017 (Post-interview
reflections notes, Nov. 28, 2017).
She texted me and apologized for her unintended delay. I informed her that I was
flexible if she wanted to change our meeting time but she insisted on meeting me. She chose a
place that was close to her college, and I waited for her in the coffee area. I ordered a cup of
coffee and surfed my smart phone until she arrived. A few minutes later, I noticed a girl with a
brown abaya and pink hijab walking towards me with quick steps. When Sarah approached me,
she was smiling and shook my hand with her both hands. “How are you, Hnan?” “I hope you
will forgive me for delay,” she said with a sigh (Field notes, Nov. 28, 2017). I tried to make her
feel comfortable and gave her some coffee; we took five minutes to get acquainted before we
started the interview.
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During our interview Sarah was talking with much confidence and enthusiasm, raising
her voice and using her hands throughout the conversation. Despite her proficiency in the
English language, she preferred to conduct our interview in Arabic so as to express her
experience clearly (Post-interview reflections notes, Nov. 28, 2017). Her accent was familiar to
me, coming from the same area in Saudi Arabia where I grew up. She was very happy and proud
of herself. She talked about her achievements, the difficulties she faced, and how she overcame
them despite her young age. Because of what I learned about her personality, I encouraged her
to pursue her doctoral degree. She responded that she had not thought about but will consider it,
especially because her husband was on track to earn his Ph.D. degree in December 2017.

Manal
“Americans are very friendly and gentle when dealing with others. I learned some very
useful habits from them.”
“ انا تعلمت بعض العادات المفيدة منهم.”الشعب االمريكي شعب ودود و لطيف جدا في التعامل مع االخرين
(Interview 3, p. 10, lines 206-207)
Manal was the third Saudi female student to participate in this study. Manal was one of
the first students who replied to my invitation, agreed to participate in this study, and helped me
to connect with other participants. We spoke briefly by phone to arrange for the best time and
place to meet and conduct the interview. Through phone calls, I learned that, at that time, she
lived alone and had two children under the age of 7 (Pre-interview reflections notes, Nov. 28,
2017). I understand the difficulty of juggling responsibility for kids and studying, so I asked her
to choose the best place and time for us to meet (Post-interview reflections notes, Nov. 28,
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2017). She chose a quiet place close to her college and asked me to meet her in the afternoon
because she would be busy with her kids in the morning.
I arrived at our meeting place 10 minutes early, and five minutes later she arrived. Manal
was wearing black sunglasses, white hijab, white-striped longline shirt with black pants, and
white flat shoes. S he looked energetic and walked briskly and with purpose. After I greeted her,
we walked into the room to start the interview.
“Your life looks beautiful without a man,” I said to her jokingly. “It's actually a good
thing to be alone and have time for myself,” she said (Field notes, Nov. 28, 2017). Through our
conversation, I realized that she was able to manage the responsibilities of home and children in
addition to her challenging studies. Although she had suffered a great deal since her husband left
her two years ago, she assured me that she has a lot of friends and spends her free time with
them.

Laila
“I have been very happy with my experience here. I have had the opportunity to learn about
another world which made me more open and receptive to others.”
" وقد أتيحت لي الفرصة للتعرف على عالم آخر جعلني أكثر انفتاحا وقبوال لآلخرين."أنا سعيدة جدا بتجربتي هنا
(Interview 4, pp. 7-8, lines 159-161)
Laila was the first student I contacted and invited to participate in my study. I obtained
her contact information from an old friend who had already graduated from the same department
as Laila. Although she was in the last stage of her doctoral degree, she quickly responded to my
email and communicated her willingness to support me. As Laila requested, I scheduled our
meeting in the morning because she was planning to stay on campus for the rest of the day after
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our interview. She also was helped me to find additional students to participate in my study. I
developed the sense that the main reason that she was eager to participate in this study was to
help me; Laila had been in my position (searching for study participants) previously while
working on her Ph.D. degree (Pre-interview reflections notes, Nov. 29, 2017).
I first learned about Laila when we met for her interview. Laila is a sweet girl, tall, slim,
and beautiful (Field notes, Nov. 29, 2017). At first glance, I thought she was still in her 20s
because she had a baby face. When I asked her about her marital status, Laila showed me a
photo of her two beautiful girls, 3 and 7 years old. Although her story was similar to Manal’s,
Laila appeared less willing to take sole responsibility for her family. She told me that her
husband left home for a job last summer (2017) so she asked her mom and brother to come to
stay and support her.
Through our conversation, I could see that Laila is shy and slightly isolation, with very
few Arab friends. She appeared calm and spoke in low, quiet tones (Field notes, Nov. 29, 2017).
Although she surprised me by initially claiming that she did not plan to complete her studies
when she first came to America, I sensed that she was very eager to earn her Ph.D. degree; she
was planning to graduate by Summer 2018.

Nora
“I have no problem forming relationships with Americans regardless of gender, because they
don’t see any differences between myself and them.”
 ألنهم يرون أن ال فرق بيني، سواء كانوا رجال أو امرأة، فليس لدي مشكلة في تشكيل صداقات مع األمريكيين،" بالنسبة لي
"وبينهم
(Interview 5, Page 9, lines 198-199)
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I had three interviews on the same day, and Nora was the first interviewee on the
schedule. Nora was one of the Saudi female doctoral students with whom I communicated. S he
was the first student who enrolled in her science program and helped all of the other Saudi
female to enroll. I remembered she called me the day before the interview to confirm the time
and place of our meeting. She was eager to arrive on time, and we finished early because she
had to take her son to an appointment in the afternoon (Pre-interview reflections notes, Nov. 30,
2017).
At 9:00 a.m. on Thursday, I headed to the place that we chose to meet, and I encountered
her in the parking lot. Nora parked her car close to me. Then, I walked towards her and said
“Salam Alikum, are you Nora?" and she looked at me and smiled and said, “Yes, you must be
Hnan?” (Field notes, Nov. 30, 2017). I had not met her previously, but I assumed that she was
my participant because she was wearing a black hijab and arrived at the correct time. Then, we
walked together towards our room, and we had a little time to know to get to know each other
before we started. Once I set up the recorder, I started the interview.
Although I did not know her before our meeting, Nora was very excited to share her
experiences of living and studying in America. Our conversation lasted about an hour, which is
the longest conversation I recorded during this study (Post-interview reflections notes, Nov. 30,
2017). Nora shared some stories about her children and the difficulties she and her family (three
girls, one boy) had encountered. From talking to her, I sensed that she had problems regarding
meeting her responsibilities as a mother of four children and studying. She added that her
husband was also a doctoral student and did not have enough time to share the responsibility of
caring for the family. Nora earned both her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Saudi Arabia.
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However, her experience attending a US university was completely different from her previous
university experiences.
Nevertheless, Nora appeared to be strong and was motivated to study because she found
sufficient support from the academic side. In addition to the guidance she received from the
supervisor, the presence of Saudi female students in her department helped her to overcome
some of the challenges in her life. Nora was the only participant with whom I have maintained
contact since our initial interview.

Eman
“My life in America gave me a new perspective of the world. My experience helped me become
more sociable and altered my introverted personality. My experience in the American society
also helped me understand the simplicity of living. Overall, living in America drastically
changed me.”
. ساعدتني خبرتي في أن أصبح اجتماعيه أكثر وغيرت شخصيتي االنطوائية." حياتي في أمريكا أعطتني نظرة جديدة للعالم
"  لقد تغيرت حياتي في أمريكا بشكل كبير،  بشكل عام.ساعدتني خبرتي في المجتمع األميركي ايضا على فهم بساطة الحياة
(Interview 6, pp. 2-3, lines 43-46)
Eman also was a doctoral student; she asked me to schedule her interview as the same
day with Nora because she would be on campus on that day. During my interview with Nora,
Eman was working in her lab. I was planning to meet Eman after I finished with Nora. A fter
Nora left, I called Eman and invited her to come to the same room I used to interview Nora. I
left the door cracked open, waiting for Eman. Ten minutes later, someone knocked at the door,
and I heard a girl's soft voice “Hi, could I come in?” Then, I opened the door and welcomed her
(Field notes, Nov. 30, 2017). Eman sat on a chair at the table opposite me, and I introduced
myself. I served some Arabic coffee and dates that I brought with me and we talked casually
about her studies and her work in the lab. During our discussion, I discovered that Eman had
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studied at the same university where I earned my bachelor's degree and that she was the sister of
one of my oldest friends. I never imagined that one day I would be able to contact this old
friend. I asked her for my friend contact information.
Eman was slim and engaging; beneath her white lab coat, she was wearing a blue t-shirt
and skinny jeans. Like Nora, Eman was wearing white hijab (Field notes, Nov. 30, 2017). Eman
has a strong internal motivation to study abroad, despite growing up in a conservative
community. She stated that, to date, she was the first and only member of her family who had
traveled abroad to study. As she admitted, leaving her family was initially a big obstacle for her.
However, living in America encouraged her to become a more sociable person and more selfreliant. During the interview, she spoke with great enthusiasm, especially when she told me
about the changes that her family noticed in her personality when she returned home for her first
visit. Her increased self-confidence inspired her sister to come to America to study.
After we concluded our interview, Eman invited me to accompany her to her lab. I
accepted her invitation, and we went together to the second floor of her college. When we got to
the lab, she asked me to be close to the door behind me because visitors are not allowed to be in
the lab for the safety purpose. When I entered, I noticed a workbench that contained small and
big containers and many kinds of equipment. The lab had a chemical smell. I remained calm and
watched her from a safe distance. There was also an American girl working with her in the lab.
Eman started to perform her experiments after she put on her gloves. Eman was very precise
when she placed solutions in a tube and moved slowly from one area to another. I did not want
to cause any inconvenience, so I said goodbye and left the lab (Post-interview reflections notes,
Nov. 30, 2017).
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Nawal
“The experience of living and studying in America is difficult and tiresome, but not impossible.”
" ولكن ليست مستحيلة،" تجربة العيش والدراسة في أمريكا صعبة ومرهقة
(Interview 7, Page 10, lines 213-214)
Nawal was the last doctoral student I met on November 30, 2017. Although she was with
Nora and Eman on campus, Nawal preferred to meet me in the afternoon after she finished her
lab work. I was very excited to hear her story because Nawal had experienced big changes in her
life while studying in America.
Nawal arrived on time, and we met at the same place where I had met her friends earlier
in the day. I was sure to inform Nawal before we started our conversation that all information
that she shared with me would be confidential and not be shared with any other participants. To
break the ice, we shared some Arabic coffee and took a little time to get acquainted. After I told
her that I have two boys, she began to share enthusiastically some stories about her kids (Preinterview reflections notes, Nov. 30, 2017). Then, we began our interview in English, as was
Nawal’s preference.
First, I gathered some background information from Nawal: she got married and started
her doctoral program at the same time, and she is now the mother of twins. Nawal’s interview
was the one during which I smiled and laughed the most (Post-interview reflections notes, Nov
30, 2017). Nawal displayed a highly developed sense of humor was very witty (Field notes,
Nov. 30, 2017). For example, she shared with me some funny stories regarding interactions with
men because this type of contact (with men who are not family members) was something very
new for her as a Saudi woman. Nawal also appeared to be a person who feels things very
deeply. She repeatedly spoke about being negligent in meeting her family’s needs because she
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was a mother and a student at the same time. Although she identified difficulties in balancing
her studies and responsibilities as a parent, she was very enthusiastic and had a strong belief that
she could overcome these difficulties and be successful. The presence of her sister and her
friends from Saudi Arabia was a great motivator in overcoming some of her academic
difficulties.

Maha
“As a result of my experience in America, I learned how to rely on myself for
everything.”
" " تعلمت من تجربتي في أمريكا كيفية االعتماد على نفسي والقيام بكل شيء
(Interview 8, pp. 10-11, lines 226-227)
Maha was the last participant who I interviewed. When I contacted Maha to invite her to
participate in this study, she responded immediately and positively. However, she informed me
that she was not available until December because she was working on her final project for
graduation. Although we scheduled our meeting a week after the interview of the next-to-last
participant, my timeline for collecting data was not negatively impacted. Therefore, I was happy
to accommodate her scheduling preference. Maha was the only participant who was, at the time,
an undergraduate student and I was interested to hear about her experiences from this perspective
(Pre-interview reflections notes, December 6, 2017).
Like the other participants, Maha asked to meet me on campus at a place that is close to
her college because she needed to meet her project team immediately after our interview. She
also chose to meet in the early morning so she would have plenty of time to finish her school
work. The day before our meeting, I emailed and texted her to confirm our meeting place and
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time, and I described my appearance so she would be able to recognize me. The next day, I
arrived on campus early so I would be there to greet Maha and conform that the location was
convenient. I was waiting for Maha outside our meeting room when I noticed a girl wearing a
white hijab, black t-shirt, skinny jeans, and black flats (shoes) standing at the entrance of the
building. I headed towards her and said, “Salam Alikum, are you Maha?” “Walikum Salam,
yes,” she said (Field notes, Dec. 6, 2017). I thanked her for her time and invited her to enter the
room. She looked young and was quite pretty.
I was surprised to learn that she had, at the time, two children despite her young age.
When I asked her about her experience as a student in the US, Maha shared some of her
experiences while, at the same time, her eyes filled with tears (Field notes, Dec. 6, 2017). She
stated that she transferred to three universities during her undergraduate studies that resulted in
her taking seven years to earn her bachelor's degree. Despite the difficulties she faced during her
studies, she was very motivated to get her bachelor's degree and become an educated person as
her husband holds a Ph.D. (Post-interview reflections notes, Dec. 6, 2017). She concluded our
conversation by asserting that she was a very happy to have studied and lived in America and
this experience helped her to become more self-reliant.

Summary
In this chapter, I presented brief profiles of each of the eight Saudi female students who
were studying at an APUS and agreed to participate in this study. I provided these profiles to
give the reader some background information about these women and to highlight some of their
similarities (marital status, challenges) as well as their differences (degree levels, proximity of
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family and friends). I used their own words to convey their stories of living and studying in the
US. In Chapter 5, I discuss the recurrent themes I discovered after conducting a content analysis
of these interviews.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
Introduction
This chapter describes the data analysis process, which was informed by Moustakas’s
(1994) key steps of phenomenological data analysis. I describe the data analysis process in
detail, including examples of analytical tasks (e.g., the grouping of units of meaning into
themes). After I identified the study’s major themes, I answered each research question to
demonstrate the overall essence of the Saudi female student's experience in an American public
university in the South (APUS), supported with participants’ statements. Notably, quotes from
students’ interviews conducted in Arabic are provided (Appendix M) to increase the authenticity
and credibility of the data. Each quote in Appendix M is related to its English quote by the
number that appears at the end of each quote. According to Nguyen (2017), “the language(s) in
which data are collected should be represented in any reports to demonstrate the researcher’s
multilingual capabilities; to enhance the credibility of the evidence and to make it available for
re-analysis for those proficient in the language” (p. 3). At the end of this chapter, I discuss the
relevance between tenets of the conceptual framework and research findings.
Phenomenological Reduction
Once data were collected from the eight student participants during their interviews, I
began the analysis process using Moustakas’ (1994) transcendental phenomenology approach.
The data analysis process as outlined by Moustakas includes the follows steps: (1) bracketing,
(2) horizontalization, (3) clustering and thematizing, (4) textural and structural description, and
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(5) composite description (the essence of the experience). Next, I will describe in detail
(including examples) how each of Moustakas' steps has been applied.
It was challenging for me to bracket my experience because of my own preconceptions
and prior experiences. However, I applied some techniques that allow me to place participants'
voices at the heart of the process. For example, during our interviews, I gave participants the
freedom to talk about their experiences and tried to hear their voices without interjecting myself
into the conversation. Writing a reflexive journal in which I explored my beliefs, perceptions,
expectations, and attitudes before and after conducting each interview also helped me to limit my
impact on participants’ narratives (Appendix N). Also, I took notes during each interview to
document tacit and explicit information (Appendix O). These techniques assisted me with
bracketing and the reflective process helped me to understand the unique experience of each
participant.
After I neutralized my perceptions or expectations, I started to reduce the data. Initially, I
listened to the recordings of the interviews and read the transcripts three times to understand how
participants make sense of their own experiences. Also, this process supported the rigor and
credibility of the translation process; each phrase and section of the text stayed true to the
interviewee's intended meaning as much as possible.
After I had a clear understanding of each interview in its context, I began the second
step, which was to start reducing that data (horizontalization). I went over every phrase and
statement, giving each of them equal value; I then started to highlight by hand all significant
statements (expressions). To determine the significance of each statement, I considered a single
criterion: whether the statement expresses a unique and coherent meaning that reflects the
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participant’s experiences (Moustakas, 1994). According to Padilla-Díaz (2015), each significant
statement represents briefly the essence of the meaning expressed by the participant. A brief
illustration of this process appears in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Example of how significant statements were identified in transcript of Sarah’s
interview (Transcript 2, p. 7, lines 147-155).

In the initial analytical process, I wrote in the margins (alongside the transcription) a
keyword (a code) for each statement using the exact words of the participant as much as
possible. These codes summarized the general meaning of the statements and related codes were
given the same color. At this point, all significant statements were included in the analysis
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process regardless of whether they were later determined to be essential context or not. Appendix
P illustrates an example of this process.
As suggested by Moustakas’ (1994), I listed all non-repetitive and non-overlapping
statements, maintaining the transcript, page, and line number in an MS Word document as I
started searching for units of relevant meanings from these codes that were listed in the margins.
This process helped me to identify patterns and relationships between statements. Table 3 lists
an example of statements with units of relevant meanings from different transcripts (e.g.,
Transcript #2).
Table 3
Statements with Units of Relevant Meanings
Statements
“I had a positive view of living in America because of what
my husband told me about his family's experience about
twenty years ago” (Transcript #2)

Relevant Meanings
Motivated by prior positive family
experience

“The second motivation was my good English paired with my
desire to develop and practice my language” (Transcript #2)

Motivated by proficiency in English

“My colleagues from my Saudi university encouraged me to
travel and study” (Transcript #5)

Motivated by friends

“My husband always encouraged me, despite my sadness to
leave my family” (Transcript #6)

Motivated by husband

“My father encouraged me to travel and study with my brother
and sister” (Transcript #7)

Motivated by father

“I was excited to get my degree in America because of their
reputation in education” (Transcript #5)

Motivated by looking for the best
education

“I am very excited and have self-motivation to overcome any
difficulties” (Transcript #7)

Self-motivation
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Consequently, I grouped all units of relevant meanings under a themed cluster that was
derived from the keywords that I had written in the margin of the transcripts. A brief example of
the theme clusters and units of relevant meanings appears in Table 4. After the theme clusters
had been created, I initially combined them under seven themes:
•

Sociocultural expectations,

•

Sociocultural issues,

•

Motivation for studying abroad,

•

Life challenges,

•

Academic challenges,

•

Coping strategies, and

•

Adaptation.

The photo of initial study’s themes development process is illustrated in Appendix Q. For
example, the theme clusters in Table 4 were placed together under the theme of “Motivation for
Study Abroad.”
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Table 4
Example of Development of Themes from Themes Clusters and Units of Relevant Meanings
Theme

Theme Clusters

Sub-Themes
Motivated by prior positive family experiences

Motivated by
family/friends
Motivation to study
abroad

Motivated by friends
Motivated by husband
Motivated by father
Motivated by proficiency in English

Internal motivation

Motivated by looking for the best education
Self-motivation

To ensure the validity and trustworthiness of the data analysis process, an additional
educational researcher collaborated with the primary researcher to provide an independent
analysis. Once all data were analyzed, both researchers met for several hours to review all of the
analysis and reached an agreement concerning the themes. Appendix R contains an example of
this process. As a result of our collaboration, a total of five themes were identified along with 22
theme clusters. The thematic matrix (Table 5) emerged from 22 theme clusters that were
associated with four participants. Once I had completed the analytical process, I provided the
original transcripts, significant statements, theme clusters, and emergent themes to my research
supervisor to ensure that the analytical process was accurate and the theme clusters and emergent
themes were consistent. My researcher supervisor confirmed the accuracy of my analysis,
suggesting the rewording of one theme cluster. Table 6 displays the final five themes and theme
clusters.
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Table 5
Thematic Matrix

Theme Cluster
Expected sociocultural difficulty
Media influences
Culture shock and interaction
Prejudice and discrimination
Motivated by family/friends
Internal motivation
Expected learning difficulty
Academic culture shock
Pressure to perform school work
Language barrier in academic setting
Role conflict
Limited funds
Seeking support from others
Maintaining relationships with fellow nationals
Introducing culture to American hosts
Avoiding conflict
Utilizing school resources
Sense of freedom
Build relationships with American hosts
Sociocultural integration into American society
Positive change in disposition

Mayar
✔︎

Sarah
✔︎

✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎

✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
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Manal
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

Participants
Laila
Nora
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎

✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎

✔︎

✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

Eman
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

Maha

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

Nawal
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎
✔︎

Theme Cluster
Academic integration

Mayar
✔︎

Sarah
✔︎
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Manal
✔︎

Participants
Laila
Nora
✔︎
✔︎

Eman
✔︎

Nawal
✔︎

Maha
✔︎

Table 6
Themes and Theme Cluster
Themes
Sociocultural expectations
and issues
Motivation for studying
abroad

Challenges

Coping strategies

Adaptation

Theme Cluster
Expected sociocultural difficulty
Media influences
Culture shock and interaction
Prejudice and discrimination
Motivated by family/friends
Internal motivation
Expected learning difficulty
Academic culture shock
Pressure to perform school work
Language barrier in academic setting
Role conflict
Limited fund
Seeking support from others
Maintaining relationship with fellow nationals
Avoiding conflict
Introducing culture to American host
Utilizing school resources
Sense of freedom
Build relationships with American host
Sociocultural integration into American society
Positive change in disposition
Academic integration

Themes
As displayed in Figure 6, five themes emerged from interviews with participants. The list
of themes includes: (a) sociocultural expectations and issues, (b) motivation for studying abroad,
(c) challenges, (d) coping strategies, and (e) adaptation. Each theme will be discussed
independently to provide the textural-structural context by focusing on two perspectives: “What
participants experienced?” and “How participants experienced the phenomenon?” (Svensson &
Doumas, 2013).
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Figure 6. Themes that emerged from participant interviews. Copyright 2018 by H. Alzahrani.

Theme 1: Sociocultural Expectations and Issues
Sociocultural Expectations and Issues was the first theme that emerged from the data.
When I asked the participants about their expectations regarding a variety of aspects of US
culture before their move, most of them admitted to having low expectations. Participants
mentioned that, before their move, their perceptions and expectations of their new country had
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been influenced by the media. These low expectations caused them some feelings of anxiety,
confusion, and apprehension as they prepared to leave their families and travel to the US.
After they moved to the US, participants indicated that they experienced major
sociocultural challenges during their time living and studying in the US. Some of them
identified culture shock as their primary emotional reaction when they first arrived. This
reaction was the consequence of limited English language mastery, failure to understand norms
and cues of American culture, difficulty in interacting with men (especially in a co-educational
environment), feelings of not belonging, and longing for the comforting foods of home. Also,
some of the participants reported that they experienced discrimination as a result of their national
origin or their Islamic appearance. Therefore, they encountered some acculturation challenges
that impacted their levels of psychological well-being and life satisfaction during their sojourn in
the US.

Theme 2: Motivation for Studying Abroad
I felt compelled to investigate the motivations that inspired these students to study in a
foreign country, especially one that is so culturally different from their home country. As
previously mentioned, the participants reported having low expectations about many aspects of
life in the US, which promoted fears regarding their personal safety. However, all of the
participants in this study emphasized that support and encouragement from others, including
family and friends, was a big influence on their decision to choose the US as their top destination
in which to pursue their undergraduate and graduate degrees. Next, their individual goals—
educational, professional, and personal—emerged as a secondary factor that drove them to
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embrace the challenges of learning in a foreign country that would require them to confront
culture shock and acculturative stress.

Theme 3: Challenges
This theme—Challenges—emerged from participants’ experiences before arriving in the
US as well as during their time living and studying in the US. Before their arrival in the US,
participants noted that they very much expected to experience academic challenges. These
expected academic challenges included the following: (a) difficulties with the language
(English), (b) the use of technology, and (c) different methods of teaching. However, during
their time living and studying in the US, the challenges varied from one participant to another.
The most common challenges among all participants were in the academic sphere, followed by
challenges of role conflict (mother, student, wife) and, finally, financial challenges.
During their studies at an APUS, participants faced different academic challenges that
were related to their transition from an Arabic educational system to a new educational system
that precipitated a form of academic culture shock. The differences between educational systems
that caused this form of culture shock included the following areas: (a) grading system, (b)
teaching style, (c) classroom norms, and (d) academic policies. The differences in these areas
evoked negative emotions, including feelings of disappointment and dissatisfaction associated
with their previous academic experiences that did not prepare them for success in foreign
universities.
The prerequisite academic skills expected of college students were another source of
frustration for participants, especially for those who were in the fields of science, technology,
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engineering, or mathematics (STEM). For example, participants mentioned that their weak
foundational skills (e.g., working in a lab, writing research papers) translated into poor study
habits (e.g., reduced motivation), poor academic performance, and emotional difficulties
(depression, anxiety, and frustration).
Furthermore, the language barrier served as a particularly powerful source of pressure for
participants because they were unable to understand the lectures, missing important content and
instructions. Although they all confirmed that they had studied English before coming to the US,
participants struggled with the language once they arrived in the country. The participants
explained that their English language instruction in Saudi Arabia had not focused on the types of
communications (professional) and terminology (specialized, industry-specific) required to be
successful in their chosen fields.
Also, participants revealed that role conflict was another area caused significant stress,
attributed to the competing demands of school and family. Participants stated that they spent
hours each weekend fulfilling school obligations that ultimately triggered maternal depression
and concerns about their families’ welfare. They also reported inadequate household incomes
because of the lack of financial support from their scholarship programs; the financial difficulties
negatively impacted their relationships with their husbands.

Theme 4: Coping Strategies
The Saudi female students in this study used varies coping strategies to overcome the
challenges that have been identified in this study. First, participants mentioned family as an
important resource for socioemotional (e.g., care, sympathy) and instrumental support (e.g.,
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financial assistance, advice; Ong & Ward, 2005). Also, they noted the importance of support
from friends, colleagues, and faculty and how this support contributed to their academic success.
The second coping strategy mentioned by the participants was the nurturing of relationships with
fellow students, sharing their culture and religion and gaining a social support system in return.
Participants also shared various stories about experiencing social hardships (e.g., conflicts,
discrimination, stereotyping) that were difficult for them to face.
However, some participants noted their efforts to overcome any hostile behaviors
focused on avoiding confrontation. On the other hand, some students chose to introduce others
to their country 's culture as a form of raising awareness and in this way took the initiative to
challenge negative and harmful stereotypes. For example, some participants introduced Saudi
culture and changed misconceptions about Saudi society by inviting their American friends to
their houses and sharing pictures, food, or making educational presentations in schools.
Ultimately, utilizing school resources was a type of coping strategy that participants used
to overcome academic challenges and stressors. Participants listed specific programs and
services that helped them manage stress and anxiety, including the following:
•

Fitness program,

•

Health consultations services,

•

Writing center services,

•

International students center services, and

•

University library.
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Theme 5: Adaptation
The final theme that represented positive adjustment was adaptation to US culture and
customs. The participants in this study noted different dimensions of adaptation (i.e.,
psychological, sociocultural, academic). For example, more than half of the participants
demonstrated psychological adaptation in the form of feeling positive and enjoying a sense of
overall well-being, limiting psychological distress, and noting a satisfaction with their life
circumstances. Regarding sociocultural adaption, participants indicated improved interpersonal
relationships with Americans students and the general public. Participants stated that their
relationships with Americans contributed to their academic success and social integration. Also,
the most common way of integrating into American society was in the form of social and cultural
integration. For example, most participants in this study confirmed that, over time, they became
less segregated from American society, enjoyed living in the US, and felt well-connected to
Americans.
Similarly, at the level of cultural integration, students enjoyed celebrating holidays and
special occasions with Americans. However, they asserted that they did not reach complete
assimilation into the host culture, meaning they did not fully become part of American society
because they still maintained their distinct faith as well as ethnic and cultural identity.
Participants also reported that many aspects of their lives improved since coming to the US to
live and study, including lifestyle, their beliefs, and how they see people who are different from
themselves. Participants reported that their integration into US society changed personalities for
the better. For example, they became more self-reliant during their time in the US; they rose to
the challenges they faced while, at the same time, managing effectively their anxiety or stress.
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The last sign of integration that participants described was academic integration. Participants
noted that they overcame their academic challenges by adapting to new learning environments,
developing their critical thinking skills, and interacting positively with teachers and classmates
(domestic as well as international).

Essence of the Phenomenon: The Voices of the Participants
The aim of this phenomenological study was to gather the stories of different Saudi
female international students to understand their common experiences (essences of the
phenomenon). Concerning phenomenological essence, Dahlberg (2016) noted:
Searching for the essence, that most invariant structure of meanings for an actual context,
we typically work with the different meanings that are present in the descriptions. We try
to discover a pattern of meanings that partly is made up by differences and similarities
among these meanings. (p. 13)
To arrive at the essence of the phenomenon that is the focus of this study, I will answer
the research questions and link them to the relevant themes through the participants’ own words
and recollections. Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between the research questions and major
thematic findings.
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Figure 7. Relationship between research questions and major thematic findings.
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Research Question 1
How do international Saudi female students make sense of the American academic and
socio-cultural contexts, prior to their studies at US colleges and universities?
Research Findings?
For this particular question, three themes emerged that were related to the participants’
prior experiences before they moved to the US. These themes include: (a) sociocultural
expectations and issues, (b) motivation for studying abroad, and (c) challenges. The vast
majority of the participants had low expectations about the cultural, social, and political aspects
of life in the US. For example, Eman commented, “My expectations were based on fear before I
came to America. I was afraid because I did not know the place or the people and I had no idea
about the society. Also, using the language intimidated me” (Interview 6, p. 1, lines 4-6)1.
These low expectations had significant emotional implications for participants, including
fear and anxiety associated with anticipating negative experiences in the US. Weissman and
Furnham (1987) found that the people who predict low expectations more likely to exposure to
depressing and less likely able to take advantage of opportunities and self-realization. Laila, for
instance, was concerned about Americans’ reactions to Muslims; she expected Americans to
behave aggressively towards, stating, “I was somewhat concerned about the reaction of people
against Muslims in particular during that period because of the political situation. I expected that
I would face some racism, including personal attacks or the withdrawal of my veil” (Interview 4,
p. 2, lines 36-39)2. Some participants anticipated negative expectations to their Islamic
appearance or beliefs. Sarah expressed just such a concern: “I also had fears about my
appearance and my dress on the side of prejudice or racism” (Interview 2, p. 1, lines 14-15)3.
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Mayar mirrored Laila’s expectations, admitting that “I expected that I would have difficulty
practicing my religious beliefs” (Interview 1, p. 3, lines 48)4.
Some of the participants identified the influence of the media as the reason why they
expected negative reactions from their American classmates, teachers, and the general public.
For example, Nora said that she had been influenced by the TV news; it made her hesitate to
travel abroad: “The television gave me negative images of America and I was hesitant to travel
to America... I was afraid of being Muslim and being exposed to discrimination” (Interview 5,
p.1, lines. 4-8)5. Similarly, Nawal reported an overwhelming feeling of apprehension before she
traveled to the US to begin her studies: “I was afraid of studying as a veiled girl at a time when
the media was against veiled women. I expected that I would be subjected to violence by attack,
someone taking off my hijab or someone killing me” (Interview 7, p. 1, lines 10-12)6. Similarly,
Laila described the impression she had about how American people really live, an impression
that she garnered from watching American TV: “While watching American television soap
operas, I saw that many marriages ended in divorce... I thought that every American couple split
up. Most of my expectations were from television” (Interview 4, p.1, lines10-13)7. Both Heyn
(2013) and Abdel Razek (2012) recognized the passive influence of media on political and social
perceptions, especially for those from Arab countries.
Regarding participants’ expectations of American institutions of higher education, more
than half of the participants in this study reported being concerned about succeeding in US
universities, especially regarding these specific challenges: (a) learning English language, (b)
learning technology, and (c) learning style. Regarding the language issue, participants were
concerned about studying in a second language (English); despite learning English in school,
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Arabic—not English—is the language of instruction in Saudi Arabia. For example, Mayar
expressed this fear by stating: “As far as education goes, I expected it to be difficult and bring
stress. It differs greatly from my previous studies and this is because of the language”
(Interview1, p. 1, lines 3-4)8. Nawal also had role models who had struggled in their own studies
in the US; their lack of success as international students at American universities impacted
Nawal’s self-efficacy beliefs. She recalled:
I was worried about how I would study English since I had never studied the language.
My family was afraid because some of my relatives had studied in the US and they could
not complete their education after failing. Therefore, I was very worried about my lack of
success. All the examples of those who had traveled around were unsuccessful.
(Interview 7, p. 1, lines 12-16)9
Alongside the concern of learning in a second language, Sarah expressed her concern about the
use of technology and the different methods of teaching in US universities. Sarah’s friends also
shaped her expectations concerning what it’s like to study in the US:
I expected that studying in the US was much harder than I imagined. I expected it would
be difficult to use technology and I might not be able to continue studying if I didn’t
understand it. I am not a technology person and I do not have the ability to deal with
technology even though I have basic computer skills such as working on Word, Excel
and other programs. I was also worried about the way of teaching. I anticipated that the
role of the teacher was to direct and the student had to bring all the information from
different sources. (Interview 2, p. 1, lines 15-21)10
The idea of studying abroad for those students who had negative expectations, either
social or academically, was disconcerting to some degree. However, all the participants in this
study emphasized the importance of the level of support they received from their family, friends,
or colleagues that encouraged them to decide to study abroad. For example, Sarah described her
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husband’s role in convincing her to study in the US because of his previous experience studying
at an American university.
After pressing my husband, insisting on coming here, and mentioning a lot of positive
things such as the humility and kindness of the American people and their good relations
with others, I agreed to accompany him and complete my studies in America. I was
enthusiastic. (Interview 2, Page.1, Lines. 10-12)11
The opportunity of studying abroad for Maha was just a dream until she got married and
followed her husband to the US where she completed her studies. She said, “After I started my
Bachelor's degree, I got married and my husband enrolled in King Abdullah Scholarship
program. I found marriage to be a chance to achieve my dream and complete my studies abroad”
(Interview 8, p. 1, lines 9-11)12. Similarly, Eman’s husband influenced her decision to study
abroad: “My husband always encouraged me, despite my sadness to leave my family” (Interview
6, p. 1, lines 21-22)13.
Regarding family support, Laila also noted how her father motivated her to succeed and
encouraged her to overcome any academic challenges:
I heard about the education system from my father, who had already studied here. He
confirmed that success in education depended on the effort of the person himself. For
example, he passed a course because of his academic superiority. My father used to say
to me, “If you work hard, you will prosper, and if you do not persevere, you will not
succeed.” And I believed in my father's saying. (Interview 4, p. 1, lines13-17)14
The case is the same with Nawal; she credited her father being the first person to motivate her,
providing emotion support as she embarked on her studies in the US:
My father encouraged me to travel and study with my brother and sister... I had a little
background information about America because my grandfather and father visited and
told me it was a beautiful country and its people were nice. My father mentioned that
Americans were friendly people. (Interview 7, p. 1, lines 4- 10)15
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Friends who have previous experience studying abroad also had an active role in
encouraging the participants to study abroad. Nora was motivated by her colleagues who got
their degrees from American universities, despite the fact that she had an opportunity to
complete her post-graduate degree in her home country (Saudi Arabia). She said, “My
colleagues from my Saudi university encouraged me to travel and study” (Interview 5, p. 1, lines
8- 9)16.
While motivation from others played a crucial role in participants’ decision to study in
the US, personal motivation also played a key role in motivating participants to study abroad and
helped them overcome their fears and doubts. In addition to having encouraging parents, family,
and friends, some participants were eager to study because of their enthusiasm for learning; this
desire for new knowledge inspired them to overcome any roadblocks and reach their goals. For
example, Maha was one of the participants who can motivate herself effectively and achieve her
goals. She described herself as very self-motivated: “I am very excited and have self-motivation
to overcome any difficulties” (Interview 7, p. 8, lines 177-178)17. Another participant, like
Sarah, thought that her English proficiency would help her succeed at an American university, so
she viewed studying in America as a welcome opportunity to polish her skills. She said, “The
second motivation was my good English paired with my desire to develop and practice my
language” (Interview 2, p. 1, lines 12-14)18. Likewise, Nora and Manal shared a deep desire to
develop themselves that was a strong incentive for their decision to study in the US. Nora
clarified the reasons behind her motivation by stating, “I was excited to get my degree in
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America because of their reputation in education... I expected that I would see better devices than
we had at my university in Saudi Arabia” (Interview 5, p. 1, lines 9-20)19. Manal added:
I was watching TV when I was child and dreamed that I would visit Disney someday. It
was a beautiful dream that I wished to achieve in the future. I heard about America's
progress in technology so I was excited to find out the reasons for the success Americans
and know about their development. (Interview 3, Page.1, lines.14-17)20

Research Question 1: Summary
Overall, when exploring participants’ expectations (social, cultural and academic) before
their move to the US, the prevailing view was negative among all participants because of the
influence of the media. However, for the participants in this study, the impact of encouragement
by parents and friends, as well as personal motivation, had a strong impact on motivating
students to study abroad.

Research Question 2
How do international Saudi female students make sense of the American academic and
socio-cultural contexts, during their studies at US colleges and universities?
For this question, three themes were found that explained participants’ answers, including
sociocultural expectations and issues, challenges, and adaptation. The interview questions were
focused on their experiences after they had moved to the US. Participants answered this research
question from a broad perspective. Some of the participants experienced to a certain degree of
culture shock while others were impressed by the Western life and adapted quickly. According
to Wu, Garza, and Guzman (2015), “surviving in a new community is the first lesson they have
to deal with, and they need to have a support system when they newly arrive. After settling in a
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new place, international students will also experience cultural shock” (p. 3). The following
section provides answers to this question using participants own voice.
When I asked participants about their impressions when they first arrived in the US and if
the reality of living and studying there met their expectations, all of the participants agreed that
they encountered culture shock while some of them specifically mentioned academic culture
shock, too. Regarding culture shock, participants attributed their feelings of culture shock to the
differences between the two countries (America and Saudi Arabia) in various aspects, including
culture, social life, language, food, types of beliefs, and value systems. For example, the culture
shock experienced by Manal and Nora arose from the differences in beliefs between themselves
and others. Manal stated, “Because of my different customs and traditions, I initially did not
accept other religions or beliefs different from my own” (Interview 3, p. 3, lines 51-52)21. Nora
shared Manal’s feelings:
I was shocked by atheists and people at the Institute of Language. For example, when I
spoke, a student from Japan laughed and made fun of my words. I was surprised by his
behavior and how different he was from me. But after a long time, I accepted the
difference between us. (Interview 5, p. 4, lines 80-83)22
It was not only the differences in beliefs that shocked these women—the difference in food
culture shocked them, too. Manal shared her reaction to food culture in the US:
I encountered difficulty finding Arabic food or food like what I ate in the Middle East... I
remember asking my family to ship some foods from Saudi Arabia as well as detergents
because I could not find what I used to use in Saudi Arabia. (Interview 3, p. 3, lines 6065)23
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Nora also talked about finding Arabic food, noting, “We [Nora and her family] suffered when
trying to find Arabic food. Arabic eating is wholly different from Western eating” (Interview 5,
p. 3, lines 62-63)24.
For Mayar and Laila, their experience of the culture shock was associated with American
social norms and realities. Mayar, for instance, thought she knew a lot about American society
from watching American television; she was shocked when she was confronted with the reality
of American society. Mayar shared her impression:
Before I arrived in America, I watched American movies and I thought American people
were very rich. I was surprised when I came and discovered people who did not have
homes and a lot of students were spending more time working rather than studying. This
was the opposite of what I was living in Saudi Arabia. I feel better off in Saudi Arabia
than here. (Interview 1, p. 8, lines 158- 162)25
Laila agreed with Manal, saying, “I was shocked that what is in the American media is quite
different from the real life” (Interview 4, p. lines 21-22)26. Both of these participants developed
their previous expectations about American society and culture from the media but they were
shocked by the reality.
In addition to the challenges posed by American food culture and the disconnect between
how the media portrays American culture and the reality, socializing with men in both oncampus and off-campus settings was another sociocultural issue that the Saudi female
participants encountered while living and studying in the US. In their daily lives in Saudi
Arabia, female students interact mostly with other women and feel embarrassed when interacting
with men. For example, although she has been in the US for six years, Laila still feels
uncomfortable when she interacts with men: “I still suffer in dealing with men. Sometimes, I felt
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embarrassed when I did not shake hands with men. I felt more comfortable talking to a female”
(Interview 4, p. 7, lines 144-145)27. In the classroom, Nora noted that she sometimes felt more
uncomfortable interacting with Saudi me:
I feel embarrassed when I deal with a Saudi man because he knows our traditions and our
beliefs. For example, at the Language Institute, I worked on a project with Saudi men and
I felt embarrassed and nervous. My husband was also at the same institute, so it caused
me a lot of embarrassment to deal with male Saudi students. (Interview 5, p. 9, lines 199203)28
However, Nora indicated that she had good relations with Americans outside of campus, “I also
have American neighbors and friends” (Interview 5, p. 10, line 206)29.
Like Nora, Sarah felt that because they know her culture, Saudi men may judge her
behavior more harshly. She shared her feelings about interacting with Saudi men and men in
general:
I suffered a lot because the classes were mixed and I was not used to studying with male
students. Also, it was difficult for me because my professor was a man. I felt ashamed
when I wanted to ask about things I wanted to understand. I was also embarrassed when I
worked in groups because some of the members were men. I was particularly
embarrassed when dealing with a Saudi man because he understood our customs and
traditions. (Interview 2, p. 2, lines 38-43)30
However, Sarah praised her professors’ understanding of her culture when dealing with men and
said, “Usually, my professors did not force students to work with a particular group. They gave
me the freedom to choose the right partner to work with” (Interview 2, p. 2, lines 43-44)31. Also,
although Sarah had an issue with dealing with men, that did not prevent her from forming
relationships with Americans. She stated, “I have good relations with Americans. Usually, I
invite them to my house or invite them to eat lunch outside” (Interview 2, p. 9, lines 205-206)32.
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Like Sarah, Mayar reported the same issue of discomfort when dealing with faculty
members of the opposite sex. Mayar explained, “In terms of dealing with the supervisor, I feel
most comfortable with a female. With a male supervisor, I am more embarrassed and most times
I need to communicate with him continuously” (Interview 1, p.7, lines 147-149)33. Conversely,
she reported having strong relationships with her American peers: “I have strong friendships
with the friends I study with and always cooperate in solving duties” (Interview 1, p.7, lines
140)34.
Eman described her feelings when she started studying in a co-educational environment:
Also, studying with men in one place was very difficult for me because I was not exposed
to a mixed-gender education when I was at my Saudi university. For example, I was very
tense when I was studying in the language program and a male student sat by my side.
(Interview 6, p. 2, lines 34-37)35
Nonetheless, Eman successfully worked through the challenges associated with a co-educational
environment at her university. She noted, “In contrast, when I enrolled at the university, I
became accustomed to it” (Interview 6, p. 2, lines 37-38)36.
Maha, my final participant, acknowledged a culture issue when she interacted with male
American classmates with whom she worked on a graduation project. Maha admitted, “Because
of different traditions and customs, and because of my sense of embarrassment as I am a girl and
they are all men, it was hard to meet with my group outside the university” (Interview 8, p. 8,
lines 175-177)37. But with her female American classmates, the case is different. She stated:
I had an American friend who helped me when I was pregnant. She asked about me and
helped me with homework. She took notes from the lectures and sent them to me. Also, I
had another girlfriend who helped me during my birthing days and explained all my
lectures to help me. (Interview 8, p. 3, lines 60-63)38
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In academic terms, students expressed their shock regarding academic and campus when
as they began their studies in the US. All the participants in this study had previously attended
universities in Saudi Arabia; also, several participants had previous experience at US institutions
before they enrolled at an APUS. Therefore, all of the participants had deep understanding and
experience of the Saudi system of higher education; this experience helped them to identify the
main differences between two educational systems and to express how they felt when they
entered a completely new educational system. Grading systems, teaching styles, educational
policies, English as the language of instruction and even classroom norms—these were the main
factors that triggered culture shock for the participants in this study; these factors also
represented sources of academic challenges. For example, Laila found that classroom norms and
the Western style of teaching were completely different than those back home: “When I started
my academic journey here, I was amazed that the students ate and drank all the time because I
was not used to the same system in Saudi Arabia” (Interview 4, p. 6, lines 125-127)39. She
further added:
I encountered some difficulties because I was not familiar with the teaching method. In
Saudi Arabia, I used to keep the information and recount it at the time of the test. But
here at US universities, assessment depends on your understanding of a lesson... Also,
our interviews via Skype or any online program have been difficult for me because I
never used them except to communicate with my family in Saudi Arabia. (Interview 4, p.
3-4, lines 65-74)40
However, Laila refined certain academic skills and habits during her studies in the US, such as
critical thinking skills and a habit of self-reliance. She reported:
I noticed that education here aims at thinking and problem-solving, rather than storing the
information... My study has become more dependent on understanding than on
conservation. I feel that I do not strain myself as much by studying like I did when I
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studied in Saudi Arabia. That required great mental effort. (Interview 4, p. 6, lines 121137)41
Sometimes, though, unfamiliarity with a new educational system may negatively affect the
academic performance of some students. For example, before Nora moved to the US, she
expected to face some challenges because of the language of instruction (English); however,
because of her lack of familiarity with the university’s the academic integrity policy, she had
incidents regarding academic misconduct. According to Nora,
I was surprised by the education laws here. For example, I did not have any background
on intellectual property laws. My professor at the English language institute asked me to
write a paper about smoking and I used some words from an online article. On the second
day, my professor came to me and was furious that I quoted words without mentioning a
reference. I did not understand until she pointed out the mistake I made. She informed me
that she would take a different action if I did it once more. I encountered this problem
because I wasn’t aware of this law. (Interview 5, p. 2-3, lines 42-48)42
Although she faced some academic challenges at the beginning of her studies, Nora was able to
successfully integrate into the American educational system. Nora explained, “I became bold
and do not feel embarrassed to ask the professors here about the devices and I want to learn”
(Interview 5, p. 2, lines 24-25)43.
Manal reported that her academic performance was not what she expected because of the
challenges related to experiencing new teaching styles and a new language. She said, “At the
beginning of my studies, my academic performance was weak due to the difficulties I
experienced. These difficulties included the difference in language and the different teaching
style” (Interview 3, p. 9, lines 187-189)44. However, Manal coped with these challenges by
establishing new friendships and became more comfortable with the new educational system.
She said, “I was interested in making friends with foreigners to improve my fluency in the
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language and to recognize their customs and traditions despite my shyness” (Interview 3, p. 5,
lines 105-106)45.
Nawal and Maha also agreed with Manal that Western style of teaching impacted their
academic progress and caused them to experience a certain degree of academic shock. Before
moving to the US, Nawal did not expect to face any learning difficulties regarding differences in
teaching style. However, in reality, she found that her unfamiliarity with the new teaching style
was the obstacle. She stated,
While learning the language, everything was beautiful, but when I started studying at the
university level, I had academic shock... When I studied here, I felt that I was studying
for a second Bachelor's degree, in addition to the master's degree. This was despite the
fact that I found a paper in my books with a previous lesson from my Bachelor's degree
program and the lesson was the same as the one I took here—just a different teaching
style. (Interview 7, p. 2 & 7, lines 35-141)46
However, Nawal did not think to drop out of school despite encountering academic challenges.
She recalled that “Despite the difficulties, I did not think about returning to Saudi Arabia”
(Interview 7, p. 3, lines 66-67)47.
Similarly, Maha found that adapting to a new educational system was not easy:
When I moved to the university, I started a new phase. For the first time, it was difficult
for me to study. I thought about going back to Saudi Arabia and not completing my
studies... I did not have any friends, it was a new system, there were too many students,
and I had to use self-reliance for my education. (Interview 8, p. 5, lines 94-100)48
However, over time, Maha became more flexible and more adaptable. She described herself in
the following way:
After a while, I understood how I should study. My GPA increased more than ever
before, and studying became much easier for me in America compared to studying in
Saudi Arabia. I also identified new learning strategies from students in class.
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(Interview 8, p. 5, lines 92-94)49

Research Question 2 Summary
When asking students about their experiences living and studying in the US, all of the
participants indicated that they experienced sociocultural issues (e.g., culture shock and
interactions with men) as well as academic culture shock. However, data collected from
participant interviews revealed that participants, over time, were able to overcome the cultural
and academic challenges and adapt to American social norms and educational system.

Research Question 3
RQ3: How do the stories of international Saudi female students reflect on the field of migration
studies, particularly as conceived by J. W. Berry (1997)?
The answer to this research question incorporated all of the themes that emerged in this
study that related to Berry's framework (1997): (a) sociocultural expectations and issues, (b)
motivation for studying abroad, (c) challenges, (d) coping strategies, and (e) adaptation.
Participants' perceptions of how they dealt with new social, cultural, and academic environments,
coped with differences, and adapted to changes are discussed in detail in this section.
Each participant was asked to identify the most challenging issues they have faced during
their time living and studying in the US. The answers to this question varied among all of the
participants. For example, some participants emphasized sociocultural issues, such as culture
shock, prejudice, and discrimination. The rules and regulations associated with renting and
occupying an apartment in the US caused some anxiety and culture shock for Sarah, who
described the following scenario:
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I was living on the third floor and I had a little girl. I used to hear that if we caused any
inconvenience, we would likely be expelled from our apartment. I was not used to it in
Saudi Arabia because I was living in a single-family home. (Interview 2, p. 3, lines 5254)50
Furthermore, unfamiliarity with American manners in public and the American lifestyle
caused culture shock for participants. Maha stated, “I also did not know some rules like having to
stand in line when buying items and other habits” (Interview 8, p. 1, lines 14-15)51. Also, the
language was another cultural issue for Maha that impacted her social interactions with
Americans. She recalled, “At the beginning, the language was difficult for me, so I avoided any
conversation with people. I was embarrassed when I spoke to people in English” (Interview 8, p.
5, lines 112-113)52. Nawal had her own way of communicating with people, but even she had
the same issue as Maha. Nawal described her technique of coping technique with the barrier: “I
sometimes record what people are talking about or ask them to write what they ask me”
(Interview 7, p. 2, lines 26-27)53.
Prejudice and discrimination presentation additional sociocultural issues that some
participants experienced during their time living and studying in the US. However, none of the
participants mentioned any physical violence. Sarah’s expectations regarding the likelihood of
experiencing prejudice in the US corresponded with reality. She experienced a certain degree of
prejudice and negative attitudes towards herself as a Muslim woman during her studies in
indirect ways. Sarah noted:
Our professor asked us to share our opinions and discuss some of the topics on the
blackboard. All of us participated positively, but one student expressed his opinion
negatively and accused religions of being the cause of some violence. He directly
mentioned the events of September 11th. (Interview 2, p.11, lines 233-236)54
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When I asked Sarah about her reaction to aggressive situations or verbal harassment, she
indicated that she was determined to avoid the conflict. She completed her statement by saying,
“I did not want to go into a political or religious issue and I felt that I did not have enough
support. All the students are American students so I kept silent” (Interview 2, p. 11, lines 236237)55. Sometimes, Sarah tried to introduce her culture as a way of coping with discrimination.
She stated, “I tried to invite my friends to my house and show them my way of life and introduce
them to my culture” (Interview 2, p. 6, lines 132-133)56.
During her studies in America, Nora also noted:
The Americans prefer the Chinese students over Saudis... In the past, I was studying at
the Institute. I felt that some teachers were differentiating the Chinese students from us,
and I noticed this with the less diligent or more negligent Saudi students. I felt that the
Arab student or was possibly punished by way of neglect. The Chinese student was not.
(Interview 5, p. 3-5, lines 61-104)57
Likewise, Nora, in this situation, tried introducing her culture to Americans to change
misconceptions about Saudis. She said, “I explained to them that I wear the hijab when in the
presence of strangers and not at home. Sometimes, I shared some pictures of me when I got
married in Saudi Arabia” (Interview 5, p. 5-6, lines 115-117)58.
Some participants also were challenged academically by the completing school work and
mastering the language in at the same time. For Nawal, her educational background was not
adequate for preparing her to study in the US; she felt the needed to make a great effort to make
solid academic progress. Nawal explained:
I spent a lot of time studying the things that I should have learned at the time of my
Bachelor's degree. Because of this problem, many of the students did not complete their
studies and returned home without obtaining a certificate. They could not study what they
missed and something new because they lacked flexibility and time... The most difficult
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thing is that professors assume that you have sufficient background knowledge about the
specialization from the Bachelor's level. Unfortunately, I enrolled in a Master's program
and I did not possess enough background information about my specialization. (Interview
7, p. 7-8, lines 152-160)59
Eman's comments about her academic experience agreed with what Nawal experienced
during her studies at an American university. Eman felt frustrated because of her weak academic
skills while pursuing her master's degree. She stated, “I feel like I did everything in reverse here.
It was like I started a Master's degree study along with Bachelor’s. I had no knowledge of how to
work in labs or use devices” (interview 6, p. 7, lines 149-151)60. Likewise, Maha indicated,
“Working in the lab was stressful and exhausting because it was three hours long and more than
one lesson. Twenty percent of the grades depended on my work in the lab. So, it was not easy at
all” (Interview 8, p. 8, lines 168-170)61.
The difficulty meeting academic requirements was not the only academic obstacle for
these participants; the language of instruction (English) posed additional academic pressure for
them. Laila, for example, indicated that understanding English was the single greatest challenge
she faced during her studies in the US. When asked what was the greatest challenge that she
faced, Laila was clear in her answer:
The academic language was difficult for me to use and that was normal for any
international student. This is what some American students told me. Usually, international
students had little involvement in class discussions due to the fear of bullying. (Interview 4, p. 6,
lines 127-129)62
Mayar explained why she also experienced difficulty with the language during her studies:
In Saudi Arabia all stages of my education were in Arabic. When I started my studies
here, there were terms I knew in Arabic but I did not know what they meant in English. It
was difficult to understand some lectures because I could not understand the meaning of
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some words. I spent a lot of time translating words and then saving them for use during
test time. (Interview 1, p. 4, lines 73- 77)63
For Nawal, language difficulties also caused her stress and anxiety because she could not
understand the professors’ lectures. However, she tried to solve this problem by following the
same strategy as Mayar. She explained:
During the first semester at a university, I tried so much to understand and I recorded my
lectures on the digital recorder. Then, when I returned home, I transcribed the lecture
from the recorder and then translated it. When I translated it, I was surprised that I knew
what my professor was talking about in class. So, the subject was not difficult because I
understood what the professor said when I listened to his lecture in Arabic. I felt
overwhelmed when I sat in the classroom and did not understand anything from the
lecture. (Interview 7, p. 2, lines 41-46)64
In addition to the academic responsibilities, school-family conflict was also a source of
tension for the participants. Most of the students in this study were wives and mothers of more
than one child. All of the participants agreed that fulfilling the roles of parent and student at the
same time was a very difficult experience. All of the participants who were also mothers
identified the symptoms of psychological distress and depression resulting from worry that they
were neglecting of the needs of their husbands and children and underperforming in their duties
towards their families. Manal, for example, shared an anecdote about her experience as a mother
and student at the same time:
When I started the Master’s program I was pregnant, tired and exhausted. It was a very
difficult period. My responsibilities towards my family were many and my academic
duties were hard because it was a new phase. At the beginning of my doctorate, my
second daughter was born and I was in a bad state. I blamed myself for not being able to
balance the many responsibilities of two children and studying. (Interview 3, p. 6, lines
126-130)65
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Nawal also explained her daily routine as a mother:
When I returned home, I started to cook, clean, and take care of the children without
taking any time to relax. My husband complained that I left my children with him. I
became very exhausted because I did not sleep enough, did not fulfill my family's rights
as I should, and did not spend enough time studying. (Interview 7, p. 6, lines 121-124)66
School-family conflict combined with a lack of financial support constituted extra
pressures for participants because they struggled to cover family expenses such as the cost of
daycare. Both Manal and Nawal indicated that they found it difficult to meet the financial needs
of their families. Nawal believed that most of her marital issues stemmed from their lack of
financial support. She explained her financial issues and their impact on her family:
I have financial problems because of expensive daycare fees and I think that this is the
cause of my marital problems. If I leave my children with their father for a week, it is not
likely that he can take care of them or meet their needs. (Interview 7, p. 6, lines 129131)67
Participants who were unmarried also indicated that the lack of financial support was one of the
challenges that she faced during her studies in the US. Mayar stated that “At the end of the
month, I always needed extra money from my family to cover my rent and bills” (Interview 1, p.
4, lines 77-78)68. To cope with this challenge, Mayar sought support from her family: “I was
always communicating with my family and asking them to transfer money before the end of the
month” (Interview 1, p. 5, lines 101-102)69. Family support explained why Sarah reported lower
levels of depression compared to her fellow participants. She explained how her family
supported her:
My first supporter is my husband. I usually ask my husband for advice if I encounter any
misfortunes or bad treatment from people. He calms me and supports me morally so I can
overcome any problem. Secondly, sometimes I ask my family for advice. For example, if
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I am frustrated by the lack of time or from responsibilities. (Interview 2, p. 7, lines 147150)70
Moreover, seeking support from others was also one of the coping strategies to address
academic challenges and role conflict issues for both Laila and Manal. For example, Manal
explained:
I put so much effort in and sometimes I asked my colleagues simple questions, and it
helped me in understanding. I met a Saudi friend here from my university in Saudi Arabia
who helped me a lot in MA. We studied the same discipline. We used to register for the
same courses to help each other and collaborate in order to understand what was difficult.
(Interview 3, p. 5-6, lines 114-117)71
Laila and her husband were both students, so it was hard for them to overcome their schoolfamily conflict without getting support from others. Laila's Saudi friend was a source of support
while they were living and studying in the US. Laila conveyed an anecdote about one of the
times her Saudi friend was a source of support:
I have difficulty when one of my children gets sick and I have class at the university. I
used to ask one of my Saudi friends to take care of my children when I needed help
because my husband and I were both students. It was reassuring because she always
stood by me. ( Interview 4, p. 5-6, lines 113-116)72’

Manal and Laila specifically mentioned how their fellow nationals contributed to their
academic progress and success. Several participants also revealed how maintaining relationships
with fellow nationals helped them to cope with sociocultural issues. For example, Maha
explained the impact of her Saudi friends on her social life while living in the US:
I had friends from Saudi Arabia outside the university. They finished their studies and
returned to Saudi Arabia. At that time, I felt very lonely because of their departure. I
never used to shop without my friends and I did not have any American friends outside
the university community. I remained very sad for a period and I did not get out of the
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house. After a while, I met people from Saudi Arabia and made new friends. (Interview
8, p. 6, lines114- 118)73
Manal also was grateful for her Saudi friends’ support when she had a hard time following her
arrival in the US. She recalled:
Since I came, I have kept many friends from my own nationality because they stood by
my side when I miscarried my first baby. I still have contact with them. I knew a lot of
friends from different regions of Saudi Arabia. (Interview 3, p. 2, lines 43-46)74
Also, several participants mentioned that university services played an important role in
their adjustment to life on a US campus. For example, when asked about techniques to improve
their academic experience, Nora and Laila mentioned visiting the writing center and university
library for additional support. Nora noted, “Taking advantage of the library here is nice. I was
not used to using the library in Saudi Arabia” (Interview 5, p. 9, lines 189-190)75. Laila added,
“At the beginning of my MA, I needed assistance from the Writing Center at my university”
(Interview 4, p. 5, lines 111-112)76. Manal preferred to join the gym on campus when she was
frustrated and anxious to improve her psychological state. She said, “I tried to join yoga classes
at the university and listen to the words of encouragement from others” (Interview 3, p. 7, lines
157-158)77. Student Health Services represented another source of support for participants,
including Nawal who used these services for help in coping with her psychological distress that
arose from role conflict issues (student, parent, wife). Nawal said, “I felt that I was very tired, so
I resorted to health consultations at the university. When I told her my problem, the doctor said
it was because of the pressure I faced” (Interview 7, p. 6, lines 124-126)78. Students asserted that
school services helped them with releasing their psychological stress as well as improving their
academic skills.
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The data regarding participants’ overall experience studying at an APUS indicated that
Saudi female students had a strong desire to adapt academically and socially. The signs of
adaptation appeared as a form of positive change at the sociocultural and psychological levels.
For example, some participants noted their sense of freedom in their everyday lives. Other
participants found freedom in the practicing of their religion while others found freedom in their
social lives. Mayar and Sarah, for example, experienced a certain degree of freedom in
practicing their religion and living their beliefs without any outside influence or intervention.
Mayar explained:
I found that people did not interfere in the affairs of others and their questions were
limited to the wearing of the veil during hot weather. Most of their comments praised my
dress and veil. No one intervened to question me about my religion or sect. I practiced
prayer in the market or in parking lots but did not have any problem. (Interview 1, Page.
3, lines. 49-52 )79
Sarah reported a similar experience on her campus: “I remember one of the professors who
encouraged me and always supported me. I felt that I had complete freedom in my clothes and
she always assured me that my appearance was acceptable” (Interview 2, p. 4, lines 82-84)80.
However, Laila and Eman found freedom in the casualness and simplicity of American social
norms and compared them to life in Saudi Arabia. Highlighting these differences, Eman
explained:
Life in Saudi Arabia is very complex and has many social courtesies. Here, it is the
opposite. Everything is simple whether that is with eating or clothing. Even when inviting
friends it does not cost me anything. A person can live here and enjoy all its simplicity.
(Interview 6, p. 2, lines 25-28)81
Laila added, “In Saudi Arabia there were many family obligations but here I am somewhat free
of these restrictions, so I have a lot of time to myself” (Interview 4, p. 1-2, lines 23-25)82.
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Moreover, participants’ feelings of satisfaction and freedom had a positive effect on their
motivation to integrate into American society. Most participants expressed their admiration for
the American. For instance, Manal described her overall experience in America as follows:
Americans are very friendly and gentle when dealing with others. I learned some very
useful habits from them. For example, no matter how busy a person is with their work
and responsibilities, they will meet me with their smile and try to help me with great
interest. Whether I need to know the direction of a supermarket or ask for a particular
place, the person I am asking will help me to the fullest. This good deed encourages me
to know them more closely. (Interview 3, p. 10, lines 206-211)83
Similarly, Nawal also expressed the importance of changing one’s misconceptions about
American society so as to integrate more easily society. She explained:
Living in America is very different from what we learn through the media. The most
important things are for a person to adhere to their principles, be flexible with others, and
not judge people based on appearances. In the end, the experience of living and studying
in America is difficult and tiresome, but not impossible. (Interview 7, p. 10, lines. 211214)84
As for Nora and Eman, they experienced a series of transitions in their daily lives that led to
social adaptation. Nora recalled, “After getting used to life here, my life changed and I became
aware that men must bear equal responsibilities as women. My husband and I began to change
for the better” (Interview 5, p. 5, lines 97-98)85. Eman also shared:
My life in America gave me a new perspective of the world. My experience helped me
become more sociable and altered my introverted personality. My experience in the
American society also helped me understand the simplicity of living. Overall, living in
America drastically changed me. (Interview 6, p. 2-3, lines 43-46)86
Furthermore, some participants explained that they had participated in events as a way to
integrate into American society. For example, Liala said, “Often, I participate in their
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celebrations and I enjoy the celebrations without faith or belief” (Interview 4, p. 2, line 42)87.
Like Liala, Manal also noted that she enjoyed attending celebrations and social events in order to
build friendships with Americans. She stated:
I also have American friends who always share in my life events and congratulate me. I
share my pictures with them. Also, I share their life events and occasions even though I
do not celebrate them. It is an opportunity to join them and be courted. (Interview 3, p. 5,
lines101-103)88
Regarding how the American lifestyle impacted their personalities, participants shared
various positive changes in their dispositions that helped them adapt socially and academically.
In Saudi Arabia, the participants used to depend on the support of their family; in America, they
became more independent and capable of accomplishing any task without asking for help.
Nawal, for example, explained that she had changed for the better: “My experience has already
changed me a lot. I became responsible and relied on myself for everything” (Interview 7, p. 3,
lines 60-61)89. Maha also expressed her happiness with the changes in her personality. She said,
“I am very satisfied with this open world. I am very happy because I can prove myself, prove my
presence, and I can accomplish everything without help from anyone” (Interview 8, p. 3, lines
48-49)90. Mayar and Laila agreed that the changes in their personalities were noticeable to their
families when they returned home after living and studying in the US. Mayar stated, “When I
spent about 9 months here and returned to Saudi Arabia, my family noticed a change in my
personality and stated that I became less shy and more independent” (Interview 1, p. 7, lines 150152)91. Laila also shared a story of how her husband was feeling about her personal growth:
My husband confirmed the change in my personality after living in America and always
told me that I was not the same girl he married. At first, I relied on him to do everything,
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but now I am more dependent on myself. Indeed, I hope my children get the same
opportunity and they live in America. (Interview 4, p. 8, lines 166- 169)92

Relation of the Conceptual Framework to the Phenomenon
In the light of Berry’s (1997) framework, the results of this study revealed that
participants’ personal characteristics prior to the acculturation experience (expectations,
motivation, cultural distance, skill and knowledge resulting from education system in home
country, and students’ personality) had a strong on participants' decision to study abroad and
experience acculturative stress. For example, because of cultural distance between the two
countries (Saudi Arabia and US), all of the participants, without exception, experienced a high
level of acculturative stress as a result of culture shock. However, there were some additional
personal characteristics prior to acculturation that had little to no impact on this study’s
participants (e.g., age, academic level, marital status). For example, age appeared to have no
relationship to the acculturation process. Participants of different ages (e.g., 25, 31, 35 and 41)
reported similar kinds of adjustments problems (e.g., culture shock, language barrier).
Moreover, regardless of whether the participants were married or not, they experienced financial
pressures. Also, regardless of their different academic levels, all of the participants experienced
academic culture shock because of the differences between the educational systems in their home
country and the US.
Moreover, the findings of this study identified those factors that influence the
acculturation experiences of Saudi female students, as Berry (1997) highlighted in his stresscoping framework. The factors included: (a) length of time, (b) acculturation strategies, (c)
coping strategies, (d) social support, and (e) social attitudes. These factors played a significant
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role in participants’ psychological, sociocultural, and academic adjustments. For example,
because all of the participants have been in the US more than three years, all of them adjusted to
American academic and social norms. Additionally, seven of the participants reported that they
used the most successful acculturation strategy—integration—to help them adapt. However, the
other three acculturation strategies (assimilation, separation, and marginalization) have an
unknown relationship to their appraisal of their overall acculturation experience. The current
study also revealed that participants used a variety of coping strategies to deal with sociocultural
stress and academic challenges, such as introducing Saudi culture to American hosts and
utilizing school resources. Also, regarding stressful experiences, participants preferred to avoid
any conflict with others but, when a conflict was unavoidable, used using emotion-coping
strategies to manage the interaction. Moreover, for the Saudi female students who participated in
this study, social support (e.g., family, friends who were Saudi nationals, Saudi hosts, and
professional counseling) was identified as a major resource for coping with stress. In contrast,
six out of the eight participants reported that they had been the subject of negative social
attitudes (e.g., prejudice and discrimination) from some people, which impacted their
acculturation process.

Research Question 3 Summary
For the participants in this study, the experience of studying abroad was overwhelming
because of academic and sociocultural challenges. However, participants were able to cope with
these challenges effectively by using different coping strategies. As a result, participants
recounted clear examples of adaptation to the lifestyle and norms of their host country (the US).
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Furthermore, these results can be accommodated within Berry 's (1997) framework (individual
level). This framework contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of the acculturation
process experienced by Saudi female students who become immersed in a cultural environment.
However, a synthesis of this framework will be discussed later in this chapter. Figure 8 displays
the ways in which participants experienced the acculturation process during their time living and
studying in the US. This figure explains the four stages of the acculturation process as
experienced by the participants of this study (female Saudi students). The first stage is pre–
arrival to the destination (US). Then, during participants’ time studying and living in the US, the
second stage occurs in two parts—academic experience (part 2a) and living experience (part 2b).
Then, the Saudi female students moved to the third stage to grapple with the challenges of study
and living in the US. The third stage consists of coping strategies that lead to the final stage:
adaptation.
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Figure 8. International Saudi female students’ experiences of acculturation during their living and studying at an American
public university in the South. Copyright 2018 by H. Alzahrani.
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Synthesis

Tenets of the Conceptual Framework and Research Findings
The findings and themes that emerged from the results revealed the relevance of Berry’s
(1997) Stress-Coping Framework regarding Saudi female students’ experiences of living and
studying in the US. Berry predicted that some participant variables (e.g., demographic
characteristics, particularly age) before the acculturation process could have a direct influence on
the individual's acculturation process. This study included eight participants whose ages ranged
from 25-41 years old and varied in marital status (unmarried and married); all of the married
participants were also mothers. Also, participants in this study pursued different academic
degrees (bachelor’s or graduate degrees). However, these factors (age, marital status) appeared
to have no influence participants’ acculturation experiences. For example, the results of this
study revealed that participants' ages had no effects on students' acculturation process, despite
the age difference between the oldest and youngest participants of about 16 years. All the
participants reported that they had experienced the same level of culture shock as well as
academic culture regardless of age. Age might emerge as an influential factor if a follow-up
study included a larger population with varying demographic characteristics.
Furthermore, it is important to note that the influence of the media is one of the “before
acculturation” factors that was found in this study but was unrepresented in Berry's (1997)
model. Most of the students in this study reported that the media played an important role in
shaping their expectations and motivation regarding their decision to studying abroad; the role of
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the media in the acculturation process may be worth adding as a “pre-acculturation” variable.
Also, the findings of the current study suggest adding pre-academic skills (hands-on experiences)
as a “pre-acculturation’ factor to better understand the academic difficulties of Saudi female
international students in science majors.
During their time living and studying in the US, the participants in this study could not
escape their sociocultural and academic challenges. The challenges that were major sources of
acculturative stress for these students included: sociocultural issues (i.e., culture shock,
prejudice), academic culture shock, the pressure to perform school work, the language barrier,
financial issues, and role conflict. According to Berry (1997), “the acculturative transition is not
always an easy one (i.e., changing one’s culture presents challenges that are not easy to
overcome)” (p. 27). However, during the acculturation process, participants engaged in various
coping strategies to manage the effects of acculturative stress. Some coping strategies applied by
the participants in this study were consistent with previous research findings: avoidance and
social support strategies (Masiak et al., 2014), seeking academic support strategy (Shaw, 2009),
and developing friendships strategy (Hwang, 2014; Yakunina et al. 2013). However, the
establishing friendship strategy, which the participants used but was limited to their fellow
nationals of the same sex. A lso, findings indicated that participants in this study introduced their
home country culture to American hosts as a strategy of changing misconceptions towards them.
During the acculturation process, participants indicated that they perceived
developmental changes during their time living and studying in the US. These changes refer to
acculturative changes that are a part of the acculturation process as Berry (2005) explained:
“Acculturation is a process of cultural and psychological changes that involve various forms of
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mutual accommodation, leading to some longer-term psychological and sociocultural
adaptations” (p. 699). The changes that students in this study reported include the following:
changes in students’ characteristics and dispositions, social and cultural changes, and changes in
educational habits. These psychological, sociocultural, and academic adjustments present signs
of the success of Saudi female students for their temporary stay in a new culture. According to
Berry (2005) “adaptation refers to the relatively stable changes that take place in an individual or
group in response to external demands” (p. 709).

Summary
The analysis of the data that was presented in this chapter was influenced by Moustakas’s
(1994) transcendental phenomenology. Five themes were identified as a result of the data
analysis process. These themes were: (a) Sociocultural expectations and issues, (b) motivation
for studying abroad, (c) challenges, (d) coping strategies, and (e) adaptation. Each theme was
explained through textural and structural descriptions. Then, the essence of the phenomenon was
clarified through answering each research question supported by participants’ statements. This
chapter concluded by discussing the methodology of Berry's (1997) model to understand the
acculturation process of Saudi female students.
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CHAPTER 6
MY REFLECTIONS AND FORESIGHT AS A QUALITATIVE RESEARCHER
Introduction
This chapter paints a picture of my role as a researcher and describes my journey during
the research process. I also share my personal and professional experiences from the beginning
of research process—when I started recruiting participants—until I brought my study to a
close—reported and analyzed the results. For every researcher, the experience of planning,
conducting, and reporting a study presents unique opportunities to grow as a scholar and to
generate profound insights into a meaningful question or condition; for me, this experience was
made even more complex because I examined an international non-English speaking population
and used more than one language to collect the data. In this chapter, I will present the following:
a personal reflection from notes and interviews taken during the study, an exploration of the role
of trust that was revealed and concealed during participant interviews, and the overall story of
Saudi female students in this study.

Researcher’s Reflection
In addition to the role of researcher, I am also a Saudi female student for whom Arabic is
her native language and who has been immersed in Saudi culture for most of my life; these
characteristics served as a strength because, in phenomenology, the researcher is the primary
instrument. Consequently, it was easy for me as the researcher to understand the experiences of
Saudi students and to convey their voices clearly through telling participants’ stories. Coming
from a Saudi cultural background allows to me understand the cultural pressures associated with
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the competing roles of a woman (student, mother, wife) in Saudi society. T herefore, I was eager
to listen to Saudi female students tell their detailed personal stories about what they experienced
during time studying and living in the US.
Although I am Saudi student living and studying in the US, I did not have a relationship
with any of the participants before beginning this study. However, I was able to reach one of the
participants through a personal contact who had already graduated from an APUS. This was key
to recruiting students. Despite not having a personal connection with me, I believe that
participants were inspired to participate in this study because they understood that their
experiences matter and needed to be heard. Participants were pleased that I was interested in
their experiences, which encouraged me to make my best effort to convey their stories and
describe their experiences accurately.
Although I have had the same experiences as my participants, I was very interested in
listening to the stories of how the participants coped with the culture shock associated with
coming to a new country to live and study. I was surprised to learn how participants overcame
their challenges and worked to achieve their successes, all in different academic areas including
the sciences. I also admired the way participants, regardless of how long they had been in the
US, adhered to their Islamic faith and identity yet also displayed flexibility so as to integrate into
a new culture.
Because I was a novice researcher, I was very excited to conduct this study and work
through the research process for the first time. Before scheduling and conducting the interviews,
I tried to change the order of the interview questions to be more sequential and coherent (Preinterview reflections notes, November 15, 2017). One of the challenges I encountered during the
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interview process was how to motivate participants to talk, as there was no relationship between
us prior the interview. However, during the first interview, I learned how to combine questions
with dialogue; in this way, the participant does not feel interrogated. I also tried to bring coffee
(Arabic or American) for my participants to put them at their ease (Post-interview reflections
notes, November 17, 2017). Also, after I finished the first interview, I shared my experience
with my research supervisor to gain some advice and discuss further dissertation steps.
All interviews were conducted in Arabic, a language I speak and in which I am fluent, so
it was important for me to control any bias regarding the data. I used the following techniques to
manage my personal biases or preconceptions:
•

Writing notes before, during, and after each interview;

•

Writing notes during the data analysis process (e.g., grouping of units of meaning into
themes);

•

Sending a copy of the interview transcription to the participants for validation
(member checking)

•

Bracketing my prior experiences during the transcription process; and

•

Involving an additional researcher/analysist during the data analysis to contributed to
the accuracy of the data.

Finally, I enjoyed writing this dissertation; however, this project was not at all an easy
one. However, family, friends, colleagues, and my research supervisor were a vital source of
support and contributed significantly to my success. Also, listening to Saudi female students’
stories helped me to see that women, no matter the culture, religion, or nationality, can adapt to a
new culture.
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The Role of Trust
One of the challenges of this study concerned how to translate the interviews from Arabic
(the language used during the interviews) to English (the language of reporting and analysis)
while maintaining the original meaning of the responses. It is important to highlight the steps
involved in converting the text from Arabic to English to understand the flow and style of
translating process. During translation processes, I carefully considered the language and
meaning of the text to capture its true meaning. The aim of using the two languages—Arabic to
collect the data and English to analyze it—was to motivate participants to participate in the study
and allow them to express their feelings and experiences as accurately as possible. Previous
studies have confirmed that language difference is one of the main obstacles to success facing
international students (Alqefari, 2015; Havril, 2015; Lefdahl-Davis, 2014; Unruh & Obeidat,
2015).
As previously mentioned, all interviews associated with this study were conducted in
Arabic because of participants’ preferences. Although they were studying at the university
level—most of them at the doctoral level—all of the participants preferred using Arabic as the
interview language so as to be sure of expressing their feelings accurately. After I finished all of
the interviews, I started the transcript process. Each interview was transcribed in Arabic and then
translated into English. The transcription process took three weeks to complete.
Before I start collecting my data, I contacted a transcription and translation service to hire
a bilingual transcriptionist. To facilitate the transcription process and to safeguard my data, I
stored all interviews electronically in audio files on multiple hard drives. Then, I went to a
transcription and translation company office to deliver the hard drive to the person who I had
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hired to transcribe my interviews. Unfortunately, the transcriptionist notified me that they could
not transcribe or translate the interviews because the conversations were not in the official
Arabic language. Most participants spoke in colloquial Arabic. Because I am a bilingual and
can understand the colloquial Arabic spoken by Saudis, I transcribed each interview, capturing
accents and feelings that the participants expressed. It was not difficult for me to transcribe all of
the interviews in Arabic; however, it took almost six hours to finish each one.
Before beginning the translation process, it was important to ensure the accuracy of
transcribing process. Therefore, I used the respondent validation technique (member checking),
which involves asking the participants to affirm the validity of the transcripts, to increase the
reliability of the transcription process. I n the member checking process, each participant
received an electronic version of her transcript in Arabic by email. Then, they emailed me back
the agreement saying all of the information contained in the transcriptions was accurate. After
receiving the confirmation of correctness and/or commentary by the participant concerning the
transcript, I contacted a transcriptionist from Saudi Arabia to help me with translating process.
Notably, it is important to differentiate between “transliteration” and “translation.”
Transliteration is the process of capturing the sound of words, which means to write a word
character in one language to an equivalent character in another language. However, the
translation process means to change a word from one language to a word with identical meaning
in the other language. For this study, only a translation of the transcripts was created. It was
vital to be sure that the meaning of each English word was equivalent to its corresponding Arabic
word and to make sure the intent of the Arabic text remained intact.
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To ensure the accuracy of the translation process, I hired an American editor to check the
English version of the transcripts. The editor identified and improve any slightly unnatural or
inelegant wording. In this case, my role was to confirm that no content had been missed and no
meaning misinterpreted in both versions of the transcripts. To enhance the credibility of the
translation and to make it available for additional analysis by those proficient in both languages,
I provided an Arabic version of each quote that was used in this study (Appendix M). After
finishing the transcription process, all transcripts were then returned to my research supervisor
for validation.

Revealed and Concealed in Emotions During the Interviews: Voice Beyond Verbal Speech
In a formal conversation, participants often conceal their true feelings and reveal as little
as possible. But the ingenuity of the researcher may contribute to overcoming this hesitancy on
the part of participants to share their feelings, thoughts, and experiences. In this study, my goal
as a researcher has always been to encourage the participants to reveal everything and conceal
nothing. It was difficult for me to accomplish this goal; however, I succeeded to conduct
conversations that were safe and secure for my participants by incorporating these strategies:
•

Choose a safe place for conversations where the participants can express their honest
impressions, thoughts, and attitudes without fear of rejection or judgment;

•

Give them the freedom to choose English or Arabic as the language of conversation;

•

Confirm for participants the confidentiality of the conversations as well as their
identities;
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•

Emphasize the importance of dialogue and its benefits to meeting the needs of Saudi
students that enhances their sense of helping others, and

•

Attempt to understand their unique perspectives by showing regard and empathy.

These strategies helped students to share candidly their feelings, emotions, and dreams.
The question that was most difficult for participants to answer—and caused them to hold back
from sharing their most honest thoughts, feelings, and experiences—concerned the most stressful
areas that they encountered during their time living and studying in the US. For example, one of
the participants hesitated to share her feelings of loneliness and anxiety because she was alone
without her husband, but her facial expression was clearly sad. T he reason for hiding those
feelings may be her unwillingness to express her fear of assuming the responsibility of the
household in her husband’s absence, especially regarding her children. However, posing probing
questions encouraged her to express her feelings honestly without imposing my own
interpretations on her responses.
Other participants were happy to share their experiences and reveal their private lives
because they felt connected to me as a Saudi woman who was also a student, wife, and mother.
For example, one of the participants shared with me some of her marital problems and asked me
for help. Through answering the research questions, participants allowed me to explicate and
disclose the essence of their experiences. Beyond this study, I have tried to share information,
opinions, and feelings with participants who need help. I was very happy to be a trustworthy
researcher who was able to support her participants and communicate their needs.
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Study Abroad: Between Dream and Reality
Traveling to explore a new land of learning and innovation was a childhood dream for the
participants of this study. All of them arrive in the United States of America with a lot of hopes
and great ambitions; they were determined to succeed and not disappoint those around them who
trusted their capabilities. The dream to study in another country was not simple or easy one for
these women. Their feelings of fear and tension were at first quite strong, but the force and
desire to achieve that dream was enough for them to overcome their fears. When I heard each
participant’s story of dedication and success, I also found that each story was accompanied by
pain; this pain contributed to their ultimate success as international students living and studying
in the US. The success that they have achieved has taken many forms. Academic success was
one type of success; however, I believe that their success was also achieved at a personal level.
Once they overcame the challenges of living abroad, participants reached their goals.
Studying and living abroad comes with its challenges. The language was not the only
obstacle to their success—as they expected before they arrived—because they were able to
master the language in a short time. In reality, different customs and traditions were the real
cause behind the cultural and social conflicts that Saudi female students encountered. Despite
the differences in social norms, customs, and beliefs, the Saudi women in this study were able to
prove their strength, cope, and succeed in a new environment that was completely different from
the one they left. For all of the participants, it was not easy at first, but their desire to succeed
was greater than their fear of failure. Also, Saudi women's recognition of justice, freedom,
cooperation, and solidarity was the reason for addressing differences and reaching the stage of
adjustment. Ultimately, the diversity of participants' backgrounds in this study confirmed that
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success is not associated with a specific person or a particular category of people. A strong will
and determination were the common denominators among participants that created the strong
motivation to realize their dreams.
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CHAPTER 7
RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Introduction
External missions became available to Saudi students because of the agreement signed by
former president George W. Bush and King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia in 2005. Today,
thousands of Saudi students enrolled in US colleges and universities as a result of this agreement.
One of the most important objectives of this study was to explore the experiences of female
Saudi students who were living and studying in the US. This experience—living and studying in
the US—was not an easy one for the participants, but the results of the study confirmed the
success of these participants regarding adaptation to American life—socially, culturally, and
academically. The results of this study may contribute to our understanding of the special needs
of this international student group. In the following sections, I explore the limitations of this
study and offer recommendations for future research.

Limitations of the Study
There were several limitations to this study. First, the study was limited to the
experiences of eight Saudi female students who were studying at an American public university
in the South (APUS). All of this study’s questions were explored solely through the lens of the
participants. Therefore, generalizing the results of this study to other populations is not
applicable. Another limitation of this study was that participants came from one large public
university in the American south; so, it is possible that the findings may not necessarily be
generalizable to other universities. Finally, this study limited its focus to identifying and
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understanding the positive coping strategies that Saudi female students used to cope with
stressors and did not include the negative coping strategies.

Recommendations and Implications for Policy and Practice

Recommendations for Saudi Arabia Higher Education
For Saudi administrators in institutions of higher education, this study provides unique
insight into what contributes to the success of Saudi female students at all academic levels. This
study explored some of the common barriers that Saudi female students face when studying
abroad. Many of the participants in this study discovered that the challenges of living and
studying in the US existed on and off campus. Therefore, mentorship played an important role in
the overall success of the participants in this study.
The most important areas in which participants needed to increase awareness and
mentoring before arriving in the US were as follows:
•

Social life and norms of Western peoples,

•

The most important customs and traditions related to public manners,

•

The rules of immigration, and

•

The requirements for admission to Western universities.

The results of this study recommend that Saudi students attend mandatory workshops covering
all these areas prior to their departure date. By increasing students’ awareness of these areas,
students will have prior knowledge of the cultural and legal differences between their home and
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destination countries that may reduce the severity of culture shock and give them a powerful
perspective to cope with the challenges.
Although the participants in this study sometimes learned about their host country (in this
case the US) from the Internet, social networks, or media, everyone emphasized that the
information they received from these sources was incorrect or false. Therefore, students must be
cautioned against relying entirely on the Internet for information about their host countries, and
communication with their host college or university is the best way to obtain correct information.
Therefore, the results of this study indicated the need to activate telephone and Internet services
to provide students with the information they need.
Saudi higher education policy requires all scholarship applicants to the study the English
language for a certain period of time in recognized language centers before they enroll in a
university; this study demonstrated that these centers are inadequate for preparing students for
academic studies overseas. It is, therefore, necessary to emphasize that these language centers
should provide students with the opportunity to study at least one course related to their
specialization in the language of their target university.

Recommendations for Student Development and International Student Services in US
Universities
The researcher recommends three ways that universities can help their international
services. This study focused on Saudi female students’ acculturation experiences during their
time living and studying in the US; student development and enrollment services and
international student services should collaborate to provide orientation and workshop
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opportunities to educate Saudi students about campus life, American culture, university policies
and immigration law. Such workshops should be a mandatory for all Saudi international
students before enrollment in classes. These orientation sessions and workshops should be led
by administrators and current international Saudi students who can provide advice and strategies
for these new Saudi students in both languages (Arabic and English).
Also, it is necessary to educate Saudi international students about the student services that
are available to them that may contribute to solving some of their academic and psychological
problems. The findings of this study suggest that the design of online cooperative learning
among university students include content that explains campus life, cultural norms and
expectations, and services offered by the campus community. The participants in this study
mentioned the impact of student services, including fitness programs and health services on
relieving stress that results from managing academic challenges. Also, the participants praised
the helpfulness of educational resources (e.g., library and writing center) and their contribution to
their academic success. Therefore, it is important to create and sustain a physical environment
that is compatible with the culture of Saudi female students. For example, the university should
make available private spaces for women to practice sports and provide them with opportunities
to participate in cultural activities in a non-mixed environment. Moreover, the university should
provide services to meet the needs of Muslims in general, regardless of their nationalities,
including dedicated places to pray and oriental food services in the evening, especially during
Ramadan when Muslims fast during daylight hours.
Despite the helpfulness of student and academic services, the university should prepare
administrators and faculty to serve Saudi international students by providing training
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opportunities to learn about the challenges that non-Western students encounter, including
adjusting to a new culture, differences in academic culture and expectations, and language
barriers. For example, participants in this study noted the difficulty in completing assignments
and projects because of technology issues or their lack of experience working in laboratories.
These challenges make clear that international students (and especially students from nonWestern countries such as Saudi Arabia) need considerable support from their universities to
overcome academic challenges arising from differences in educational practices and technology
use between countries.

Recommendations for Faculty and Administrators
Studies have demonstrated the impact of learning environment on students’ academic
success (LePine et al., 2004; Palmer et al., 2014; Savelsbergh et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2015).
Therefore, it is important to provide training programs for professional educators to inform them
of the most effective strategies for serving diverse populations so that students can improve their
academic performance at any grade level. Saudi international students constitute one group at
US universities that need sustained support from faculty and administrators to improve their
academic performance and mitigate the impact of the significant academic and cultural
differences between the American and Saudi university systems.
The results of this study indicated that Saudi students encounter academic culture shock
associated with encountering a new educational system. To decrease the impact of academic
culture shock, academic advisors and faculty members can collaborate to provide a session for
new Saudi students to inform them about the American education system, the online learning
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environment, and registration process for classes. Another recommendation for faculty is to plan
a series of informal meetings with international Saudi students at the beginning of the semester
to open a channel of communication and offer support for their academic goals. Saudi female
students in this study confirmed the effectiveness of building relations with Americans as a way
to overcome academic difficulties.
Furthermore, the results of this study proved that the language barriers counted as one of
the academic challenges that Saudi students face when studying in the US. During their studies
at American universities, Saudi female students would benefit from a comprehensive plan in
which faculty actively encourage Saudi female students to ask questions and involve them in
discussion and activities. Moreover, providing hands-on activities in class as an option for Saudi
female students may reduce problems related to language and will motivate them to develop high
academic goals for themselves.
Finally, Saudi female students mentioned the impact of teaching style on their academic
success; a recommendation for faculty is to use teaching strategies that target different learning
styles to help international students adjust to their new learning environment. Saudi female
students who participated in this study noted the impact of teaching style on their academic
success. For example, faculty can engage international students in team-based projects instead
of including only individual assignments in their courses. These strategies will engage
international students (including Saudi female students), increase their motivation, and give them
the opportunity to learn from others.
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Recommendations for Further Study
There are several recommendations for future research:
1. More studies need to be conducted on Saudi Arabian students enrolled in colleges
and universities in the US. This study focused on one American public university
in the South. Future studies should include private institutions to expand findings
about the academic experiences of this population.
2. Future studies on Saudi Arabian women and men should clarify the significant
differences in acculturation experiences between the two genders.
3. Since no previous studies (including this study) investigated the acculturation
experiences of Saudi Arabians at a group level in light of Berry's (1997)
framework, future studies should examine their acculturation experience at a
group level.
4. Future researchers should consider conducting a similar study of Saudi female
international students that focuses on negative coping strategies that may hinder
the process of adaptation.
5. Another idea for future research involves considering the perspectives and
experiences of faculty and staff who teach and serve Saudi Arabian international
students to identify new strategies and experiences can be implemented in
university classrooms and on university campuses.
6. A final recommendation for future research is to consider conducting a
quantitative study to explore the acculturation experiences of Saudi international
students that includes as many Saudi students as possible.
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Summary and Conclusion
This study, titled International Saudi Female Students’ Experiences of Acculturation
During their Study at an American Public University in the South (APUS), was designed to
explore the academic and social/cultural acculturation experiences of Saudi female students
before arriving in the US and during their studies at an American public university in the South,
to identify the scope of stressors they experienced, and to identify successful strategies of coping
with stress. Eight Saudi female students participated in this qualitative study. This study found
that Saudi female students encountered some academic and sociocultural challenges that caused
them to experience acculturative stress, depression, or anxiety. This study also explored the
most positive coping strategies that these young Saudi women students used to overcome social
and academic challenges. Ultimately, the results also revealed that adaptation occurred in
several forms: psychological well-being and life satisfaction, social, cultural and academic
integration.
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Alsalamu Alaikum,
You are being invited to take part in a study that I (Hnan Alzahrani, Doctoral Candidate) am
conducting at 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳. I am asking individuals like you to share your experiences as a
Saudi female international student in the US.
Your willingness to take part in the interview and share your experiences is very important and
will aid in advancing research on the needs of Saudi female international student as well as
interventions and supports towards their success in the American public university in the South
(APUS). Whether you take part in this study is up to you, as participation in the research study
is completely voluntary. Below is the purpose of the study, what you will be asked to do for the
study, and participant criteria for the study.
Purpose of the study: The purpose of this study is to explore the academic and social/cultural
acculturation experiences of Saudi female students before and after arriving in the American
campuses, to identify the scope of stressors, and to identify successful strategies of coping with
stress.

What you will be asked to do in the study: Participants who choose to participate in this study
will be asked to take part in individual interviews that will range between 45 to 60 minutes once
a time. You will be provided with the interview questions prior to the interview. For more
clarification, you may asked for a second interview if it is necessary.
Criteria for the study: Participants must:
• Saudi female student
• In possession of an F1 visa
• Residence in the United States no less than six month.
If you meet the above criteria and willing to participate, please email me your availability along
with a phone number where you may be reached. Please, utilize the link (http://doodle.com/) to
select a time based on your most convenience. For your information, once the doodle poll is
completed, a calendar request will be sent with the official date and time of the session.
For confidentiality, your name will not be disclosed at any time.
Study contact for questions about the study or to report a problem: I appreciate your time
and consideration in agreeing to be part of this study. If you have questions, concerns, or
complaints, or think the research will affect you adversely in any way, please contact Hnan
Alzahrani, Doctoral Candidate, 310-779-3129 or via email at Hnan 309@gmail.com, or Dr.
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🔳🔳🔳 🔳🔳🔳, Faculty Supervisor, The Department of 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳 at XXX-XXX-XXXX,
or via email at name@XXX.
IRB contact about your rights in the study or to report a complaint: Research at
🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳 involving human participants is carried out under the oversight of the
Institutional Review Board (🔳🔳🔳 IRB). This research has been reviewed and approved by the
IRB. For information about the rights of people who take part in research, please contact:
Institutional Review Board, 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳, Office of 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳.
Sincerely,
Hnan Alzahrani
Doctoral Candidate
College of Education
🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳
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Dear participant,
I would like to thank you for agreeing to participate in an interview. This letter will provide you
will full details of the study in which you participated.
The purpose of the study includes the following: (a) to provide an exploration of academic and
social/cultural acculturation perceptions of Saudi female students in before and after arriving in
US, (b) to identify the scope of stressors, and (c) to identify successful strategies of coping with
stress. This research has been reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board (UCF
IRB).
By participating in this study, you are required to expend about an hour answering semiinstructed open-ended interview questions and will be audio-recorded. Please, utilize the link
(http://doodle.com/) to select a time based on your most convenience. For your information, once
the doodle poll is completed, a calendar request will be sent with the official date and time of the
session.
Coffee, tea and snakes will be provided during the interview session.
Thank you again for taking part. If there are any further questions, please don’t hesitate to call
me at (310)-779-3129. I’m looking forward to seeing you.

Sincerely,
Hnan Alzahrani
Doctoral Candidate
College of Education
🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳
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EXPLANATION OF RESEARCH
Title of Project: International Saudi Female Students’ Experiences of Acculturation during their
study at an American Public University in the South
Principal Investigator: Hnan Alzahrani, Doctoral Candidate
Faculty Supervisor: 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳, PhD
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Whether you take part is up to you.
• The purpose of this study includes the following: (a) to provide an exploration of
academic and social/cultural acculturation perceptions of Saudi female students the
American public university in the South before arriving in the US and during their studies
at university, (b) to identify the scope of stressors, and (c) to identify successful strategies
of coping with stress.
• In this study, you will be asked to participate in the individual interview, which will last 4560 minutes. The interview will take place in person or via Skype, as per your preference. For
further information, the investigator may ask you for online follow-up interviews, if needed.
• During the individual interviews, you will be asked a series of questions related to your
social/cultural acculturation experiences after arriving in the US, stressful situations faced
while in university, and your successful strategies for coping with stress.
• All information you provide during the interview will be saved on a digital recorder. All
personal audio recordings will be confidential and saved in an audio file. All audio
recordings will be destroyed after transcription to prevent a breach of confidentiality.
You must be 18 or older, a Saudi female student, in possession of an F1 visa, and have residence in
the US no less than six months to participate in this research study.
Study contact for questions about the study or to report a problem: If you have questions,
concerns, or complaints, please feel free to contact the investigator: Hnan Alzahrani, Doctoral
Candidate, College of Education 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳, 310-779-3129 or via email at Hnan
309@gmail.com, or Dr. 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳, Faculty Supervisor, The Department 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳
at 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳, or via email at 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳
@🔳🔳🔳🔳.
IRB contact about your rights in the study or to report a complaint: Research at the
🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳involving human participants is carried out under the oversight of the
Institutional Review Board (🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳 IRB). This research has been reviewed and
approved by the IRB. For information about the rights of people who take part in research, please
contact: Institutional Review Board, 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳, 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳, 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳 or by
telephone at 🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳.
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Introduction:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research study. Your time is very much
appreciated and your responding will be very helpful to understand Saudi female students’
perceptions of their acculturation experiences in the US. Your
The results of this research will provide useful information for university staff, faculty, and
counselors in helping this population to adjust in university life by providing effective services.
I will ask you about your experiences as an international Saudi female student at this university.
The interview will take approximately 60 minutes, and will be audio-recorded. You will be kept
anonymous during all phases of this study including writings note, and recorded.
Details about the study are provided in this consent form. Please, take a few minutes
to read the consent form and sign it if you are willing to participate in this interview.
Before we get started, I will turn on the recorder to save the conversation if it is okay with you.
PART ONE: DEMOGRAPHIC ITEMS
A. Demographic Information
1. What is your name?
2. What is your age?
3. What is your marital Status?
4. What is your academic level?
5. What is your major?
6. At which university are you currently enrolled?
7. How long have you been in the USA?
8. Did you attend college at another us institution?
9. Did you attend college at an European or Asian institution before enrolling in an
American university?
PART TWO: ITEMS RELATED SPECIFICALLY TO THE MODIFIED MODEL OF
BARRY.
RQ1: How do international Saudi female students make sense of the American academic and
socio-cultural contexts, prior to their studies at US colleges and universities?
IQ1. What were your expectations about living and studying before arriving in the US?
Probing question: Where did you get these expectations (e.g., TV, friends, previous
visits)?
RQ2: How do international Saudi female students make sense of the American academic and
socio-cultural contexts, during their studies at US colleges and universities?
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IQ2. How has the reality of living and studying in the US met or defied your
expectations?
Probing question: Could you share an example with me?
IQ3. In what ways, if any, are the educational systems in Saudi Arabia and the US
different?
Probing Question: Do the differences between the Saudi Arabian and US educational
systems influence your studying habits/ academic performance? How?
RQ3: How do the stories of international Saudi female students reflect on the field of migration
studies, particularly as conceived by J. W. Berry (1997)?
IQ5: Which area of your life has been the most stressful since coming to the US? (e.g.,
academic, cultural, social, or financial)
Probing question: Please, explain why this area has been the most stressful?
IQ6: Who is your primary support person or group when you have a stressful situation
(e.g., counselors, international student advisor, or students from your homeland, faculty,
etc.)?
Probing question: In what way did this person or group help you cope with the stressful
situations? Could you share an example with me?
IQ7: Please, describe the main way that you try to deal with stressful situations.
Probing question: If there is a situation which is not resolved, what other ways would
you try to use?
IQ8: Have you experienced a culture shock?
Probing question: What are some of the main differences in cultural beliefs and
practices?
IQ9: Have you experienced any forms of discrimination/stereotyping/ harassment? What
happened?
Probing question: To what degree and in what ways do you think international Saudi
female students experience prejudice and discrimination?

PART THREE: ITEMS RELATED TO THE LIT REVIEWED
IQ4: Describe your communication/ relationships with Americans as classmates,
neighbors, or friends.
Probing question: What about the type of gender? Does that matter?
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PART FOUR: CONCLUSION AND WRAP-UP:
IQ10: Is there any other information that you would like to tell me regarding your
experience living in the US and attending a university in the US?
In the end of this interview, I would like to thank you for taking the time to meet with me and for
sharing your experience. I may need to follow up with you for further clarification – would that
be okay with you?
Again, thank you for participating.
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Dear _______________:
Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with me today. It was such a pleasure to learn
more about your experience as international Saudi female. Our conversation further strengthened
my interest to understand the challenging circumstances many Saudis face and admire me their
efforts to cope with any challenges.
I want to reiterate that all information you provided will keep confidential and will only use for
educational purposes. Next few days, you will receive an electronic copy of the transcription of
the interview.
If you have any further questions about anything we discussed during the interview, or
something that you want to add, please do not hesitate to contact me at (310)-779-3129 or at
hnan309@gmail.com.
Thank you very much

Hnan Alzahrani
Doctoral Candidate
College of Education
🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳🔳
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عزيزتي _______________:
شكرا جزيال لك على الوقت الجميل الذي امضيته معك اليوم .وكان من دواعي سروري أني استفدت من تجربتك كطالبه
سعودية .كما ساهم حديثك معي في فهمي للظروف الصعبة التي واجهتها ويعاني منها العديد من الطلبة السعوديين وزاد
اعجابي بجهودك المبذولة لمواجهة التحديات طوال وجودك للدراسة في الواليات المتحدة.
أريد أن أكرر أن جميع المعلومات التي قدمتها سوف تحفظ بسرية تامة وسوف تستخدم فقط ألغراض تعليمية .وفي األيام
القليلة القادمة ،سوف ازودك بنسخة إلكترونية للحديث الذي دار بيننا خالل هذه المقابلة.
إذا كان لديك أي أسئلة أخرى حول ما نوقش خالل المقابلة ،أو أي معلومات أخرى تودين إضافتها ،ارجو ان ال تترددي في
التواصل معي عبر الهاتف رقم  310-779-3129أ وعبر البريد اإللكتروني .Hnan309@gmail.com
شكرا جزيال..
حنان الزهراني
المرشحة لدرجة الدكتوراه
كلية التربية والموارد البشرية
جامعة وسط فلوريد
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Quotes in Page 99
كانت توقعاتي مبنية على الخوف قبل مجيئي إلى أمريكا .كنت خائفة ألنني لم أكن أعرف المكان أو الناس ولم
يكن لدي أي فكرة عن المجتمع .أيضا  ،استخدام اللغة كان يسبب لي الخوف.
كنت قلقه إلى حد ما إزاء ردة فعل الناس ضد المسلمين على وجه الخصوص خالل تلك الفترة بسبب الوضع
السياسي .كنت أتوقع أنني سأواجه بعض العنصرية  ،بما في ذلك التهجم الشخصي علي أو سحب حجابي.
Quotes in Page 100
كان لدي أيضا مخاوف بشأن مظهري ولباسي بسبب التحيز أو العنصرية.
كنت أتوقع أنني سأواجه صعوبة في ممارسة معتقداتي الدينية.
صورا سلبية عن أمريكا وكنت مترددًة في السفر إلى أمريكا  ...كنت أخشى كوني مسلمه وأن
أعطاني التلفزيون
ً
أتعرض للعنصريه.
كنت أخشى من الدراسة كفتاة محجبة في وقت كانت فيه وسائل اإلعالم ضد النساء المحجبات .كنت أتوقع أن
أتعرض للعنف عن طريق الهجوم  ،أو شخص يخلع حجابي أو شخص يقتلني.
أثناء مشاهدتي المسلسالت التلفزيونية األمريكية  ،رأيت أن العديد من الزيجات انتهت بالطالق  ...ظننت أن كل
زوجين أميركيين منفصالن .معظم توقعاتي كانت من التلفزيون.
Quotes in Page 101
وفيما يتعلق بالتعليم  ،كنت أتوقع أن يكون األمر صعبا ً وأنه يجلب التوتر ألنه يختلف بشكل كبير عن دراستي
السابقة وهذا بسبب اللغة.
كنت قلقة بشأن كيفية دراسة اللغة اإلنجليزية ألنني لم ادرس اللغة .كانت عائلتي خائفة ألن بعض أقاربي قد
درسوا في الواليات المتحدة ولم يتمكنوا من إكمال تعليمهم بعد ان فشلوا .لذلك  ،كنت قلقة للغاية بشأن عدم
نجاحي .جميع األمثلة على أولئك الذين سافروا حولي لم تكن ناجحة.
كنت أتوقع أن الدراسة في الواليات المتحدة انها أصعب بكثير مما كنت أتصور .توقعت أنه سيكون من الصعب
صا ماهرا في التكنولوجيا
استخدام التكنولوجيا  ،وقد ال أتمكن من مواصلة الدراسة إذا لم أفهم ذلك .أنا لست شخ ً
وال أملك القدرة على التعامل مع التكنولوجيا على الرغم من أن لدي مهارات الكمبيوتر األساسية مثل الوورد
واالكسل والبرامج األخرى .كنت أيضا قلقة من طريقة التدريس .كنت أتوقع أن يكون دور المعلم هو التوجيه
وأن الطالب عليه إحضار جميع المعلومات من مصادر مختلفة.
Quotes in Page 102
بعد الضغط من زوجي  ،واإلصرار على المجيء إلى هنا  ،وذكره الكثير من األمور اإليجابية مثل تواضع
ولطف الشعب األمريكي وعالقاته الجيدة مع اآلخرين  ،وافقت على مرافقته وإكمال دراستي في أمريكا .كنت
متحمسة جدا.
بعد أن بدأت دراستي للحصول على درجة البكالوريوس  ،تزوجت وكان زوجي ملتحقا ببرنامج الملك عبد هللا
للمنح الدراسية .لذا وجدت الزواج فرصة لتحقيق حلمي وإكمال دراستي في الخارج.
شجعني زوجي دائما ً  ،رغم حزن بترك عائلتي.
سمعت عن نظام التعليم من والدي  ،الذي درس بالفعل هنا .وأكد أن النجاح في التعليم يتوقف على الجهد الذي
يبذله الشخص نفسه .على سبيل المثال  ،اجتاز احد المواد الدراسية بسبب تفوقه األكاديمي .كان والدي يقول لي:
"إذا عملت بجد  ،سوف تنجح  ،وإذا لم تقم بالمثابرة  ،فلن تنجح" .وقد آمنت بقول والدي.
Quotes in Page 103
شجعني والدي على السفر والدراسة مع أخي وأختي  ...كان لدي معلومات خلفية قليله عن أمريكا ألن جدي
وأبي زارها من قبل وأخبراني أنه بلد جميل وأن شعبه شعب جميالً للغايه .ذكر والدي أن األميركيين كانوا أناسًا
ودودين.
شجعني زمالئي من جامعتي السعودية على السفر والدراسة.
أنا متحمسة للغاية ولدي دوافع ذاتية للتغلب على أي صعوبات.
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الدافع الثاني كان لغتي اإلنجليزية الجيده مع رغبتي في تطوير وممارسة لغتي.
Quotes in Page 104
لقد كنت متحمسة للحصول على شهادتي من أمريكا بسبب سمعتها في التعليم  ...كنت أتوقع أنني سأشاهد أجهزة
أفضل مما كان لدينا في جامعتي في المملكة العربية السعودية.
كنت أشاهد التلفاز عندما كنت طفالً وحلمت أن أزور ديزني يوما ما .لقد كان حل ًما جميالً أرغب في تحقيقه في
المستقبل .سمعت عن التقدم الذي حققته أميركا في مجال التكنولوجيا  ،لذلك شعرت بسعادة بالغة لمعرفة أسباب
نجاح األمريكيين ومعرفة تطورهم.
Quotes in Page 105
وبسبب عاداتي وتقاليدي المختلفة  ،لم أقبل في بادئ األمر ديانات أو معتقدات مختلفة عن ديني.
لقد صدمت من الناس الملحدين في معهد اللغة .على سبيل المثال  ،عندما تحدثت  ،ضحك طالب من اليابان
.وسخر من كلماتي .لقد فوجئت بسلوكه ومدى اختالفه عني .ولكن بعد فترة طويلة  ،قبلت الفرق بيننا.
Quotes in Page .106
واجهت صعوبة في العثور على الطعام العربي مثل ما اعتدت علي اكله في الشرق األوسط  ...أتذكر أني أطلبت
من أسرتي شحن بعض األطعمة من المملكة العربية السعودية وكذلك المنظفات ألنني لم أجد ما كنت أستخدمه
في المملكة العربية السعودية.
ً
لقد عانينا عند محاولة العثور على الطعام العربي .الطعام العربي يختلف كليا عن الطعام الغربي.
قبل وصولي إلى أميركا  ،شاهدت األفالم األمريكية واعتقدت أن الشعب األمريكي غني للغاية .لقد فوجئت عندما
صا ليس لديهم منازل وكان الكثير من الطالب يقضون وقتًا أطول في العمل بدالً من
جئت واكتشفت أشخا ً
الدراسة .كان هذا عكس ما كنت أعيش في المملكة العربية السعودية .أشعر بالراحة في المملكة العربية السعودية
أكثر من هنا.
صدمت من أن ما هو موجود في اإلعالم األمريكي مختلف تما ًما عن الحياة الحقيقية
لقد ُ
Quotes in Page 107
ما زلت أعاني في التعامل مع الرجال .في بعض األحيان  ،اشعر بالحرج عندما أصافح الرجال .اشعر براحة
أكبر في التحدث إلى االناث.
أشعر بالحرج عندما أتعامل مع رجل سعودي ألنه يعرف تقاليدنا ومعتقداتنا .على سبيل المثال  ،في معهد اللغة ،
عملت في مشروع مع رجال سعوديين وشعرت بالحرج والتوتر .كان زوجي أيضا في نفس المعهد  ،لذلك سبب
لي الكثير من الحرج للتعامل مع الطالب السعوديين الذكور.
لدي أيضا الجيران واألصدقاء األمريكيين.
لقد عانيت كثيرا ً ألن الصفوف كانت مختلطة ولم أكن معتادًا على الدراسة مع الطالب الذكور .أيضا  ،كان من
الصعب بالنسبة لي ألن أستاذي كان رجال .شعرت بالخجل عندما أردت أن أسأل عن األشياء التي اريد أن
ً
رجاال .شعرت ايضا بالحرج
أفهمها .كما شعرت بالحرج عندما عملت في مجموعات ألن بعض األعضاء كانوا
الشديد عند التعامل مع رجل سعودي ألنه كان يفهم عاداتنا وتقاليدنا
Quotes in Page 108
عادة  ،لم يجبر أساتذتي الطالب على العمل مع مجموعة معينة .أعطوني حرية اختيار الشريك المناسب للعمل
معهم.
لدي عالقات جيدة مع األميركيين .عادة  ،أدعوهم إلى منزلي أو أدعوهم لتناول الغداء في الخارج.
فيما يتعلق بالتعامل مع المشرف  ،أشعر براحة أكبر مع األنثى .مع مشرف الذكر  ،أنا أكثر حرجًا وأحيانًا كثيرة
أحتاج للتواصل معه باستمرار.
لدي صداقات قوية مع األصدقاء الذين أقوم بدراستهم و أتعاون معهم دائما في حل الواجبات.
تعرضت لتعليم مختلط
كما أن الدراسة مع الرجال في مكان واحد كانت صعبة للغاية بالنسبة لي ألنني لم أكن قد ّ
الجنس عندما كنت في جامعتي السعودية .على سبيل المثال  ،كنت متوترة للغاية عندما كنت أدرس في برنامج
اللغة وجلس طالب ذكر جانبي.
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Quotes in Page 109
في المقابل  ،عندما التحقت بالجامعة  ،اعتدت على ذلك.
بسبب تقاليدي وعاداتي المختلفة  ،وبسبب شعوري باإلحراج ألنني فتاة وكلهم رجال  ،كان من الصعب أن ألتقي
مع مجموعتي خارج الجامعة.
كان لدي صديقه أميركيه ساعدني عندما كنت حامالً .سألت عني وساعدتني في الواجبات المنزلية .أخذت
مالحظات من المحاضرات وأرسلتها إلي .أيضا  ،كان لي صديقة أخرى ساعدتني خالل أيام الوالدة وشرحت
كل محاضراتي لمساعدتي.
Quotes in Page 110
عندما بدأت رحلتي األكاديمية هنا  ،أدهشني أن الطالب يأكلون ويشربون طوال الوقت ألنني لم أستخدم النظام
نفسه في المملكة العربية السعودية.
واجهت بعض الصعوبات ألنني لم أكن على دراية بطريقة التدريس .في المملكة العربية السعودية  ،اعتدت على
االحتفاظ بالمعلومات وإعادة سردها في وقت االختبار .لكن في الجامعات األمريكية  ،يعتمد التقييم على فهمك
لدرس  ...كما أن المقابالت التي أجريناها عبر أي برنامج عبر اإلنترنت مثل االسكايب كانت صعبة بالنسبة لي
.ألنني لم استخدمها أبدا ً باستثناء التواصل مع عائلتي في المملكة العربية السعودية.
لقد الحظت أن التعليم هنا يهدف إلى التفكير وحل المشكالت  ،بدالً من تخزين المعلومات  ...أصبحت دراستي
أكثر اعتمادًا على الفهم أكثر من االعتماد على الحفظ .أشعر أنني ال أجهد نفسي بنفس القدر بالدراسة كما فعلت
كبيرا.
عندما درست في المملكة العربية السعودية .تطلب ذلك جهدًا عقليًا ً
Quotes in Page 111
لقد فوجئت بقوانين التعليم هنا .على سبيل المثال  ،لم يكن لدي أي خلفية حول قوانين الملكية الفكرية .طلب مني
أستاذتي في معهد اللغة اإلنجليزية أن أكتب ورقة عن التدخين واستعملت بعض الكلمات من مقال على اإلنترنت.
في اليوم الثاني  ،جاءني أستاذتي وكان غاضبا ً من أن أقتبس كلمات دون ذكر المرجع .لم أفهم حتى سبب الخطأ
الذي ارتكبته .أخبرتني أنها ستتخذ إجرا ًء مختلفًا إذا فعلت ذلك مرة أخرى .لقد واجهت هذه المشكلة ألنني لم أكن
على علم بهذا القانون.
اآلن  ،أصبحت جريئة وال أشعر باإلحراج ألن أسأل األساتذة هنا عن األجهزة وأريد أن أتعلم.
في بداية دراستي  ،كان أدائي األكاديمي ضعيفًا بسبب الصعوبات التي واجهتها .وشملت هذه الصعوبات الفرق
في اللغة ،اساليب التدريس المختلفة.
كنت مهتما بتكوين صداقات مع أجانب لتحسين طالقتي في اللغة والتعرف على عاداتهم وتقاليدهم رغم خجلي.
Quotes in Page 112
أثناء تعلم اللغة  ،كان كل شيء جميالً  ،ولكن عندما بدأت الدراسة على مستوى الجامعة  ،أصبت بصدمة
أكاديمية  ...عندما درست هنا  ،شعرت بأنني أدرس للحصول على درجة البكالوريوس ثانية  ،باإلضافة إلى
درجة الماجستير .كان هذا على الرغم من حقيقة أنني وجدت ورقة في كتبي تتضمن درسًا سابقًا من برنامج
درجة البكالوريوس  ،وكان الدرس هو نفس الدرس الذي حصلت عليه هنا  ،وهو أسلوب تعليم مختلف.
على الرغم من الصعوبات  ،لم أفكر في العودة إلى المملكة العربية السعودية.
عندما انتقلت إلى الجامعة  ،بدأت مرحلة جديدة .ألول مرة  ،كان من الصعب علي الدراسة .فكرت في العودة
إلى المملكة العربية السعودية وعدم استكمال دراستي  ...لم يكن لدي أي أصدقاء  ،كان نظا ًما جديدًا  ،وكان
هناك الكثير من الطالب  ،واضطررت إلى االعتماد على الذات في دراستي.
بعد فترة  ،فهمت كيف يجب أن أدرس .لقد زاد المعدل التراكمي أكثر من أي وقت مضى  ،وأصبحت الدراسة
أسهل بكثير بالنسبة لي في أمريكا مقارنة بالدراسة في المملكة العربية السعودية .قمت أيضًا بتحديد استراتيجيات
تعلم جديدة تعلمتها من الطالب في الصف.
Quotes in Page 114
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كنت أعيش في الطابق الثالث وكان لدي طفلة صغيرة .اعتدت أن أسمع أنه إذا تسببنا في أي إزعاج  ،من
المحتمل أن يتم طردنا من شقتنا .لم أكن معتادة على ذلك في المملكة العربية السعودية ألنني كنت أعيش في
منزل أسرة واحدة.
أنا أيضا لم أكن أعرف بعض القواعد مثل االضطرار إلى الوقوف في الصف عند الشراء والعادات األخرى.
في البداية  ،كانت اللغة صعبة بالنسبة لي  ،لذلك تجنبت أي محادثة مع الناس .شعرت بالحرج عندما تحدثت إلى
الناس باللغة اإلنجليزية.
أسجل أحيانا ما يتحدث به الناس معي أو اطلب منهم كتابة ما يسألونني عنه.
طلب منا أستاذنا مشاركة آرائنا ومناقشة بعض المواضيع على السبورة .شاركنا جمي ًعا بشكل إيجابي  ،لكن أحد
الطالب عبر عن رأيه بشكل سلبي واتهم األديان بأنها سبب بعض العنف .ذكر مباشرة أحداث  11سبتمبر
Quotes in Page 115
لم أكن أريد الدخول في قضية سياسية أو دينية  ،وشعرت أنني ال أحظى بالدعم الكافي .جميع الطالب هم طالب
أمريكيون لذا صمت.
وأعرفهم على ثقافتي.
الحياة
في
طريقتي
وأريهم
بيتي
إلى
أصدقائي
حاولت أن أدعو
ّ
األميركيون يفضلون الطالب الصينيين على السعوديين  ...في الماضي كنت أدرس في المعهد .شعرت أن بعض
المعلمين كانوا يميزون الطالب الصينيين عنا  ،وقد الحظت ذلك مع الطالب السعوديين األقل اجتهادا ً أو أكثر
إهماالً .شعرت أن الطالب العربي معرض للعقاب بسبب اإلهمال اما الطالب الصيني ال .
شرحت لهم أنني أرتدي الحجاب عند وجود الغرباء وليس في البيت .في بعض األحيان  ،شاركت بعض الصور
لي عندما تزوجت في المملكة العربية السعودية.
Quotes in Page 116
قضيت الكثير من الوقت في دراسة األشياء التي لم تعلمتها في وقت حصولي على درجة البكالوريوس .وبسبب
هذه المشكلة  ،لم يكمل العديد من الطالب دراستهم وعادوا إلى منازلهم دون الحصول على شهادة .لم يتمكنوا من
دراسة ما فاتهم وشيء جديد ألنهم يفتقرون إلى المرونة والوقت  ...واألكثر صعوبة هو أن يفترض األساتذة أن
لديك معرفة أساسية كافية حول التخصص من مستوى البكالوريوس .لألسف  ،التحقت ببرنامج الماجستير ولم
أمتلك معلومات أساسية كافية عن تخصصي.
أشعر أنني فعلت كل شيء في االتجاه المعاكس هنا .كان األمر كما لو أنني بدأت دراسة درجة الماجستير مع
البكالوريوس .لم يكن لدي أي معرفة بكيفية العمل في المختبرات أو استخدام األجهزة.
كان العمل في المختبر مرهقا ً ألنه يدوم لثالث ساعات وأكثر لدرس الواحد .عشرون في المئة من الدرجات
تعتمد على عملي في المختبر .لذا  ،لم يكن األمر سهالً على اإلطالق.
Quotes in Page 117
أمرا طبيعيًا ألي طالب دولي .هذا ما أخبرني به بعض
كان من الصعب علي استخدام اللغة األكاديمية وكان ذلك ً
الطالب األمريكيين .عادة  ،كان الطالب األجانب قليلين المشاركة في المناقشات الصفية بسبب الخوف من
التهكم والتنمرعليهم.
في المملكة العربية السعودية  ،كانت جميع مراحل دراستي باللغة العربية .عندما بدأت دراستي هنا  ،كانت هناك
مصطلحات كنت أعرفها بالعربية ولكني لم أكن أعرف ما تعنيه باللغة اإلنجليزية .كان من الصعب فهم بعض
المحاضرات ألنني لم أستطع فهم معنى بعض الكلمات .قضيت الكثير من الوقت في ترجمة الكلمات ثم حفظها
الستخدامها أثناء االختبار.
خالل الفصل الدراسي األول في الجامعة  ،تعبت كثيرا لفهم المحاضرات لذا كنت اسجل محاضراتي على
المسجل الرقمي .ثم  ،عندما اعود إلى المنزل  ،اقوم بكتابة المحاضرة من المسجل ومن ثم ترجمتها .عندما قمت
بترجمتها  ،فوجئت بأنني أعرف ما كان يتحدث عنه أستاذي في الفصل .لذا  ،لم يكن الموضوع صعبًا ألنني
فهمت ما قاله األستاذ عندما استمعت إلى محاضرته باللغة العربية .شعرت باإلرهاق عندما جلست في الفصل
ولم أفهم شيئًا من المحاضرة.
Quotes in Page 118
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عندما بدأت برنامج الماجيستير  ،كنت حامالً  ،متعبة ومنهكة .كانت فترة صعبة للغاية .كانت مسؤولياتي تجاه
عائلتي كثيرة وكانت واجباتي األكاديمية صعبة ألنني كنت في مرحلة جديدة .في بداية الدكتوراه  ،ولدت ابنتي
الثانية وكنت في حالة سيئة .كنت ألوم نفسي على عدم قدرتي على موازنة المسؤوليات العديدة لطفلين والدراسة.
عندما عدت إلى المنزل  ،بدأت بطهي الطعام وتنظيفه ورعاية األطفال دون أخذ أي وقت لالسترخاء .شكا
زوجي من أنني تركت أوالدي معه .لقد أصبت باإلرهاق الشديد ألنني لم اخذ ما يكفني من النوم  ،ولم اقضي
حقوق عائلتي كما ينبغي  ،ولم أقضي وقتا كافيا في الدراسة.
Quotes in Page 119
لدي مشاكل مالية بسبب رسوم الرعاية النهارية باهظة الثمن وأعتقد أن هذا هو سبب مشكلتي الزوجية .إذا
تركت أطفالي مع والدهم لمدة أسبوع  ،فليس من المحتمل أن يعتني بهم أو يلبي احتياجاتهم.
في نهاية الشهر  ،كنت دائ ًما بحاجة إلى أموال إضافية من عائلتي لتغطية اإليجار والفواتير.
كنت أتواصل دائ ًما مع عائلتي وأطلب منهم تحويل األموال قبل نهاية الشهر.
مؤيدي األول هو زوجي .أطلب عادة من زوجي النصيحة إذا واجهت أي مصاعب أو سوء معاملة من الناس.
يهدئني ويدعمني شعوريا حتى أتمكن من التغلب على أي مشكلة .ثانيا  ،أحيانا أطلب من عائلتي المشورة .على
سبيل المثال  ،إذا شعرت باإلحباط بسبب ضيق الوقت أو من المسؤوليات.
لقد بذلت جهدا ً كبيرا ً وأحيانا ً سألت زمالئي أسئلة بسيطة  ،وساعدني ذلك في الفهم .قابلت صديقًتا سعوديًا هنا من
كثيرا في مرحلة الماجستير .درسنا نفس المواد .اعتدنا على
جامعتي في المملكة العربية السعودية الذي ساعدتني ً
التسجيل في نفس المواد لمساعدة بعضنا البعض والتعاون من أجل فهم ما هو صعب.
Quotes in Page 120
أواجه صعوبة عندما يمرض أحد أطفالي اذا كان عندي درس في الجامعة .كنت أطلب من أحد أصدقائي
السعوديين أن تعتني بأطفالي عندما كنت بحاجة إلى المساعدة ألنني انا وزوجي كالنا الطالب .كان ذلك مطمئنا
ألنها كانت دائما تقف معي.
كان لدي أصدقاء من المملكة العربية السعودية خارج الجامعة .أنهوا دراستهم وعادوا إلى المملكة العربية
السعودية .في ذلك الوقت  ،شعرت بالوحدة الشديدة بسبب رحيلهم .لم أكن أبدا ً أتسوق دون أصدقائي ولم يكن
لدي أي أصدقاء أمريكيين خارج مجتمع الجامعة .بقيت حزينًا جدًا لفترة ولم أخرج من المنزل .بعد فترة  ،التقيت
بأشخاص من المملكة العربية السعودية وتعرفت على أصدقاء جد.
Quotes in Page 121
منذ أن جئت  ،أبقيت العديد من األصدقاء من جنسيتي ألنهم وقفوا إلى جانبي عندما أجهضت طفلي األول .ال
يزال لدي اتصال معهم .كنت أعرف الكثير من األصدقاء من مناطق مختلفة من المملكة العربية السعودية.
االستفادة من المكتبة هنا شيء جميل .لم أكن معتادة على استخدام المكتبة في المملكة العربية السعودية.
في بداية بحثي  ،احتجت إلى مساعدة من مركز الكتابة في جامعتي.
حاولت االنضمام إلى حصص اليوغا في الجامعة واستمع إلى كلمات التشجيع من اآلخرين.
شعرت أنني متعبة جدا  ،لذا لجأت إلى االستشارات الصحية في الجامعة .عندما أخبرتها بمشاكلي  ،قالت الطبيبه
إنه بسبب الضغط الذي واجهته.
Quotes in Page 122
وجدت أن الناس لم يتدخلوا في شؤون اآلخرين وكانت أسئلتهم مقتصرة على ارتداء الحجاب أثناء الطقس الحار.
أثنى معظم تعليقاتهم على ثوبي والحجاب .لم يتدخل أحد الستجوابي عن ديني أو طائفتي .لقد مارست الصالة في
السوق أو في مواقف السيارات ولم يكن لدي أي مشكلة.
أتذكر أحد األساتذة الذين شجعوني ودعموني دائ ًما .شعرت أن لدي حرية كاملة في مالبسي وأكدت لي دو ًما أن
ً
مقبوال.
مظهري
الحياة في المملكة العربية السعودية معقدة للغاية ولها العديد من المجامالت االجتماعية .هنا  ،هو عكس ذلك .كل
شيء بسيط سواء كان ذلك في األكل أو المالبس .حتى عند دعوة األصدقاء ال يكلفني أي شيء .يمكن للشخص
أن يعيش هنا ويستمتع بكل بساطته.
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في المملكة العربية السعودية كان هناك العديد من االلتزامات العائلية ولكن هنا أنا خالية بعض الشيء من هذه
القيود  ،لذلك لدي الكثير من الوقت لنفسي.
Quotes in Page 123
األميركيون ودودون ولطفاء عند التعامل مع اآلخرين .تعلمت بعض العادات المفيدة جدا منهم .على سبيل المثال
 ،بغض النظر عن مدى انشغال الشخص بعمله ومسؤولياته  ،سيقابلني بابتسامته ويحاول مساعدتي باهتمام
كبير .سواء كنت بحاجة لمعرفة اتجاه السوبر ماركت أو طلب مكان معين  ،سيساعدني الشخص الذي أسأله على
أكمل وجه .هذا العمل الجيد يشجعني على معرفتهم عن كثب.
العيش في أمريكا مختلف جدا عما نتعلمه من خالل وسائل اإلعالم .أهم األشياء هي أن يلتزم الشخص بمبادئه ،
وأن يكون مرنا ً مع اآلخرين  ،وال يحكم على الناس بناء على المظاهر .في النهاية  ،تجربة العيش والدراسة في
أمريكا صعبة ومرهقة  ،ولكنها ليست مستحيلة.
بعد أن اعتدت على حياتي هنا  ،تغيرت حياتي وأصبحت مدركا أن الرجال يجب أن يتحملوا مسؤوليات متساوية
مثل النساء .بدأت أنا وزوجي في التغير نحو األفضل.
Quotes in Page 124
حياتي في أمريكا أعطتني نظرة جديدة للعالم .ساعدتني خبرتي في أن أصبح أكثر اجتماعيًا وغيرت شخصيتي
المنطوية .ساعدتني تجربتي في المجتمع األميركي أيضًا على فهم بساطة الحياة .عموما  ،لقد غيرتني تجربة
العيش في أمريكا بشكل جذري.
في كثير من األحيان  ،أشارك في احتفاالتهم وأستمتع باالحتفاالت بدون إيمان او تنبي معتقداتهم.
لدي أيضًا أصدقاء أمريكيين يشاركون دائ ًما في مناسباتي حياتي وأهنئهم .أشارك صوري معهم .أيضا  ،أشارك
أحداثهم ومناسباتهم على الرغم من أنني ال أحتفل بهم .إنها فرصة لالنضمام إليهم وأن يتم التعرف عليهم.
لقد غيرت تجربتي بالفعل الكثير .أصبحت مسؤوالً واعتمدت على نفسي في كل شيء.
أنا مرتاح جدا لهذا العالم المفتوح .أنا سعيد جدًا ألنني أستطيع إثبات نفسي وإثبات وجودي  ،ويمكنني إنجاز كل
شيء دون مساعدة من أي شخص.
Quotes in Page 125
ً
عندما قضيت حوالي  9أشهر هنا وعُدت إلى المملكة العربية السعودية  ،الحظت عائلتي تغييرا في شخصيتي
وصرحت بأنني أصبحت أقل خجالً وأكثر استقاللية
ً
أكد زوجي التغيير في شخصيتي بعد أن عاش في أمريكا وأخبرني دائما بأنني لم أكن نفس الفتاة التي تزوجها.
في البداية  ،اعتمدت عليه للقيام بكل شيء  ،ولكن اآلن أصبحت أكثر اعتمادا على نفسي .في الواقع  ،أتمنى أن
يحصل أطفالي على نفس الفرصة وأن يعيشوا في أمريكا
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